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Tuning With No Moving Parts
I1

Constructing A 10-Watt
v- I-

Stereo System
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Ron Steele's newest album is C,hicar,o, for Ov:;tion.
He's a first call guitarist for art1sts ~1ke E~la F1~zgerald,
Barbra Streisand, Nancy Wilson, L1za Mmnelh, .
Dionne Warwick, and one of the best known behmdthe-scenes musicians in films and TV.

"The sound is roomy. Good."
That's the real reason for power as big as ours.
It gives sound spaciousness at normal levels.

"Man, no distortion. None!"
Less than 0.5 o/o actually. That's because of the
two new 5-pole phase linear toroidal filters in our IF
stages. They achieve selectivity and distortion values
far beyond crystal filters. It's permanent performance,
too, because they're permanently aligned.

"You don't over-control. I like that."
Actually we have about all the controls imaginable. What professionals admire is the ability to get a
"master tape" sound. It's possible because certain of
our controls are cancellable-Loudness, Balance, and
Treble/High filter.

"It's dead quiet. Beautiful."
Our tuner-amplifier is full of complicated elec-

tronic reasons for that. ICs in the IF and multiplex circuits, all silicon transistor and printed board circuitry,
new 4-section front end with dual gate MOSFETs.
We've about eliminated noise, wiped out cross modulation, and our overload characteristics are beautiful. ~

"How come it doesn't cost more?"
That's our secret. But you compare our specs,
listen to our performance, look at our price, and you'll
probably go away asking yourself the same ti:ing.
Incidentally, the turntable and speakers m our
new Professional Series are equally remarkable. If you
would like all the facts and figures write: Professional
Series, Dept. 74, P.O. Box 124 7, Benton Harbor,
Michigan 49022.
If the professionals can please recording studio
engineers, sound technicians, and musicians, people
who make a 1iving making and reproducing great sound,
we're confident they can make you very happy, too.

Made in Benton Harbor, Michigan by

VM CORPORATION

The VM Professional1521: Semiconductor complement: 49
transistors, 30 diodes, 3 ICs, 2 MOSFETs.
FM circuit: four ganged front end with 2 dual gate MOSFETs for
lower cross modulation, greater sensitivity and overload; two 5-pole
hase linear toroidal filters and 2 ICs for selectivity, sensitivity and
hmiting that surpasses all previous standards in this price range.

Amplifier: Power output: 40 watts RMS/channel power.
.
at less than O.So/0 distortion; bandwidth 9-30KHz. IM distortion:
less than 0.5o/0 • Frequency response: ± 1 db 20Hz-20KHz.
Tuner: Sensitivity: 1.9 uv for 30 db quieting. Signal to noise ratio:
-75 db. Capture ratio: 1.8 db. Selectivity; -75 db. SM 100% MOD
distortion: less than 0.5o/o. Stereo separation: 40 db at 1Hz. I~age
rejection: -90 db. IF rejection: -100 db. Spurious response rejection: -100 db.
Cabinet: Comes complete with cabinet of oiled walnut veneer hardwood at no extra cost. (Mode11520, same as above except 25 watts
RMS/channel power.)

wait till you get your pause on aTEAC A-1230
You'll be making the cleanest tapes on the new
TEAC A-1230. Thanks to TEAC's unique
symmetrical control system with Edi-Q. This
advanced system allows you to edit while
recording- instantaneously. In a flash, before
that unwanted FM commercial is upon you,
flick- and you're in PAUSE mode. Your tape
stops silently, instantaneously. Record amps are
fully fired and at standby for the first note
of your recording restart. End of co'mmercial
and you toggle deftly back to ~~PLAY." You are
off to a clean new recording start.
But Edi-Q is only one of a whole host of
professional features on the A-1230. It also
incorporates the same kind of advanced design
and new-features engineering philosophy that
established TEAC's famous Model A-1200 as
the best value in various consumer tests.
There's a record bias switch for both highoutput, low-noise tape and standard tape alike.
So you get the fullest dynamic range with
any type of tape. It also ensures the TEAC
A-1230's high-performance characteristics.
So much for new refinements. Remember
those other advanced A-1230 features:
three-motor solenoid operation, three heads;
tape/source monitoring, mic and line mixing,
independent record mode switches for %-track

stereo/mono operation, independent stereo
headphone monitor, tape tension and springloaded automatic shutoff arms.
And the price, too, will give you pause;
it's sensible.

Dust cover optional

Check No. 1· on Reader Service Card

Check No. 101 on Reader Service Card

TEAC Corporation of America 2000 Colorado Avenue Santa Monica, California 90404
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Garrard of England is the world's
largest producer of component automatic turntables.
And our SL95B is generally conceded to be the most advanced automatic you can buy, at any price .
Yet we confess to some startlingly old-fashioned ideas .
Instead of rewarding the speedy ,
for example, we encourage the persnickety.
In fina l assembly, each man who
installs a part tests that finished assembly . The unit doesn't leave his station until he's satisfied it's right.
For a faulty unit to be passed
down the line, a man must make the
same mistake twice. An occurence we
find exceedingly rare.
If something isn't up to stan dard, he adjusts it on the spot- or sets
it aside to be made right.
Hardly the sort of thing production records are made of.

A modest record
But as Brian Mortimer, Director
of Quality Assurance, has said , "We
absolutely refuse to let units per hour
become an obsession. It is simply a
useful statistic.
"Each final assembly line for
our 95B consists of nineteen men and
women.
"In top form , they turn out
twenty un its an hour. A rather mod- ·
est record in these days of mechanized production li nes .
"But if we were to speed it

Of roots and heritage
We admit, however, to enj oying
a special circumstance. Garrard recently marked its fiftieth year, all of
them in t he town of Swindon, England .
In a time of people without roots
and products without a heritage, many
Garrard employees ,are second and
third generation .
Brian Mortimer's father, E. W.,
hand-built the fi rst Garrard.
And in all, 256 of our employees
have been with us over 25 years.
A happy circumstance, indeed .

To buy or not to buy
In an age of compromise, we indulge still an other old-fashioned notidn.
Of the 202 parts in a Garrard
automatic turntable , we make all but
a piddling few.
We do it for just one reason. We
can be more finicky that way .
For instance, in the manufacture of our Synch ro-Lab motor we adhere to incredibly fine tolerances.

Not parity, but superiority
Thirty-odd years ago, H. V. Slade
(then Garrard of England's uncompromising Managing Director) set policy
wh ich endures to this day.
"We will sell a Garrard in the
U.S. only when it is more advanced
th an any machine available there."
Spurred by this commitment,
Garrard engineers have produced every
major advance in automatic turntables.
Today's SL95B remains the
world's premiere automatic turntable.
Its revolutionary two-stage synchronous motor produces unvarying
speed , and does it with an ultra-light
turntable .
Its new counterweight adjustment screw lets you balance the tone
ar m to a hundredth of a gram.
And its patented anti-skating
control is permanently accu ;ate.
The six Garrard component
models range from the 40B at
$44.50 to the SL95B (shown) at
$129.50 .
Your dealer can help you select the right one for your system .

Cf~·

AUDIO Edi t or ial and Publishing Offices, 134 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
Postmaster: Send Form 3579 to the above address

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA
Check No. 2 on Reader Service Ca rd

up, we'd pay for it in quality. And, in
my book, that's a bad bargain."

Bearings must meet a standard
of plus or minus one ten-thousandth
of an inch. Motor pulleys, likewise.
To lim it f riction (and rumble)
to the irreducible minimum we super
fin ish each rotor shaft to one microinch .
And the finished rotor assembly is automatically balanced to within
.0008 in .-oz. of the absolute.

Check No.• _3_on .Reader Service Car_d .
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June
Hi-Fi Outdoors-A survey of
equipment by Len Feldman.
How Much Amplifier Power is
Required?-Don Davis looks
at public address systems and
power requirements.
The Why and How of Horn
Loudspeakers-V ictor Brociner concludes his article.
Equipment Reviews Include:
Fisher 201 receiver
Stanton electrostatic headphones
PlusRecord and tape reviews
and all the regular features.

JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

0 00

Preamplifiers
Q. I do not understand the basic pur-

to my bedroom mono system. To accomplish this I purchased a mono FM tuner
pose of a preamplifier. Is a preamplifier
kit. Because a run of wire between the
really necessary?-Dana Edwards, Edintwo music systems was considered impractical, I tried one of those FM WIRELESS
burg, Ill. .
A. In the early days of electrical sound
modules, which acted as a transmitter;
the bedroom mono FM set was, of course,
reproduction, pickups were made from
elements which produced rather high
the receiver. It appears to be sufficiently
voltage as compared to more modadequate to meet my needs except for one
ern devices. Therefore, it required rela- • thing, inadequate treble. I suspect that
tively small amounts of voltage gain to
the problem is the absence of a prebring these older crystal pickups to a
emphasis network in the module, while my
satisfactory level for application to the
tuner does have the standard de-emphasis
network.
power output stage of the amplifier.
In the mid-1940's magnetic pickups
Can you suggest a pre-emphasis circuit which will overcome this prob/em?made their appearance on the home
market. However, their output voltage
Kirk L. Thompson, St. Paul, Minn.
was only a fraction of that provided by
A. You . correctly assume that the
the crystal pickups of that day. Therelack of treble in your system is the refore, in, order to build up the signal of
sult of the lack of pre-emphasis in the
the magnetic pickups, it was necessary
module. These modules are made as
to use a piece of equipment termed a
cheaply as possible. The fact that they
"preamplifier," whose output then was
are even reasonably frequency stable is
connected to the phono input of the
a miracle.
existing amplifier. The preamplifier,
I think that an approximation of the
then, was an add-on device.
pre-emphasis curve co!lld be obtained
Later, power amplifiers were made
by following the circuit shown. I am
which had no controls on them whatassuming here that the input impedance
soever, with the exception of volume
of the module is 10,000 ohms.
adjustment. T he preamplifier, therefore, actually became the control center
for the sound system, including the
750 pf
necessary gain to accommodate magnetic pickups. It also included adjust--o
0
o-0
ments for bass and treble, loudness,
100 K
volume, and provisions for connection
and selection of various external program sources. Thus, it would have perhaps been better if we had called this
FM pre-emphasis netwQrk.
device a "control center" rather than
a preamplifier. However, because the
I can oniy hope that you have sufearly add-on devices were exactly that,
ficient signal to overcome the 20 dB
preamplifiers, it was easier · to allow
signal loss which will occur at mid and
that . name to remain even though the
low frequencies. At extremely high
devices took on additional functions.
audio frequencies the loss will be
Now much of our sound equipment
practically zero dB because of the action
is integrated into a complete package in
of the capacitor shunting the resistor.
which both the control functions and
Because the reactance of this capacitor
power amplifications are included. This
is much lower than the value of the
package includes circuitry to boost the
resistor, for high audio frequencies,
tiny voltage produced by today's magsignal can flow more easily around the
netic pickups. The circuit which accomcapacitor than through the resistor. The
plishes this task is still called a "preeffect is that of boosting treble freamplifier." It is the first amplification
quencies, which is just what is needed
which takes place.
to correct for the lack of treble you
Equipment which features all the
indicated.
control functions, the output of which
must work into a separate power ampliIf you have a problem or question on
fier, is today often called a "control
audio, write to Mr, Joseph Giovanelli
center" rather than a preamplifier.

Praamoliliar

~

"1

About the cover: Here we show the
Heath AR-17 tuner, which costs
$72 .95 as a kit, and the deluxe Marantz
19, which sells for $1000 . The tuner is
the new SAE which uses digital readout and will set you back $950-without the cabinet.

IC150

FM Wireless System
Q. I have a complete high quality stereo

~

at AUDIO, 134 North Thirteenth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. All letters are
answered. Please enclose a stamped
self-addressed envelope.

system in my living room. I connected it

4
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What would happen to a preamplifier
design, if the design engineer could free
h imself from stereotyped ideas and start
fresh with only a list of customers' re quests? Well, at CROWN that has just hap pened, and the result is the IC150, an
exciting "new concept" control center w ith
simplified circuitry, controls that are easy
to understand and use, several exclusive
features, unsurpassed quality, and - to top
it all off - a lower price tag .
Crown Engineers discovered that preamp switches don 't need to pop .. that
there is something better than the stereo
mode switch . . that the phono preamp
can be dramatically improved
. . and,
that by using IC 's, a versatile high-quality,
advanced-performance
preamplifier
can be priced to beat inflation.

www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Of co urse. the true unique ness of such
an innovati ve design cannot be appreciated
by reading about it. The only answer is
to experience the IC150 yourself. Let us
tell you where Crown's " new concept" is
being introduced in your area . Write today
for a list of locations.
World 's quietest phone preamp
Infinitely variable stereo panorama control
Silent switching a,nd automatiC mut ing .
at turn-on and turn-off
Integrated circuit modules
Industry' s lowest distortion levels
Full range tone and loudness controls
Guaranteed phase response
3-year parts and labor warranty
Wdl dnve any amplif1er
5239. walnut enclosure 533

Check No. 5 on Reader Service Card

Ask your dealer also about Crown's new com ·
pan ion D150 power amplifier, which delivers 200
watts IHF output at 8 ohms or 350 watts at 4 ohms.
No amp m this power range - however expensive
has better frequency response or lower hum,
no1se or distortion. It offers performance equal
to the famous DC300, but at medium power · and
price. It's worth listening into!

NEW,
TRANSPARENT
AND BEAUTIFUL.

ADC's brand new 450A is a "high
transparency" speaker system for the
perfectionist who wants to own the best
bookshelf system money can buy.
This two-way system avoids the use of
complex crossover networks and the
resultant phase distortion . By enabling
the majority of the audio spectrum to be
radiated by the high frequency unit, we
achieve essentially a "single point
source". The low frequency driver is
then left to do the demanding but uncomplicated job of reproducing the low
and basically non-directional portion of
the audio spectrum .
The result is an extremely transparent
true-to-life bookshelf speaker system
you must hear to appreciate.

ADC 450A SPECIFIC ATI ONS
Type .•• Full-sized bookshelf.
Cabinet . . . Oiled Walnut.
Dimensions . . . 25" H x 14" W
X 123/s" D.
Weight • . . 50 lbs. each.
Frequency Response .. . 25 Hz to 30
kHz ± 3 dB (measured in average
listening room).
Speakers (2) .. . 3/4" "point source"
wide range tweeter and 12" high
compliance woofer.
Nominal Impedance ... 6 ohms (for
optimum performance from
transistorized amplifiers).
Power Required . . . 10 watts RMS minimum.
Price .. . $165 (suggested resale).

AUDIO FOR
AUDIOPHILES
Check No. 6 on Reeder Service Cerd

Tape Guide
IM DISTORTION
Q. Can you explain the following: (1)
H ow does intermodulation occur in amplifiers? Can we hear a difference between a
piece of music when reproduced by two
different amplifiers, one having a rather
high degree of intermodulation and the
other not? If there is an audible difference,
how does it sound? (2) Why do tape
recorders have such a high degree of
intermodulation distortion? (3) If you
were to purchase a good quality stereo
tape machine, and if you could choose
between 2- and 4-track heads, what
would be more advisable, a 2- or 4-track
head? Is there any loss or difference in
audio quality between 2- and 4-track
playback and recording?-Christoph
Keutmann, Am Wasserturm, West
Germany
A. The signal coming out of a transistor ot tube is supposed to be an exact
facsimile of the signal coming in, except
that the output is amplified in terms of
voltage or current or both. If the output
signal is not an exact facsimile, there
will be an interaction between this signal and other signals going through the
transistor (or tube) , resulting in the
production of new signals. These new
-signals are called intermodulation
products, and tend to be noticeable to
the ear. In very slight amount, intermodulation tends to impart a "filmy"
quality to the sound. As intermodulation
distortion increases, the sound tends
to become successively grainy, fuzzy,
coarse, and then broken. Tape recorders
tend to have high intermodulation
distortion \Jecause the tape is not a
perfectly linear medium; that is, the
magnetic record on the tape does not
correspond perfectly to the signal
going through the record head. While
bias current helps greatly to overcome
this nonlinearity, the results are not
perfect. Furthermore, less bias is ordinarily used than the amount which
would reduce distortion to a minimum;
the reason is that less bias permits
extended treble response. Also, in order
to maximize signal-to-noise ratio,
recording ordinarily takes place at a
level that results in a significant increase in intermodulation distortion.
On the other hand, for reasons not
completely clear, the human ear seems
to be able to tolerate larger amounts
of intermodulation distortion from a
tape recorder than from other audio
equipment.

6

HERMAN .BURSTEIN

In today's state of the art, a 4-track
stereo machine of high quality can
perform very well, with little if any
noticeable loss of performance compared with a 2-track machine. For home
use, a quality 4-track machine is generally advisable.

High Speed Duplicating
Q. I would like to know the results
of high speed dubbing of tapes. What, if
anything, is lost in the process of high
speed duplicating?-Avery L. Puckett,
APO San Francisco, Calif.
A So far as I know, little if anything
is lost in the process of high speed tape
dubbing. True, there are special mechanical and electrical problems, such
as being able to drive enough bias
current through the record head at
elevated speed (and therefore at elevated frequency). But these have been
met quite successfully. The chief problem in dubbing, unrelated to speed, is
that of increasing noise with each generation of tape.
Need For Amps
Q. rm interested in purchasing a tape
recorder and a receiver; I wish to use the
recorder as a music system, primarily
playing back stereo music recorded from
FM . My question is this: Should I obtain
the recorder with output amplifiers in cluded in the unit, to ·be able to record off
the receiver, or would I suffer no impaired
quality in recording from the receiver
though it would be powering the recorder
and the tuner/receiver itself at the same
time, not to mention speakers or headphone? Would excessive power loss occur
to mar the quality of recorded FM
material?-L.T.
Keith,
H untington
Park, Calif.
A. If you plan to use your tape recorder in conjunction with an audio
receiver, there is no need for the tape
recorder to have what you call output
amplifiers-presumably power amplifiers capable of driving speakers. The
signal supplied by the receiver to the
tape recorder is essentially voltage, with
only a very minute amount of power involved. The tape recorder drains no significant amount of power from the receiver and therefore does not affect the
receiver's performance. The signal supplied by the tape recorder to the receiver
(for tape playback) is also essentially
voltage, and hence there is no need for
the tape machine to have output power

amplifiers. Of course the tape machine
should have record preamps; and unless
you plan to use the tape playback preamps of the receiver (assuming the receiver has these), the tape machine
should have playback preamps.

Left-Channel Transie nt
Q. I have an Ampex Micro 85 cassette
recorder. I have been generally pleased
with it, although I have wrestled with its
limitations, but there is one problem
which I can't fathom. When I make a
recording (usually from a stereo record)
I sometimes get great variation in the
left channel. First the highs will go,
then everything will fade out until it's
necessary to move the balance control
to the 9 o'clock position to restore
balance. Balance will stay that way for
a minute or so, and then the left channel
level will go up: Sometimes this happens
repeatedly-up and down for 5 or 10
minutes. The problem seems to happen
most often on the back side of the cassette.
This makes me wonder if it is not related
to the physical construction of ·the
cassette. Could the trouble be in the
pressure pad? I tried one of the new
Norelco cassettes with wrap-around
shield and foam pad, and the left channel
was way down throughout. My recorder
plays prerecorded tapes without this
fading problem. Please note that when
the left channel is not fading, the balance
is true at the 12 o'clock setting of the
balance control. Generally the quality
of my recordings is much better than
that of the prerecorded cassettes. I would
like your ideas as to whether the fault
lies in my recorder, the tape, or elsewhere
in the system.-Laird Brown, Dayton, 0.
A. Initially your problem sounds like
"left-channel dropout," due to poor
contact between the upper head gap
and the tape. But since you do not
experience any difficulty with prerecorded tape, the trouble appears to occur in the recording process. There may
be a faulty connection in the record amplifier, or there may be a faulty capacitor, resistor, or other component. Another possibility is a fault which causes
the amount of bias current reaching the
upper gap to vary. If this is the case,
there would also be a marked variation
in treble response. I think your problem
calls for handling by a service technician.
If you have a problem or question on
tape recording, write to Mr. Herman
Burstein at AUDIO, 134 North .Thir·
teenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107.
All letters are answered . Please en~lose · a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

After you remove the
rumble, wow and flutter from
a transcription turntable
-what do you have?
Thorens engineers believe that if you
don't hear rumble, wow and flutter at
a concert or .m u sic fest iva 1, you
shouldn't hear it at home on your
transcription turntable . You won't,
with the Thorens TD-125AB.
Rumble, wow and flutter eliminated. Unlike other turntables, the 3speed electronic TD-125AB uses solid
state circuitry to replace .mechanical
methods of speed control. This reduces the number of moving parts and
total mass. So rumble isreduced. Low
250 rpm motor speed, plus a vibrationfree belt-driven motor system, completely routs rumble, wow and flutter .
Uniquely des ign ed for precise
speed control.lt is vital that motor rotor speed control be precise. In the
TD-125AB it is governed by a dependable Wien Bridge transistorized oscillator whose frequency can be varied
precisely .to change the speed of the
16-pole synchronous motor. Since the
motor requires only 5 watts to drive it
and the output of the oscillator is powered by a 20 watt amplifier, there's

considerable power to spare.
Shoc k-fr ee , vibra tio n-free p erfor mance Another professional Thorens touch is the split level design. The
·tonearm and platter are mounted on a
separate framework and then shock
mounted to a second chassis housing
the drive system and controls. Result:
the tonearm is protected against shocks
when the controls are operated.
Versatile tonearm. Mounted on
finely polished ball races is Thorens'
superb TP25 low mass, tubular tonearm. Designed to work with the finest
cartridges, it adjusts from ~ to 4
grams tracking force. Tracking error
IS less than 0.2% . Anti-skate control
is provided.
TD-125AB, complete with Thorens tonearm and walnut base . .. $310.
The TD- 125B, same as above without
T P-25 tonearm. Tone arm mounting
board provided for your use with
other tonearms . . . $215. Other Thorens models available from $140. See
your Thorens dealer, or send coupon
for further details.

THOR!!!S®TD-125AB

---------,
ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC.

AS

New Hyde Park, N .Y. 11040
Please send additional information on the complete line of Thorens Transcription Turntables and the name of my nearest dealer.
Name_______________________________________________________
Address---------------~---------

City / State_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __L..,ip_ __ _
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What'S New in Audio
Richard Allen speaker

An infinite
choice
of spee ds.
The variable control Lenco manual
turntables offer an infinite selection of
speed-a continuous sweep from30
to 86 rpm. At the standard 16-2/3,
33-1/3, 45 or 78.26 rpm , there are
click stops that can be precisely set
or adjusted at any time.
With this, you can slow down a
complex rush of notes, the better to
appreciate the inner voices when you
listen next at normal speeds. You can
tune a recorded orchestra to match the
instrument you play, and join in. Your
tuning is not restricted to a paltry
fraction of a note, either. You can
exercise your urge to conduct, choosing
whatever tempo suits you . And you can
use it to extend your knowledge of the
dance or language, or to accompany
your slide or movie shows.
And at every orie of these speeds,
Swiss precision takes over. For
example, the Lenco L-75's sleekly
polished transcription tonearm shares
many design concepts (such as gravitycontrolled anti-skating , hydraulic
cueing , and precision, knife-edge
bearings) with arms costing more alone
than the entire L-75 arm and turntable
unit. And the dynamically balanced
8 .81b. turntable reduces rumble, wow
and flutter to inaudibility.

Garrard Zero 100 turntable
Zero degree tracking error is claimed for
the ingenious dual-articulat ed arm on
this new turntable from Garrard. The
arm is designed so that the cartridge
housing is pivoted directly over the
stylus tip, with the degree of pivot controlled by an auxiliary articulating arm.
The resultant tracking error is claimed

The Chaconne is a two-way speaker of
bookshelf size in an infinite baffle enclosure. The 8 in. bass speaker uses a
highly compliant cambric surround, and
is said to achieve extended bass response
in a relatively small enclosure. Power
handling capacity is 20 watts rms, and
rated impedance is 8 ohms. Price:
$69.95. Check No. 36 on Reader Servi ce Card

GC Electronics test tapes
These test tapes make possible testing
and adjustment for head alignment,
frequency response, equalization, sweep
frequency, IM distortion, flutter, stereo
balance, channel identification , and
separation. Prices: open reel, $6.50; ·
8-track cartridge, $7.95, cassette, $5 .60.
Check No. 38 on Reader Service Card

TEAC stereo tape decks

to be less than 90 seconds or approximately 160 times as small as the error
of conventional tonearms. Additional
features include 15 degree vertical tracking angle adjustment, sliding-weight
stylus-force adjustment, cartridge overhang adjustment, magnetic anti-skating
control, and illuminated stroboscope.
Two speeds : 33V3 and 45 rpm. Price:
$189.50 Check No. 42 on Reader Service Card

Ampe x tapes by mail
Some 222 selections from the more
than 3000 titles in the Ampex Stereo
Tapes open reel catalog are available
by mail in a test marketing program .
Customers pay list price for their first
selection and receive a $1.00 discount
on each subsequent tape ordered. No
minimum orders, service or mailing
ch~rges , or membership fees are req mred. Check No. 44 on Reader Service Card

Wha rfedale speake rs
British Industries Corp., U.S. distributor of Wharfedale speakers, informs us that the speakers listed on page
The L-75 complete with handsome
walnut base at $99.50 offers professional quality and versatility but at
far less than studio-equipm ent price s.
The B55 (lighter. platter and an arm of
almost equal specification) is only
$85 .00 with base. Both are available
now at your Benjamin/Len co dealer.
Benjamin Electronic Sound Corporation,
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 , a division
of Instrument Systems Corporation .

Lenco turntables
from Benjamin
Check No . 8 on Reader Serv ice Ca rd

Models A-1230 and A-1250 (shown)
have three motors, dual-range bias
current switch, and pause control. Symm etrically-arran ged, solenoid-oper ated
controls provide smooth operation,
while a turntable height adjustment
allows for variation in reel dimensions.
Other features include three heads,
71h and 3% ips speeds and a frequency
response at 71h ips of 40 Hz to 18 kHz
± 3 dB . The A-1250 has in addition a
composite head for both forward and
reverse playback. Prices: A-1230,
$349.00; A-1250, $449.00.
Check No. 40 on Reader Service Card

8

Sleek, black and omni-directional , the 5303 virtually eliminates tight polar patterns on the
upper highs. Gives you deep, full timbered
bass on the ultra lows . Banishes that bothersome "hole in the middle." Ends nailing your
chair down to that one "best" spot common
with conventional speakers. Gives you the freedom to roam around your own room , enveloped
in rich stereo sound.
The 5303 utilizes four woofers and four horn
tweeters. Flawlessly reproduces the 20 to 20,000 Hz

50 in the March speaker directory are no
longer offered. The current Wharfedale
line is correctly listed on page 74 in
the September, 1970 issue. Shown above
is a pair of Wharfedale WSOA's in the
optional B68 base.

range. Handles up to 80 watts input with ease.
Can be mounted on stand (included), or hung
from ceiling to give you more living space.
If your tastes are more traditional, then
check out JVC's Model 5340. It handles up
to 80 watts. Integrates a cellular horn in its
powerful4-way speaker system. There are many
other fine speakers in the JVC line. See and hear
them at your nearest JVC dealer. He will be proud
to demonstrate them, just as you will be proud to
own them.

JVC

Check No . 46 on Reader Service Card

Catching On Fast

JVC America, Inc ., 50·35, 56th Road, Maspeth, New York, N.Y. 11378
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Check No. 9 on Reader Service Card

[ ® Gu ad rap ho nic
The E-V (Fixler- Feldma n)
system

LSB-2 No total compone nt system is comp lete
without the reserve flexibility offe re d by the
LSB-2 Linear Stereo Boost er. This symmetrical
push-pull unit wi II allow you to boost or reduce the output level of any source for optimum use with any preamplifie r. It also fac ilitates the mixing of unmatched different level
devices such as a microphone and FM receiver.
The LSB-2 will not introduce any noise or distortion of your frequency response, wh ile it
offers a flat 30 db gain between 10 hz and
50,000 hz.

(Also avai Iable at your retai I store)
STEREO TONE EXPANDER This unit is housed
similarly to the LSB -2, having two tone controls instead of two volume controls. When
used in conjunction with the controls of your
preamplifier, th is compact equalizer wi II offer
virtually the same contour shaping capability
of units costing ten times as much .

Among the many stations experimenting with this system is WDHA, in
New Jersey, and they began tests as far
back as February 5th. The response was
so good (no pun intended ) that regular
programs began on March 1st and now
WDHA is broadcas ting discs and tapes
which lend themselves to synthesized
quadrap honic reproduction. Times are
from 7:00 to 8:00 each evening and 3:05
to 5:00p.m . on Sundays. The afternoo n
transmissions consist of tapes of the
Boston Pops precoded by station WCRB
in Boston. The only problem seems to
be the availability of decoders, but E-V
assures us that supplies should be to the
dealers pretty soon. The equipme nt
used at WDHA includes two TEAC
quadrap honic decks plus a special E-V
encoder. As a matter of interest, we are
now testing a TEAC TCA-42 deck and a
review will appear as soon as possible.
* * *
Critics of the E-V system say that the ·
front left-right separatio n of 11 dB is
not sufficient and that it does not meet
the FCC requirem ents of 29.6 dB. However, E-V maintain s that four-cha nnel
stereo will have all channels modulat ed
most of the time and discrete channel
directionality is not an importan t factor.
Len F eldman also states that the 11 dB
figure is not a true one and points out
that normal methods of measure ment
do not apply.

Tele-Q uadrap honics ?

All factory wired mail order sa les are on a
two week money back guarantee . Try the uni t.
If it does not suit your need return it for
a full refund. Enclose a check and ElectroHarmon ix will pay shipping. Or, if more convenient order C.O .D. for cost plus shipping.

electro-harmonix

Aus

15 West 26th St., New York, N.Y. 10010

Please ship:
LSB-2
Stereo Tone Expander

factory
wired
$22 .95 0
$24 .95 0

comp lete
kit
$15.95 0
$17.95 0

D Enc losed is check for $ - - - - -

0 Please ship C.O.D .

NAME . . . . .. ... ... . ... .. .. . .. ... . .. .
ADDRESS
CITY .......... .. STATE .. .. ...... ZIP .... ..

Quadrap honic-pl us-visua l broadcasts
have been given recently by Pittsburgh's
WDVA, WWSW and KDKA-T V as
well as WDAS, WIFI with KYW-T V in
Philadelphia. The latter program consisted of rock music with psychedelic
· light patterns and I must say it certainly
made an impact!
* * *
Dynaco is now marketin g an adaptor
called "Quadap tor" for the connection·
of four speakers to a stereo amplifier
using the Hafler arrangem ent. A threeposition switch . disconnects the rear
speakers, changes the circuit to give a
null position for accurate bala:ncing or
connects all four speakers . A rear
speaker level control is fitted and the
price as a kit is $19.95 or $29.95 for'
those too lazy to assemble it.

and according to the covernotes "the
only consider ation for performa nce by
this amateur group is love of jazz,
musical camarad erie and a wee dram."

NEW DYNACO QUADAPTOR®

* * *

From Japan comes news of a doublefour-channel recording made by Sansui
in St. Mary's Cathedra l in Tokyo. This

Only

$1995

tiyNilt:l1
QUADA PTOR

KIT
$29.95 factoryassembled

4 NEUL,~AN U-67

~

AND
TWO MORE SPEAKERS
CREATES

AK G0 - 2~

Mike positions in St. Mary's Cathedral.
event was held on the 215th anniversary
of Mozart's death (!) and the item selected was the "Mass in C Major." The
tape was replayed from an eight-speaker
setup at the Japanese Audio Fair a few
weeks later. Sansui says that the object
was to recreate a three-dim ensional
sound field and two of the microphones
(A and B) were facing upwards and two
(B and D) were pointed towards the
floor.

ERRAT A
How Many Channels? Part II
February , 1971 page 28
An unfortun ate mixup of illustrations
caused the Madsen system to be shown
as Fig. 1, rather than the triphonic system discussed by Dr. Cooper. The
correct illustration is shown here.
The caption for Fig. 2 has misled
some readers. A better one might have
read, "Possible quadrap honic arrangement of apparen t sources as perceived
for the four signal combinations. Within each square of the figure, the physical
locations of the six speakers in the room
are shown by the locations of the symbols, while the . particula r symbols used
designate the signal combina tions."

* * *

KL has just released another record
which sounds particularly good on the
Hafler (Dynaqu ad) system. It was recorded in quadrap honic stereo and then
mixed down to two channel. Title is
"Riverbo at Rascals Play Range Line"

10
Check No . 10 on Reader Se_rvice Card

Ne ws

FOUR-DIMENSIONAL
C)

6 c

0

SCA-80 ($169.95 kit; $249.95 assembled )

DYNAQUAD ®STEREO
The new Dynaco Quadaptor® can be used with
virtually any existing stereo receiver or amplifi~r.
Dynaquad® four-dimensional stereo does not requ1re
an additional stereo amplifie r ... just two matched,
eight ohm speaker s in
back of the room. The four
speakers are connected to
the Quadaptor® which in
turn is connected to the
amplifier.
The Quadaptor® is not
a synthesizer. Rather it
reveals depth and concerthall sound already on many
of your present stereo recordings but not enjoyed
due to the limitatio ns of
the convent iona I twospeaker stereo system.
The manner in which the
new two back speakers are
LEFT REAR

connected unmasks this hitherto hidden information
to fully utilize everything that has been included on
your recordings all along. Not only will the Quadaptor® give you four-dimensional stereo from your
present recordin gs, but
you can enjoy the same
Dynaquad® stereo from
your present FM stereo
tuner too.
Best results are realized
when the back eight ohm
speakers have as constant
an impedance as possible .
The Dynaco A-25 ($79 .95
each) speakers were designed . specifically to provide constant impedance.
The Stereophile Magazine
calls them "probab ly the
best buy in high fidelity
today."

Dynaco A-25 speakers ($79.95 each-ass embled only)

RIGHT REAR

Send for literature or pick some up at your dealer where you can see and hear
Dynaco equipment.
3060 .JEFF ERSO N ST., PHILA DELP HIA, PA. 19121

Fig. 1-The triphonic system.

IN EUROPE WRITE: DYNACO A/5, HUMLUM, STRUER, DENMARK
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BE HIN D TH E SC EN ES
months ago I reported on
the use of a pocket magnetome ter
to detect residual magnetism in
the tape path of recorders. If you recall,
the magnetome ter was manufactur ed by
the R.B . Annis Co. of Indianapoli s.
Well friends, I guess there must be a
great many of you who are particularly
concerned about this magnetism, because I have had a communica tion from
Mr. Annis, who tells me he has had
over 700 orders for his magnetome ter
and they are still pouring in, and he is
temporarily out of stock! In addition to
this information , Mr. Annis kindly sent
me some notes on demagnetizing. As an
expert in the field of magnetism , Mr.
Annis has some interesting observations
in his notes, some of which are at variance with certain commonly accepted
viewpoints. In my use of the magnetometer, I reported that I found the
highest values of magnetizat ion in the
capstans, guides, and rollers of my
various tape machines. Mr. Annis points
out that there are steels which range
from magnetically "soft" to "hard."
Most capstans, guides, and rollers are
made of medium to hard steels fo r
their superior mechanical strength and
wear characteristics. Such magnetically
"hard" steels have a lesser ability to
conduct magnetism, but have a relatively good "magnetic memory." Should
this "hard" steel be exposed to magnetism, even if only for a fraction of a
second, it will "remember " the exposure
by retaining a fair portion of the
original magnetism , becoming a secondary source of magnetism in its own
right. Thus the capstans, guides, and
rollers are among the major offenders
in retaining magnetism and tend to
degrade the recorded signal every time
a tape is played.
.
Mr. Annis made a statement which
really made me flip! "Fairly long iron
or steel members, oriented somewhat
parallel with the direction of the earth's
magnetic field, will become magnetized
due to the fact that their high magnetic
"conductivi ty" tends to concentrate the
earth's magnetic field in that area.
Rather strong magnetic poles will
appear at either end of such iron or
steel members. Steel component s
brought near such poles will become
magnetized in turn due to this concentration of the earth's field. Very little
considerati on is usually given to such a
possibility. In other words, don't place
your recorders too close to the ends of
long steel pipes, bars or structures
oriented either vertically or in a generally north and south direction." Now

S
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who would have thunk about that? The
usual demagnetizing tool operating on
60 cycle a.c. exposes steel component s
to a magnetic field of cyclically reversing polarity with a minimum initial
intensity higher than a certain fraction
of the original magnetizing field. As we
know, such cyclically alternating
demagnetizing fields can be reduced to
essentially zero by slowly withdrawin g
the tool from the steel component s a
certain distance and then shutting off
the current. What is not very well
known, says Mr. Annis, is that actual
demagnetizing is accomplished only
during the incremental reduction of
successive half-cycles of the demagnetizing field or only during that time when
the steel component and the demagnetizer
are beint; separated.
The most important thing in demagnetization, states Mr. Annis, is the
intensity of the field. He has investigated
a number of the common probe-type
demagnetizing tools and found that
their field intensity averaged around 70
to 80 Oersteds (gauss in air) when
measured at a standard quarter-inc h
distance from the end of the pro be. This
' field intensity is far too low in value
for the important initial phase in the
cyclical demagnetiz ing of magnetically
"hard" steel capstans, etc. M r. Annis has ,
developed a prototype hand demagnetizer of the probe variety which measures
in excess of 400 Oersteds. With such a
powerful unit, it is not necessary that
the probe touch the component s to be
demagnetiz ed. Bringing the probe
within a quarter or half-inch and then
withdrawin g it in the standard fashion
and turning off the power is sufficient.
There is a possibility that the unit
described may become a production
item, although it would be relatively
expensive. The hand bulk tape eraser
I mentioned in my previous article has
a fairly high field intensity, but this
field is not concentrate d as in the probetype units. How far the field extends
around the periphery of these bulk
erasers is at the moment an unknown
factor. Because of this, if your recorder
has its VU meters fairly close to the
heads, capstan or other parts you may
want to demagnetiz e, there is a possibility you may damage the meters.
I pointed out that in using the Annis
magnetome ter, it might be necessary to
fashion an "extension probe" to reach
the part to be measured. Mr. Annis
says that the best material for such a
probe is Permalloy or other high quality
steel lamin ation material. A typical
probe would be 5/16 inch wide by B's

BERT WHYTE

inch long, with a right angle bent about
5116 inch from one end, which would
allow the bent end to be taped or
clipped to the test edge of the magnetometer case. The ends should be vinyl
or plastic taped to avoid scratching of
heads, etc. Just in case you don't want
to go to that bother, such "clip-on"
probes are now available as an accessory
for the magJ!etometers.

* * *

Recently, within two days time, I was
the happy recipient of 10 Dolbyized
cassettes. There are quite a few more in
the works. This is progress; and it looks
like a good start has been made on the
"chicken and the egg" problem. There
is also a very strong possibility that we
will get some Dolbyized open reel tapes
before the fall, maybe even by the
Consumer Electronic Show in June.
Things are looking dandy for Dolby,
right? Well, there are some sour notes
being sounded in certain quarters . There
- has been resistance to Dolby licensing
terms on the part of some cassette recorder manufactur ers, who have
promptly announced their own "noise
reduction systems." Some extravagan t
claims have been made for these systems. From what can be observed thus
far, most of these systems are simple
expansion circuits working on playback,
which either cut high frequency response or reduce the gain of th~ playback amplifiers in the recorder during
· low level passages. On a dynamic basis,
there are the characteristic "breathing"
and "swishing" sounds which have been ·
typical of these circuits for many years.
H owever, just for the hell of it, let us
assume that one of these companies
comes up with a workable system free
of the usual problems. I still maintain
that the area of principal interest in
Dolby, as far as most people are concerned·, is in prerecorded . cassettes.
These Dolbyized cassettes will be made
from masters supplied by the record
companies of the world, which almost
without exception have adopted the
Dolby system. At last count, London/
Decca had over 70 Dolby A30 1 units,
Columbia over 140. Most record companies count their A30 1 units in multiples. In a word the Dolby system is
thoroughly entrenched , and it is highly
unlikely that the record companies
would embrace another type of noise
reduction system. Nor are they likely
to issue any cassettes with noise reduction characteristics other than Dolby.

The new KLH ThirtY-Two is the best speaker
you can buy for the mon~

Bravado has never been our bag. But after carefully
comparing the new model Thirty-;wo ~ith our competitor's best-selling loudspeaker, we re gomg to break our
rule.
Our product is superior. ·
.
You see, the Thirty-Two sounds like a very close relative of our now famous Model Six.
With good reason.
.
.
It's designed like a Six. It's built like a -~IX. And 1t
shares many of the Six's finest listening qual1t1es. Bass
response that curls your toes. A mid-range that seduc~s
you with its smoothness . And an overall sound qual1ty
that finally puts an end to listening fatigue.
.
But the Thirty-Two not only sounds like an expens1ve
speaker, it looks like one, too. It is unquestionably the

(Continued on page 14 )
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best looking loudspeaker in its price range.
The price?
Almost as amazing as the sound. Just $47.50 ($95
the pai rl.t
.
'M ake sure you hear ...... and see-the new KLH ThirtyTwo soon. And compare it with the best-known speaker 1.n
its price range. We are sure you will agree that there s
never been anything like it for the money.
Anybody's money.
.
.
For more information on the Model Th1rty-Two, wnte
to KLH Research and Development Corporation, 30 Cross
St., Cambridge , Mass. 02139. Or visit your KLH dealer.

Check No. 13 on Reader Service Card

·
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KLH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORAT ION

*A trademark of ~LH Reseor ~M ond· Development Corpo ra ti on

Behind the Scenes

Just this once,
it's nice to have a machine take over.
We designed our ROBS a-track
record deck to automatically eject the
tape for two very important reasons.
First, since the tape ejects at the
end of one program (or all four), it's
always at the beginning of a program.
Never again will you insert a tape
only to hear the middle of the music.
And second, you avoid possible
internal damage to your tape
cartridges.
Our ROSS lets you record from
two sources simultaneously. You can
play along with records and get a

perfectly balanced recording every
time. Looks? The ROSS has a
black-out dial face and genuine
walnut veneer cabinetry.
See a BSR McDonald dealer and
get hold of an ROSS . You'll turn
out your own perfect-sounding
8-track cartridges for a fraction
of
the price oftapes.
pre-recorded
Send for free
full color catalogs.
BSR (USA) Ltd.,
Blauvelt, N.Y.10913

Check No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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So where does this leave our manufacture r with the hypothetically workable non-Dolby noise reduction system?
Sure his cassette unit can play the
Dolbyized cassettes and impose its
technical restrictions on the sound. But
without the correct Dolby playback
circuitry his unit simply can't give his
customer the benefits of this kind of
noise reduction. Most of these manufacturers are well aware of these problems, so their next move was to raise a
great hue and cry about compatibility.
That is the great crutch these days. They
loudly proclaim that the Dolby System
is incompatible with any cassette recorder not equipped with Dolby circuitry. A lot of dimwits go along with
these notions and express themselves
in print. Now let's stop kidding around,
use some common sense and expose this
nonsense about comp~tibility. There
is nothing wrong with compatibility
per se, providing that in the pursuit of
it, the quality of sound is not subverted
and made a secondary consideration.
Let's take a look at the cassette recorder
market as presently constituted. The
vast majority of the machines in the
hands of the public are cheap jack,
portable monophonic units. Ranging in
price from 15 to 50 dollars, they are
almost a form of electronic Kleenex;
what with present service charges, they
are cheaper to replace than to repair.
Up the line a bit in price is a fair-sized
group, made up mostly of monophonic
units with a few stereo units at about
100 dollars. A very small part of the
market are stereo units up to 150 dollars,
and a still smaller percentage are the
Dolby and non-Dolby machines at still
higher prices.
Now a look at the prerecorded cassette
market. This has been a major disappointment for the record companies.
Sales are a dismal flop . . . and for the
most elemental of reasons. All those
own'ers of the cheapie machines simply
can't afford to pay $5.95 and $6.95 for
a cassette. Even with discounts, they can
get the same music on a disc still
cheaper (and from their viewpoint)
better than the cassette. For the affluent
group with the better cassette machines,
they have not been buying prerecorded
cassettes because of generally inferior
sound quality, especially the awful tape
hiss.
Now for the compatibility bit. Opponents of Dolby say that Dolbyized
cassettes played on non-Dolby machines
sound screetchy and over bright. Tests
by Ampex and others, including yours
truly, have shown that on the cheapie
machines, the Dolby cassettes sound
better and that on most better quality
machines a reduction in the treble
control can put the sound in order. /Fe.

14
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This new receiver cleans ·
your signal, without cleaning out
your bank account
It's a dirty world out there. And even though an
PM station transmits a clean signal, by the time it reaches
your house, it may be mixed up with 20 or so other signals,
and some interference sources, many of them strong enough
to swamp the signal you want to hear. The new Sony 6045 PM
stereo/PM-AM receiver spares no detail to deliver a clean
signal to your speakers.
·
Its PM front end uses passive r.f. circuitry, so that
those strong, but undesired signals can't overload the input ;
to swamp your station or to pop up at several random pla~es
on the dial. (The passive input stage can't generate any hiss,
either) . By the time the signal does reach an active stage,
most of the undesired signals have been shorn away- and
since that stage is an PET, it's virtually immune to overloading anyway.
Six solid-state i.f. filters clean the signal even
further. They combine uniform response over the entire PM
channel with almost complete attenuation everywhere else . You can
pluck the station from a host of
stronger ones or adjacent frequencies. And solid-state i.f.'s never need
..
realignment . Together, these ideallymatched PM circuits provide :
Chec k No. 15 on Read er Service Card
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2.6 uV (IHP) sensitivity, 70 dB signal-to-noise ratio, · 80 dB of
selectivity, 100 dB of spurious signal rejection, and a capture
ratio of 1.5 dB- all at a total harmonic distortion of only
0.4%. AM performance is equally outstanding.
Cleanliness doesn't stop at the 6045's tuner stage.
Its amplifier uses the same dual-power-supply, direct-coupled
approach as our more expensive amplifiers and receivers, so
there's no coupling capacitor to stand between you and the
music. The 6045 gives you the best sound your speaker is
capable of, because you get the full damping factor at ~11
frequencies, and perfect transfer of all 75 watts dynamic
power output• at only 0.5% distortion. Noise at full output is a
miniscule 0.13 millionths of a watt, virtually inaudible. Still,
no matter how clean the receiver's circuits, some stations
still put out a dirty signal, some records are worn or scratched
and some tapes have hiss. The 6045 has an answer for that
one, too: a high filter that cleans such signals up.
Price is not a dirty word either, $229.50**
which, in this day of rising prices, is just
clean miraculous. Sony Corporation
of America, 47-47 Van Dam St.,
Long
Island City, New York 11101.
··l
..•
-

SONY®6045

*I H F standard constant supply method
at 8 ohms . * * Suggested retail price.

THE RECORD LOVERHATER

Editor's Review
0

UR DIRECTORY on pages 36 to 46lists receivers
ranging from the Heath AR-17 at $72.95 to
the Marantz 19 with built-in scope at $1000.00!
Between these two extremes are receivers with preset station selection, slide controls, multi-position
tone controls, varactor tuning, remote control, reverb amplifier, automatic tuning, PETs, ICs, and
many other features. We have certainly come a
long way since the .days of Armstrong. . . . Most
receivers have an AM broadcast band but this
facility is not included in some of the more inexpensive models-or some of the most elaborate,
though for different reasons. Cheapest tuner is
the Heath AJ-14 at $57.95 and prize for the most
expensive goes to the new SAE Mk VI which costs

$950.00.

E. T. Canby has described the DGG Boston recording session with the Boston Symphony in his
article this month, but I would like to quote from
an impromptu speech made by Tom Mowrey on
that occasion. Said Tom, "There can't be anyone
here today who hasn't read about or written about
the imminently expected demise of the classical
music recording industry. It's heard from every
side. The repertoire is exhausted. Musical tastes
have shifted, and the young people want something
more "relevant." Of course, "relevance" is such a
subjective term that, if you'll pardon me saying so,

it has lost its relevance. The coffin has been prepared and there's no lack of hands willing to give
the corpse a final push.... You may be wondering
why we've gathered you all together today. To hear
a splendid orchestra in a magnificent hall-sure.
To see a recording session from the inside; yes, we
all know that's exciting. There's something else,
though. The room next door, the equipment in it,
our contract with this orchestra, made at a time
when recording costs are out of sight and rapidly
driving many record companies out of the classical
business, all of those things are impressive enough
in themselves. But what they symbolize is really the
point, and that is DGG's absolute commitment to
the strange mixture of art and business which we
call the classical record indus try."

The New York Audio Society announces that
the next meeting will take place on May 19 at the
Mercury Studios, 110 West 57th St., New York.
The speaker will be John Eargle, and the time will
be 7:30. John will deal with the processing of fourchannel material from two- and three-channel
masters.

*

* *

I am very pleased to
welcome a newcomer to
our columns. This is
Martha Gilmore, who will
be reviewing jazz and
blues. Martha has a B.A.
from Duke University,
with a major in English.
Her interests include early
eighteenth century music
as well as jazz and blues, flute and piano, art, literature, and natural history. She has had articles
published in such journals as Down Beat, International Musician, Music Journal Jazz Journal
'
and Jazz Report. To forestall inquiries,
I must tell'
you that Martha is married.
·

* * *

The Bose Corporation is suing Consumers Union
for a cool half million dollars, charging them with
·falsely reporting on the Bose 901 speaker system . .
The report stated that the system needed "gigantic
amounts of power" and that the sound was characterized by "wandering violins" and "pianos extending from wall to wall." The Bose Corporation
claims that the speakers were not positioned correctly, that the reviewer was "incompetent in the
evaluation of speakers" and that misleading and
sarcastic comments were made in the interests of
entertaining tpe readers and promoting the circulation.

* * *

Albert Jourdan will be very pleased to hear from
anyone interested in disc recording. His address
is 438 Wall Street, Meriden, Conn. 06450 G. W. T.

LATE FLASH ---Dolby Laboratories demonstrated their B system for noise reduction as applied to
FM bro~dcasti?g recently." lm~l, ications for broadcasters and I isteners are of extreme importance.
Tests wrth . statron WFMT m Ch 1cago have shown noise reduction of I0 dB in fringe areas and the
system is fully compatible although a Dolby B decoder is necessary for optimum results.' It is expected that the first FM receivers incorporating the Dolby B system will be on sale this year.
16
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Edward Tatnall Canby, Author and Critic

The job of the music critic isn't easy. He can help a
record make it to the top or damn it to ob.livion.
And since many people depend on his judgment
when they shop for records, it's logical to ask:
"But what does he depend on?"
Mostly, his ears and his knowledge help him as he
listens. Yet the music critic can only hear what his
stereo system delivers. If his critical listening is to be
unbiased, it must begin with a stereo cartridge
whose frequency response characteristics are as flat as
possible. One that introduces no extraneous coloration

as it reproduces recorded material.

low-distortion tracking with minimum stylus force. Its
low-mass, moving magnetic system produces virtually
straight-line frequency response across the entire audio
spectrum. Its built-in longhair brush keeps the stylus
dust-free, and protects record grooves, thus reducing
noise and wear. Each 681EE is individually calibrated,
and the results of these calibration tests are included
with each cartridge.
The Stanton 681EE-used by recording engineers,
broadcasters, critics and audio professionals-the
cartridge that sounds like the record sounds, always.

For further information, write: Stanton Magnetics,

Many record critics do their auditioning with the
Stanton 681EE. Recording engineers have long used the
'Stanton 681A to check recording channel calibration.
The 68IEE provides that logical continuation of the
Stanton Calibration Concept. It has been designed for

Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

Check No. 17 on Reader Service Card
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Leonard Feldman
URING THE past few years, FM
station frequency received in each
and therefore does not appear in the
tuners and Stereo FM tuners
medium is illustrated numerically in
formula for frequency.
designed for high fidelity comthe diagram. The first block, labeled
The second block of Fig.· 1 also conponent use have reached levels of per"r.f." is an amplifier, which both amplitains a tuned circuit, but.it is tuned to
fection undreamed of barely a decade
fies and selects the desired signal from
a frequency above the desired station
ago. Sensitivity figures have approached
amongst the myriad of radio waves
frequency. Its function is not to "select"
theoretical noise limits and are not
present in the vicinity of the receiving
but to oscillate, or produce a signal of
likely to get significantly better because
antenna. The "selection" part of the
its own, always removed in frequency
such limits, dictated by physical conprocess is accomplished by the use of
from the desired incoming signal by the
stants, do exist. Selectivity recently has
one or more (sometimes as many as five
same amount (10.7 MHz in the case of
undergone significant improvements
or even six)· "tuned circuits," sometimes
FM tuners, 455kHz in the case of AM
thanks to crystal and ceramic filters
called resonant circuits which, regardless
tuners). In block 3 of Fig. 1, the ampliwhich yield band-pass (or i.f. "reof their "schematic diagram" complexfied "selected" incoming signal is
sponse") curves which were once deity, can always be resolved into a com"mixed" or "heterodyned" with the
scribed as "text-book ideals." Proper use
bination of L (inductance), C (capaclocally produced oscillating signal to
of FET's (Field Effect Transistors) in
itance) and (R) resistance as shown in
produce a "difference" signal known as
"front-ends" of tuners have enabled deFig .. 2. Once the sections of the tuned
the i.f. frequency. (A "sum" signal is
signers to reduce spurious responses and - circuit have been resolved down to these
also produced in the process, but it is
cross-modulation products which once
simple elements, the formula for the
summarily rejected _ by more tuned
plagued solid-state tuner designs to
incoming frequency at which this circuit
circuits in the i.f. stages which choose
levels which are as low or even lower
will resonat~ (9r tend to be "selective")
the desired "difference" frequency
than even the best casco de- triode designs
is F = ·lh·rr~, in which L stands for
only.)
of yesteryear. Stereo FM separation is
inductance (measured in Henrys) and C
often better over the entire audible
stands for capacitance (measured in
From the formula shown earlier, you
range than the FCC station performance
Farads).' The value of R simply detercan rightly deduce that to change the
requirements.
mines how selective the circuit will be,
frequency of any of the tuned circuits
It is therefore not surprising to find
1000 kHz (AM)
that engineering efforts are now being
devoted to areas of performance not
r.f. AMP
directly related to "specifications," but
of great importance and convenience to
i.f. OUTPUT
the ultimate consumer. One of the most
455 kHz
interesting innovations in this area is the
(AM i.f.)
transition to "electronic" tuning of both
10.7 MHz
AM and FM frequencies in recent tuner
(FM i.f.)
and receiver designs of forward-looking
manufacturers in the high fidelity com3
ponent field and even some manufac98 MHz (FM)
turers in the "not-so-high-fidelity"
table-radio ·and car-radio segments of .
1455 kHz (AM)
the industry. To clarify, all tuning of
OSCILLATOR
frequencies in AM and FM radios or
/
tunersis, of course, "electronic." By way
of a quick review for those who have
forgotten the principles involved in
"tuning in" a station using "superheterodyne" circuitry, let's refer to the
block diagram of Fig. 1. The elements
or blocks apply whether we're talking
Fig. 1-Basic "blocks" of an AM or
2
about AM or FM -only the frequencies
FM front-end contain "tuned circuits"
are different-and an example of a
consisting of "L" and "C" components.
108.7 MHz (FM)

D

18

R

Fig. 2-Equivalent circuit of any parallel
resonant tuned circuit. The frequency of
resonance is determined by values of
"L" and "C" while "Q" is a function of
the equivalent resistance of "R."

present in a tuner "front end," you need
only change either the inductance or the
capacitance, and since both of these
terms are in the denominator of the
formula, an increase in either one of
their values will cause a decrease in
resonant frequency and vice versa.
While some tuners utilized a variable
inductance to change frequency of the
various tuned circuits (this practice was
quite popular in many automobile
radios and even in some FM tuners
years ago), by far the greater number
have used variable capacitors to accomplish the "tuning" or change-of-frequency function. A photo of this familiar
object is shown in Fig. 3. A variable
capacitor is represented symbolically
in Fig. 4, and the representation is quite
accurate, since the device really is a
pair of plates (or 2 groups of plates),
insulated from each other electrically
and capable of being spaced at varying
distances from each other (by rotating
one group in and out of an interleaved
position with respect to the other stationary group). It is the change in the

Fig. 3-An AM variable tuning capacitor.

relative pos1t10ns of the sets of plates
with respect to each other that changes
the value of "C." Usually the rotating
group of plates is in some way coupled
to a shaft which is in turn coupled to a
dial string, dial pointer, and a tuning
knob. Thus, when you tune your tuning.
knob ill variable-capacitor equipped
tuners, you are simply changing the
telatjve position of the movable sets of
plates with respect to the stationary sets.

Diodes as Capacitors

Fig. 4-Schematic representation of a
variable capacitor suggests i~s actual
construction.
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The elimination of the · variable
capacitor as the main means for tuning
to desired radio fr~quencies was made
possible by the development of a very
specifll kind of diode, usually called a
"varactor" ~liode. Actually, these diodes,
which behave like capacitors of a

specific value when some "reverse bias"
voltage is applied, have been used in
consumer circuitry for many years.
. Figure 5 represents a simple FM converter stage, in which one transistor
serves the dual purpose of local oscillator and mixer. The local oscillator
resonant circuit constants consist of L-4
and C-3C in parallel with C-13 (a
trimmer capacitor used to "fine tune"
the main variable capacitor C-3C) and
C-14 (a fixed capacitor required to
establish the minimum and maximum
values of total capacitance as C-3C is
rotated from its closed to its open position). Notice however that there is
another network, consisting of C-17 in
series with diode D-1 in parallel with
all of the foregoing components. One
end of this diode has positive or "reverse
bias" voltage applied to it because of the
voltage divider action of ·R-6 and R-7.
Since the diode is biased in the reverse
or ·nonconducting mode and no d.c.
current is flowing, this reverse voltage
is easily calculated as 180 + 680 x 9 V., or
approximately 2.4 volts d.c. At this
reverse voltage, the diode has a certain
amount of junction capacitance. Let us
presume that it is 4 pF, for argument
sake. The effective additional capacitance in the resonant circuit arising
from the series combination ofC-17 and
D-1 is therefore 2 more pF.
Notice however, that the lower end of
the diode is connected to "AFC Voltage" -a voltage which is zero when
stations are perfectly tuned in, but
which goes slightly positive if the tuner
is tuned a bit too high in frequency.
With a slight positive voltage at the
lower end of the diode (let us say 1 volt),
the net potential across the diode will ·
now be only 1.4 volts. The effective
junction capacitance will be greaterperhaps rising to 6 pF. Now · the extra
capacitance contribution of C-17 and
D-1 '--in series amounts to 2.4pF (4.6 +
10). The total capacitance in the overall
resonant circuit is therefore greater)
which means that the local oscillator
will tend to oscillate at a somewhat lower
frequency, tending to compensate for
our having tuned the tuner off frequency
on the "high side" in the first place.
This is, of course, exactly what AFC is
supposed to do. Had we been detuned
below the correct frequency, the AFC
voltage would have been slightly negative at the lower end of D-1, resulting
in a greater reverse bias across the diode,
a lower junction capacitance, a lower
overall resonant circuit capacitance and
a resultant higher local oscillator frequency required to "pull" the desired
station back towards proper tuning.
The case illustrated is typical of AFC
circuits that have been used for many
years. The varying voltage supplied
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B+9V.______.__________________________
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680K

Fig. 5-Convertor stage utilizing a regular variable capacitor, as well as fixed values of "C" to tune the local oscillator.

across the diode to help "pull" the
frequency of the local oscillator back
where it belongs is derived from the d.c.
output of the ratio-detector or discriminator circuit of the FM i.f. section,
which has exactly the right kind of "plus
and minus" excursion about a zerocenter point to work quite nicely in this
arrangement, as shown in Fig. 6. Remember, that 10.7 MHz is the desired
ceil.ter i.f. frequency. Incorrect tuning
of the dial (and hence the local oscillator) leads to frequencies either above
or below that number, as shown on the
diagram of Fig. 6, and such departures
from center frequency cause either
positive or negative voltages at the
detector output which are then used as ·
AFC voltages in the manner just described. In a very minimal way, then,
tuners have been "tuned" by a varying ,
d.c. voltage for a long time. It would
seem a very simple transition to go from
this "minimal,. amount of tuning to
· full tuning of the entire set, just by
varying the voltage applied to a diode.
In order to understand why the transition was not so simple, let's consider
the size of the change of capacitance
required for covering the FM band (88
to 108 MHz) and then, the more difficult AM band (535 kHz to 1605 kHz).
In the former case, the ratio of highest
to lowest frequency (allowing for no
overlap) is 1.35. Referring back to the
formula for resonance, however, we see
that this involves a change of capacitance
of (1.35)~, since the "C" term in the
formula is inside the radical, or "square
root" sign. Thus, the required change of
capacitance to tune the FM band must
be a ratio of at least 1.82 to 1. Since we
usually want some overlap at the ends
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of the band, a ratio of 2: I in capacitance
would be more realistic. Now, consider
the situation with the AM band. Here
we are dealing with the ratio of 1605/
535, or 3: I. Again, squaring this ratio
leads to a capacitance change ratio of
9:1.

Wide Range Diodes
As finally developed for wide range
tuning applications, varactor diodes are
p-n junction diodes, generally constructed of silicon, ·although gallium
arsenide may be used for higher frequency response. Additional impurities
may be introduced to increase capacitance variation as a function of reverse
voltage applied. Figures of merit (Q),
which determine the selectivity of the
ultimate tuned circuit, can run higher
than 100-often as high as 200 or more.
Two · examples of available varactor
diodes for use in FM applications are
the Siemens BB-1 04 and the Motorola
1N5142A. The former has a typical
capacitance (with 30 volts of reverse d.c.
applied) of 14 pF and a capacitance
ratio (if on~ varies the reverse voltage
from 3 volts to 30 volts) of 2.65-more
than enough to cover the FM band. The
unit is, by the way, a double diode,
having a common cathode and as such
can be used in two tuning stages or in a
push-pull application when extreme
linearity and symmetry is desired. The
Motorola unit has a capacitance (with
4 volts of d.c. applied) of about 15 pF.
Its ratio of capacitances (from 4 to 60
volts of rev_erse bias) is about 3.0-again,
more than sufficient for the FM band.
In 1966 Matsushita Company of
Japan (Panasonic is the name used in
the U.S.A.) introduced an automatic

tuning AM radio which used no moving
parts for tuning. They developed a form
of varactor diode which they called the
"Capistor." The device is produced by
an alloy-diffusion process and is of a
hyperabrupt silicon junction. The ratios
of capacitance obtained with a change
of voltage from -1 V to -10 V is no less
than 16! With max:imum capacitance at
about 250 pF, the device is quite suitable for covering the entire AM band,
and that is how this radio was able to be
tuned with "no moving parts." For
whatever reason, not too many AM
radio manufacturers have followed
Panasonic's lead in this area, but an ever
increasing number of FM tuner artd
receiver manufacturers in this country
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Arthur Fiedler has chosen
AR-5 speaker systems for use in his home.

R.F.

TUNING
VOLTAGE
(+ 4 TO 24 V.D.C.)

Fig. 7-Basic FM front-end by Gorier, using three varactor diodes instead of the usual variable capacitor.

and abroad have realized the niceties of
"tuning with a d.c. voltag'e" and a
number of designs have come fortheach taking better advantage of the
inherent possibilities than the one
before it.
As an example, consider the schematic of Fig. 7. It is a complete PM "frontend" developed by the Gorler company
of West Germany. Three tuned stages
are used, each equipped with a varactor
diode in place of the familiar variable
capacitor symbol. (The capacitor symbol
with the arrow though it is a trimmer
capacitor, set once during alignment, to
help the varactor diodes "track" over
the entire PM band. It is not moved
during the actual station-to-station
tuning process.). Diode D-4, by the
way, is the old familiar "AFC" diode,
still being used in its minimal capacitance-changing mode along with its
more sophisticated "first cousins," D-1
through D-3. Tuning voltage required
ranges from 4 to 24 volts, with the 4-volt
bias corresponding to 87.5 MHz and the
24-volt point providing coverage up to
· 108.5 MHz. (See Fig. 8.) Obviously,
a simple potentiometer or variable
resistance hooked -up as in Fig. 9 is all
that is needed to tune this front-end.
Equally obvious is the fact that if the
simplest of power supplies were used to
provide this variable voltage, any slight
variation in a.c. line voltage would
cause a rather substantial shift in frequency-more than the compensating
AFC circuits could possibly cope with.
Again, diodes come to the rescue-this
time Zener diodes which exhibit the
remarkable characteristic of "breaking
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Fig. 8-Change in capacitance with applied voltage of a typical varactor diode.

For over 40 years, Arthu r Fiedler has been conductor
of the Boston Pop s Orch estra. Hi s recordi ngs with the
Pops have made him known to mus ic lovers all ove r
the world. Mr. Fiedler has chosen AR-5 speaker
systems because their advanced design contri butes
to accurate reproduction of the original prog ram

TO 30
VOLT ..,_ _'V'V\..- - +--- 24 VOLT POINT
SUPPLY

mate ria l. Here, in his Brookline, Massachusetts,
home, he auditions his latest Polydor recordings over
an AR music system consisting of two AR-5 speakers,
an AR FM receiver, and an AR turntable with Shure
V-15 type II cartridge.
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.

24 Thorndike St. , Cambridge, Mass. 02141, Dept. AU5
Please send me a free copy of your illustrated catalog, as
well as technical specificat ions and measured performance
data for the AR-5 speaker systems.
Name ___________________________________________________
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Fig. 9-A potentiometer acting as a voltage divider could easily serve as the
"tuning control " for the circuit of Fig. 8.
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Fig. 1()--A Zener-diode regulated power supply provides tuning voltage. Transistor
Q-1 improves temperature stability of the system.
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Fig. 11-Five individual potentiometers, singly selected by pushbuttons, tune the
varactor-diode front-end to preselected station frequencies.

down" at specific reverse voltages and
changing their internal impedance with
current flow in such a manner that the
voltage appearing across the diode is
very nearly constant over a wide range
of current flow. A suggested power
supply for use with the varactor frontend of Fig. 8 is shown in Fig. 10. Now,
with an available accurate source of
variable voltage, accurate, stable tuning
using just this variable voltage is assured.

Tunin g Innovations
Given the "new freedom" of no
mechanical linkages and no moving
parts, engineers let their imaginations
go and came up with a variety of ever
more sophisticated tuning aids. The first
one to suggest itself was the "push
button" radio, in which several favorite
FM stations may be "pre-set" by turning
individual potentiometers, connected to
the source of voltage and the "tuning
voltage" point of the front-end by
means of individual switches in the form
of push buttons. This is so much
simpler in execution than the horrendous mechanical marvels we still find in
automobile AM radios in which the
pushing of a button creates all sorts of
mechanical "happenings" too terrible
to behold! The push-button arrange-
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ment necessary for our varactor frontend is shown in the partial schematic of
Fig. 11 and its operation is so obvious
that we won't dwell upon it.

Automatic Tuning and
Signal Seeking
To Fisher Radio Corp. must go the
credit for really carrying the varactortuning concept to its ultimate level of
sophistication in United States designs.
Not content with just a few preselectable stations, Fisher engineers devised
two more forms of tuning. Dubbed
Autoscan, one form of the circuit
"scans" the dial from low end (88
MHz) to high end (108 MHz) in a
slow sweep, automatically stopping
along the way when stations are properly
tuned in. When 108.0 MHz is reached,
the tuning voltage instantly lowers to
the 88 MHz setting and the process
starts again, always in the up-scale
direction. In the other version of Autoscan, buttons are available enabling the
user to tune down-scale or up-scale,
depending upon which button is depressed. The former circuit is used in
Fisher's 450-T while the latter appears
in Fisher's 500-TX and their new fourchannel Model 70 I. A complete schematic of the somewhat simpler circuit

is reproduced with their kind permission
in Fig. 12, and the explanation of the
workings of the circuit, as contained in
their service manual, is so clear an
exposition that we have taken the liberty
of quoting it, almost verbatim, for the
benefit of those of our more technical
readers who can follow this rather
sophisticated, but beautifully ·logical
circuit arrangement.

How 450-T Autoscan Works
Transistor Q-902 provides the . constant-current source to charge capacitor
C-906 which actually determines the d.c.
tuning voltage for the varactor frontend. As voltage on C-906 rises, the frontend tunes higher in frequency, towards
108 MHz. Q-903 is a unijunction transistor. When the voltage across C-906
reaches approximately 25 V. d.c.,
which corresponds to the emitter peakpoint of Q-903, and C-906 is discharged
through Q-903 to approximately 3 volts
d.c. As soon as C-906 is thus discharged,
Q-903 resumes its normal, essentially
open-circuit condition and the charge
cycle begins to repeat.
Field-Effect Transistor Q-901 is a
variable shunt across the constantcurrent charging source. Its gate is d.c.
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Fig. 12-Complete circuit diagram of Fisher Radio's "Autoscan" as used in the Model 450- T.

coupled to the output of the ratiodetector. When the output voltage of the
ratio detector sweeps through zero
(which corresponds to exact center of
station tuning), Q-901loads the charging
source so as to maintain a constant
tuning voltage across C-906. The hold
control adjustment, R-909, is used to
set the load current equal to the charge
current (constant tuning voltage) when
the gate voltage is zero. The source of
Q-901 is d.c. coupled to the audio
muting circuit. When the receiver is
tuned to center-station? the muting
output voltage is approximately zero.
As the receiver is tuned off-station,
however, the muting voltage applied to
the source of Q-901 through R-910
rises to + 15 V. d.c., allowing the tuning
voltage to rise once more. When the
receiver scans upwards in frequency to
the next desired station, muting and
detector voltages both swing through
zero once more, ancl Q-901 loads the
charging source Q-902 to establish and
hold the new correct tuning voltage.
The emitter of Q-906 is d.c. coupled
to the i.f. amplifier. With the receiver
tuned to a station, Q-906 is reverse
biased and operation of the i.f. amplifier is unaffected. When either the
continuous advance or the one-station
advance button is pressed, the grounding
of C-904 temporarily drops the base
voltage, forward biasing Q-906 and
shorting out the i.f. amplifier. The drop

in output of the i.f. amplifier releases
the hold on the tuning voltage across
C-906 and the receiver begins to scan.
As the voltage across C-904 rises, Q-906
resumes reverse biased operation and
the i.f. amplifier becomes operative
once more. The release time during
which the i.f. amplifier is muted by
·Q-906 must be long enough to allow the
receiver to tune off its previous station
setting, but short enough to prevent
station skipping. Variable timer transistor Q-904 progressively loads the
base of Q-906 to lengthen the release
time at 108 MHz, compared to the
release time at 88 MHz, since the
varactor diodes are not completely
linear in frequency vs. voltage relationship. To sweep the receiver 1 MHz at
88 MHz requires approximately Yz
volt change of d.c. tuning voltage,
whereas at 108 MHz, approximately
1V2 volts change of d.c. tuning voltage is
required. ·

Remote Control Operation
From the foregoing, it is obvious
that a simple duplication of the
"advance" switches on the end of a long
cable would constitute an excellent
means of providing remote control
tuning for such a receiver and, of course,
Fisher provides just such a "remote
control" attachment. Manual tuning is
also easily accomplished, by simply
including a continuously variable

potentiometer to which is fed the highest
d.c. tuning voltage required. The "arm"
of the potentiometer then supplies
tuning voltage depending upon its
setting or point of rotation.
The more advanced form of Autoscan
featured in Fisher's 500 TX makes
provision for an ascending as well as a
descending d;c. tuning voltage, enabling
the user to scan up.: scale or down -scale
in frequency by means of two separate
push buttons, but the basic principles of
operation are the same and will not be
detailed here.

Conclusion
All of the refinements embodied in
these automatic tuning methods depend
upon the fact that specially fabricated
diodes can now be produced with
controlled values of junction capacitance accurately determined by the d.c.
voltage applied as reverse bias to them.
Whether this development will lead to
the complete abandonment of mechanical, variable-capacitor tuning of AM
and FM tuners by all manufacturers of
tuners and receivers in the future
depends upon cost factors and the
engineering ingenuity of each manufacturer. But it's nice to know that the
choice is there and we can foresee a
variety of interesting and novel tuning
schemes based upon this simple component as more and more manufacturers
begin to experiment with it.
1£.

4·CHANNEL SOUND FROM ANY 2·CHANNEL SOURCE
Senses and recovers the ambient information
hidden in.your stereo discs, tapes and broadcasts
After having discovered that the ambient components of the original total sound
field are already contained in hidden form, in conventional stereo records, tapes
and broadcasts, Sansui engineers developed a method for sensing and
recovering them. These subtle shifts and modulations, if re-introduced,
breathtakingly recreate the total of the original sound as it existed in the
recording or broadcast studio.
The heart of the Sansui Quadphonic Synthesizer'~ is a combination of a unique
reproducing matrix and a phase modulator. The matrix analyzes the 2-channel
information to obtain separate direct and ind irect components, then redistributes
Phase -modulated signals
these signals into a sound field consisting of four distinct sources.
This type of phase modulation of the indirect components, applied to the additional
speakers, adds another important element. It sets up a complex phase int erference fringe in the
listening room that duplicates the multiple indirect-wave effects of the original field. The result is
parallel to what would be obtaind by using an infinite number of microphones in the studio (Ml through
Mn in the accompanying illustration) and reproducing them through a corresponding number
of channels and speakers.
·
The startling, multidimensional effect goes beyond the four discrete sources used in conventional
4-channel stereo, actually enhancing the sense of spatial distribution and dramatically expanding the
dynamic range. Also, the effect is evident anywhere in the listening room, not just in a limited area
at the center. And that is exactly the effect obta ined with live music! This phenomenon is one
of the true tests of the Quad phonic system.
The Sansui Quadphonic Synthesizer QS-1 has been the talk of the recent high-fidelity shows at which
it has been demonstrated throughout the country. You have to hear it yourself to believe it. And you
can do that now at your Sansui dealer. Discover that you can hear four channels plus, today,
with your present records and present stereo broadcasts. $199.95.
*Patents Pending

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woods ide, New York • Gardena , California
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The Dolb y 360 Series

AUDIO
ENG INEE RING SOC IETY

Nearly a thousand of these new units are already in use.

Fortieth Technical Meeting and Exhibition
April 27-30, at the Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles
Here are some of the papers to be presented
!til

TUESDAY, APRIL 27
Session A, commencing 9:30 a.m.
On the processing of two- and three-channel program
material for four-channel playback-John Eargle, Mercury
Records. Dual-triphonic matrix stereo system-Takeo
Shiga, Michio Okamato of Nippon Columbia and Duane
Cooper of the University of Illinois.
At the push of a button and the flick of a switch: The design of a new studio complex-John Mosely, Command
Studios, London.
·

l!r- ou1

Acoustical design of Pappi Studios-two studios of 30,000
a.nd 6,000 cubic feet respectively, plus control rooms and
six reverb chambers-Rona ld McKay, Bolt, Beranek and
Newman.

rtc

,. JitiiJ ot nurmiL dttk.

• rtlllGtt

tit~ II

·I •

>:;

Session C, commencing 2:00 p.m.

Session J, commencing 2:00p.m.

A new dynamic feedback cutter-head with associated
solid-state driving system-Howard Holzer, Holzer Audio
Engineering, Los Angeles.
·
Further improvements in performance of the Westrex
3D-II stereodisc system-Frank Pontius and John Jarvis,
Westrex, Beverly Hills, Calif.
The education and tribulations of a precursory disc
engineer-Robert Callen, Glenn Sound, Los Angeles.
Analysis of crosstalk in stereo discs-Bernard Jacobs, Shure
Bros., Evanston, Ill.

The electrical design and musical application of an unconditionally stable combination filter-resonator- Dennis
Colin, Tonus, Inc., Mass.

Automatic record/play changeover in the 361
The Model 360 Is a sihgle-channe l noise reduction processor unit. The
Model 361 is identical to the 360 in size and appearance, but contains
facilities for automatic record/play changeover controlled from the recorder.
In the new series, the operating mode is set and clearly displayed by
illuminated push-button switches.

A new approach for testing the hearing of new-born infants
Clinton Jorgensen, Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, Calif

FRIDAY, APRIL 30

Chromium dioxide audio tape-Klaus E. Naumann, Memorex Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.

Session L, commencing 9:30 a.m.

Internal oscillator

An internal "Dolby Tone" oscillator is provided . for
establishing correct operating levels. The characteristic
modulation of the tone also identifies Dolby-processed
tapes. All oscillators in a multi-track installation can be
controlled by a single switch.

High stability

The circuit is highly stable a1:1d does not require routine
adjustment. A removable front panel allows input and
output levels to be adjusted from the front of each unit.
The panel also provides access to reiays and the ·noise
reduction module.

Single-module design

The noise reduction circuitry is contained in a single
module which can be purchased separately. Should fail·
ure ever occur, plug-in substitution will restore operation
of the system in seconds with no adjustments necessary.

Determination ofloudspeaker signal arrival times-Richard
Heyser, Calif. Inst. of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.

28

~

Session K, commencing 2:00 p.m.

Session D, commencing 2:00 p.m.

The ·world's most powerful sound system-Robert Reim,
Hannon Engineering, Los Angeles.
Sound reinforcement systems for the modern high school
and college complex-Albert Huff, Hannon Engineering,
Los Angeles.

lot

Models 360 and 361 are single-channe l A-type (professional) noise
reduction units which process signals identically to the two-channel A301.
The new units are small in size and are designed for simplified installation
and use of the Dolby System with 16-track recorders. The cost of the 360
series is some-What less than that of the A~01 for an equivalent number
of channels.

THURSDAY, APRIL 29

Double sound system-Stan Horobin, CBC, Toronto.

Session F, commencing 2:00p.m.

Labor>10H&>

Full compatibility with the A301
The Darren compatible four-channel FM broadcast system-James Gilbert, KIOI, San Francisco.

Session H, commencing 9:30 a.m.

A high-quality all horn-type transducer- Raymond Newman, Electro- Voice.
Transducers and industrial espionage- Leo Jones, Saber
Labs, San Francisco.

O~llrt

Each Series 360 unit is only H inches .(44 mm) high. 16
channels therefore require only 28 inches of rack space.

Session G, commencing 2:00 p.m.

Airport noise management-Jo hn Hilliard, Ramberg and
Lowery, Santa Ana, Calif.

Session E, commencing 9:30 a.m.

A- Tvv• Model 361

)

Session B, commencing 9:30 a.m.

WEDN,E SDAY, APRIL 28

; . . ., DOLBY SYSTEM

Session M, commencing 2:00 p.m.
The Foster "Freqy," a new tool in audio. This is a frequency-shifting device with wide applications- Don Foster,
Amos Productions, Canoga Park, Calif.
Session N, commencing 7:30p.m.
A recording studio workshop-Bill Lazerus of Sunset Sound
Recorders and Brian Ingoldsby of MCA Studios will present a live recording session with a mix-down from sixteen-track. A question and answer period will follow each

0[]

process.
Further information can be had from the Audio Engineering Society, Room 428, The Lincoln Building, 60 E. 42nd
St., New York, N.Y. 10017
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· Prices, delivery information and complete specifications
are available from

DOLBY LABORATORIES INC

333 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10014
(212) 243-2525 cables: Dolbylabs New York

UK and International
346 Clapham Road London SW9
(01) 720-1111 telex: 919109 cables: Dolbylabs London ·

Constructing
A 10-Watt
Stereo Am lifier
HE usuAL preamp used in conjunction with a ceramic cartridge attempts to have a high
input impedanc e and utilize the amplitude response characteristics of the
phono cartridge. With transistors it is
difficult to achieve the desired input
impedance with a simple preamp, and
therefore the low frequency response
often is deficient. The velocity response
of a piezoelectric cartridge can be utilized by loading the cartridge sufficiently to give a rising output signal
with increasing frequency of 6 dB/
octave; this is similar to the response
of a magnetic cartridge. The preamplifier input resistance should be low
compared with the reactance of the
cartridge capacitance. (See Fig. 1.)
The lower amplifier input resistance
required for velocity response is easily
attained with conventional bipolar
transistors . The circuit in Fig. 2 gives
an RIAA equalized output when used
with ceramic cartridges that have 800
to 10,000 pF capacitance. The feedback
equalization is from collector to base
and therefore lowers the input impedance. This has the advantage of ac-

T

cepting a wide range of cartridge capacitance, it is also less susceptible to cable
capacitance and noise ·pickup. The input
impedance, which is about 30,000 ohms
at 40 Hz, decreases with increasing
frequency. This results in a velocity
response from the cartridge. The higher
capacitance cartridges (above 2000 pF)
have a higher output when operated
in the velocity-response mode. With
the Astatic-137 cartridge (7800 pF)
and the London PS 131 stereophonic
frequency test record the output of the
circuit of Fig. 2 is equalized within
± 2 dB from 40 Hz to 12 kHz. The
output reference level is 114 V, which
is 14 dB below clipping and 70 dB above
the unweighted noise level. The 1 kHz
total harmonic distortion is less than
0.1% at 1'4 V output. Using the Astatic17 cartridge (1000 pF), the preamp
output is also equalized with ± 2 dB
but at about 10 dB lower output
level. [ 1]
·
The cartridge loading for a velocity
response provides damping and thus
attenuates resonant peaks of the car-

tridge output. The RIAA equalized

PA246

l

r--- 1

AMPLIFIER
INPUT
RESISTANCE

R3
18K

. justments to the preamp for accommodating different cartridge s-even
those having different capacitance.

IC Power Amplifier
Linear power amplifier circuits are
now available in monolithic form, and
they are in plastic packages which have
been designed for use on printed circuit
boards. The General Electric PA246
· is one of the higher power IC amplifiers and its frequency response extends
well above the audio range to about
100 Hz. A pair of PA246's will give a
stereo output of 10 watts continuous
power (20 watts peak).
The monolithic circuit diagram of the
· 5 watt (PA246) amplifier is shown with
a grey backgrou nd in Figure 3 along
with the external componen ts used for
a complete amplifier assembly. The
PA246 has a quasi-complementary
push-pull output circuit connection.
Two transistors (Q4 and Q5) function
as a composite NPN transistor while
three transistors are required for the

120 K

+ 22 V

~.;..--.J>Nv---,..._..-o

THE SPEAKERS

more than any other comp onen t in your stere o system,

DETERMINE THE QUALITY OF THE SOUND.
EXPERIMENT
Ask your dealer to let you compare
the following two stereo systems
in an A-B listening test:
1. Any moderately priced turntable
and amplifier connected to
BOSE 901 speakers.
2. The most expensive turntable
and amplifier connected to any
other speakers.

*General Electric Co.,
Syracuse, N.Y.

lBV

50fLF
25V

CONCL USION

+

The conclusio n is yours to draw.
We think that you'll have time left over
to enjoy just listening to the 901 .

CG

RB
lK

C3 .001

why people just starting in stereo as well as
those who have owned the most expensive
speakers are selecting the BOSE 901
DIRECT /REFLECTING® Speaker System THE MOST HIGHLY REVIEWED SPEAKER
REGARDLESS OF SIZE OR PRICE.

C4
500fLF
25V

17V
R7
22

Rl
± %
10

A five min ute exp erim ent
by whi ch you can prove ...

THEN YOU WILL KNOW

Fig. 1-Eq uivalent circuit of piezoelec tric cartridge and load .resistanc e.
1200 pF

Here is a 10 watt stereo amplifier which
offers an excellent opportunity to get
acquainted with IC's. It is ideal for the
children's room as the preamplifier is
matched for a ceramic cartridge -but
it could have many other applications.
The regulated and fully protected power
supply section is mounted on a separate
board, and this unit will certainly be
useful around the workshov.

output is quite uniform without ad-

CARTRIDGE
,.,.- CAPACITANCE

PIEZOELECTRIC
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

Dwight V. Jones):c

750K

For literature and reprints of the rave
reviews circle the number at the bottom of
this page on your reader service card.
For those interested in the twelve years of
research that led to the design of the 901,
copies of the Audio Engineering Society
paper 'ONTHE DESIGN, MEASUREMENT
AND EVALUATION OF LOUDSPEAKERS',
by Dr. A. G. Bose, are available from
BOSE Corporation for fifty cents.

R4
330K

2ma

120K

4.711 F
1500 pF

160
LOAD

± 10%

R5
82K

Fig. 2-Phono
cartridges .

30

preamp

for

R6

6,8K

Natick, Massachu setts 01760
BOSE 901 Dl RECT /REFLECT! NG®
Speaker System $476 the stereo
pair including Active Equalizer.
Slightly higher south and west.
Pedestal bases and walnut
facings opti onal extra.
Covered by patent rights
issued and pending .

ceramic

Fig. 3--Five watt IC amplifier.
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composite PNP transistor since the
hFE of Q6 (lateral PNP) is low. This
arrangement of push-pull composite
transistors provides high current amplification so that R3 can be relatively
large (18K) and enhance the voltage
amplification. (See Reference # I for
more detailed discussion on quasicomplementary outputs and composite
transistor connections, also basic IC
fundamentals.)
Q I and Q2 fo rm a diffe rential amplifier where Q 1 operates as an emitter
follower and drives Q2 as a quasicommon base stage. Q2 does operate
corrimon base when R6 is zero (i.e.
feedback removed from base of Q2).
This circuit has no phase inversion of
the signal from input to output except
within the composite PNP transistor.
The differential amplifier has voltage
source base bias and provides good bias
stability against variations in hFE for
Q 1 and Q2, and also against temperature
variations. It is important that the d.c.
bias voltage at lead # 7 be stable if
maximum power output at low distortion is to be maintained. The differential amplifier with d.c. feedback
to the base of Q2 provides this stability.
The diode string between the bases
of Q4 and Q6 provides the necessary
d.c. bias voltage for the quasi-complementary push-pull output to minimize
distortion at low signal levels. The
quiescent power supply current is approximately 10 rnA. At 5 watts sine
wave output the peak current is about
800 rnA and the d.c. supply current is
253 rnA. This is an overall operating
efficiency of 57%.
The power output diode in series
with QS and Q8 assists in the bias
stabilization of this direct-coupled circuit, and it also provides local a.c. feedback in the effective emitter of the
"composite PNP transistor." .
R8 and C6 in Fig. 3 provide positive
feedback which increases the effective
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Fig. &-Five watt IC pac kage and outli ne g iving lead Identi ficat ion .
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Fig. 7-Complete circuit assembly of five watt IC assembly
diagramed in Fig . 3.
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resistance of R3 and thus increases the
open loop (i.e. R6 = 0) voltage amplification by 16 dB for a total of 62 dB.
The negative feedback with R6 = 6.8K
is about 28 dB. An input signal level
of 185 m V rms gives 5 watts power
output.
The 0.001 pF capacitor, C3, decreases
the open loop gain at the extreme high
frequencies by decreasing the effective
bootstrapping of R3 . C3 provides high
frequency stabilization when operating from a high impedance signal
source, also with various output load
conditions. Because of the high frequency capability of the monolithic
transistors, more precautions are required to prevent high frequency oscillation than with discrete amplifiers.
· R7 and C5 are in parallel with the load
and also serve to stabilize the circuit.
The half power response (2lh watts
output) of this circuit is -3 dB at 22 Hz
and 100kHz.
The input impedance of the PA246
is increased by bootstrapping R2 as
shown in Figure 3. Since the signal at
both ends of R2 is in phase, it increases
the effective input impedance to over
lOOK ohms. The output inpedance is
approximately 0.6 ohms.
Figure 4 indicates very good performance up to 5 watts with peak clipping
occuring at higher power output. The
distortion versus frequency is shown in
Fig. 5.
The PA246 is shown in Fig. 6. It has
two rows of staggered leads on each side
which provide 0.140 inch lead spacing
and simplify its use in printed circuit
boards. The two tabs extending from
each side of the P A246 are a common
strip of copper to which the IC chip is
attached. The tabs are to be soldered to
a copper area on a printed circuit board
to assist in transferring heat from the IC
chip. In addition, a heat radiating fin
with a tab should be soldered adjacent
to each of the tabs of the PA246 to provide most of the heat transfer. This is
illustrated in the complete assembly
shown in Fig. 7.
The surface area of the heat fins are
chosen to maintain the PA246 tab temperature within the rating as given in
Fig. 8 under worst case operating conditions. The thermal properties of a printed
circuit board can be improved by leaving
the maximum amo11nt of copper t~at is
practical in the vicinity where the PA246
tabs are soldered. The copper area
should include PA246 leads that are not
used plus circuit ground (lead #8) so
the substrate resistance between the top
and bottom of the IC chip will be
shorted.
The assembly showp. in Fig. 7 used
0.015 inch thickness copper with an area
of 2 square inches for each of the heat

Fig. &-Allowable PA246 package dissipation as determined
by measured tab temperature.
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Wollensak can say it.
The new Wollensak 4750 stereo cassette deck brings true hi-fidelity to
cassette listening.
Here's why: It has one of the lowest
wow and flutter characteris.tics of any
deck available. The precise heavyduty tape transport mechanism is
considered by independent audio
experts to be the finest in the industry.
A mechanism that includes the only
full-size flywheel and capstan available to assure constant tape speeds
and eliminate sound distortion.
Record-playback frequency response is truly exceptional : 6015,000 Hz ± 3 db. Fast-forward and
rewind speeds are about twice as fast
as any other.
A massive, counter- balanced hiperipheral drive means years of
dependability. Interlocked controls
SPECIFICATIONS: FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 6015,000 H z ± 3 db @ 1Vs ips. WOW AND FLUTTER:
0.25% RMS. SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: Greater than
46 db~ FIXED P R E-AM P OUTPUT : 1.0 V. per channel.
CONTROL LED PRE-AMP : 0-5 volts per channel.
PRE-AMP I NPUT: 50mV to 2 volts. MICROPHONE
INPUT: .1mV to 3mV, low impedance.

allow you to go from one function to
another without first going through a
stop or neutral mode. The W ollensak
4750 features end-of-tape sensing
which stops the cassette, disengages
the mechanism and prevents unnecessary wear. The W ollensak "Cassette
Guardian" automatically rejects a
stalled cassette in play or record posidon. The 4750 complements your
present component system by providing cassette advantages. American
designed, engineered and built. Styled
in a hand-rubbed .walnut base with
Plexiglass® smoked dust cover.
All of these features add up to the
truest stereo sound with reel-to-reel
quality from a stereo cassette deck .
Become a believer. Hear and compare
the new Wollensak 4750 deck at your
nearby dealer.

Wollensak 3m
3M CENTER. ST. PAUL M N 55101
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+ 34V

fins. This board assembly can deliver
5 watts of continuous power to a 16
ohm load (10 watts peak) in ambient
temperatures up to 40 degrees Centigrade or 104 degrees Fahrenheit. Since
the waveform of program material has
an rms power content that is considerably less than half the peak power,
this assembly is adequate up to 50 degrees C. (122 degrees F.) when used as
a phonograph amplifier. Fig. 9 shows

750 K
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Fig. 9-Heat radiating fin of 0.015"
copper.

Fig. 10A-Parts layout, component side of PC board .

PA-246

an outline of the heat fins used in the
assembly of Fig. 7. The layout of the
components artd the printed circuit
pattern used to build the IC amplifier
assembly are shown in Figs. lOA and
lOB.

+34

•
IN

Preamplifier

+
Fig. 108- Pattern for printed circuit side of board.
I

+

22V
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i -REGULATED--,
: POWER SUPPLY
12 _ _
IL _ _FIG
_._
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Fig. 11-Ten watt stereo phono system.
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The two-channel stereo system shown
in Fig. 11 employs the preamp of Fig. 2
and the amplifier of Fig. 3. They are
connected by the tone control network.
Construction details have not been
given for the preamp section as individual requirements may vary somewhat.
For instance, some will want to use
separate controls found in their "project" box, while others will want ganged
units. Layout of the network is not unduly critical however, and some of the
components can be mounted on the
controls themselves. The volume control could be a dual-concentric type
to avoid the necessity of having a
balance control.
The 22 volt supply for the preamps is
derived from a new low cost, integratedvoltage shunt regulator (IVR). Here the
IVR is used like a programmable Zener,
where the ratio of R2 to Rl programs
the desired voltage (approximately 22
volts d.c.). The voltage across Rl is
fixed by the IVR internal reference
voltage between leads 3 and 1.
The main power supply for the system
is regulated at + 34 volts d.c. The luxury
of a regulated power supply is now
possible at a modest cost because of
new semiconductors in plastic packages.
The single quantity price of all the semiconductors used in the regulated supply
of Fig. 12 is less than $5.00; the price
is less than $20.00 for all the semiconductors in the complete stereo phono
system.
AUDIO· MAY 1971

Short Circuit Protection
This supply "shuts down" on overload like many laboratory supplies. Its
speed is sufficient to protect the IC
amplifiers when the load is directly
shorted at full power output.
The supply (Fig. 12) uses a monolithic power Darlington transistor for
the series regulating element, which is
controlled by the . integrated voltage
regulator (IVR). A fraction of the regulated output voltage is compared with
the reference voltage between pins 3
and 1 on the IVR. If the regulated output voltage should start to decrease,
this would decrease the conductance of
the IVR between pins 2 and 1, which
increases the base current to the D40C4.
This increases the conductance of the
D40C4 which results in less voltage
drop across it and thus raises the output ·voltage to maintain the regulated
level.
The 2N5365 functions as a constant
1 rnA supply to the base of the D40C4
and the IVR. The 1 rnA is set by the
stabistor (STB567) in conjunction with
the 2N5365 and its emitter resistor,
Rl. The emitter-base junction of the ·
2N5365 plus the voltage drop across
R 1 equals the voltage drop across the
STB567, thus the current through R1 is
maintained at about 1 rnA by the STB567
stabistor (forward biased diode reference). The 470 pF capacitor is used for
high frequency stabilization.
R2 is the load current sensing resistor.
With 0.82 ohms for R3, the current
limits at 1.5 to 2.0 A by triggering the
complementary SCR, C13F. When the
SCR switches on it causes the emitter
voltage of the 2N5365 to drop below its
base voltage level, which is held two
diode voltage drops below the unregulated supply. This cuts off the 2N5365,
which is the source of bias current for
the power Darlington, D40C4. Thus the
supply is "shut-down" fast enough to
protect its load which is the two SW IC
amplifiers. The supply must be reset
after correcting· the cause of the overload. The reset is accomplished by
switching off the supply voltage with
S 1 until the SCR current decreases below its "holding current., level causing
the SCR to turn off. Then S 1 can be
switched "on" and the supply is back in
normal operation.
The dynamic output resistance of
the supply is less than 0.1 ohm and the
output voltage changes less than 1%
with load current change from 0 to lA
peak. The ripple is less than 100 m V
~
peak to peak.

- 34V
(!A PEAK)

R6
!OK

S!
0

IFF
Cl
500~F

50V

120 VAC

Rl
lOOK

VOLTAGE REGULATOR IC

Fig. 12-Regulated power supply with electronic circuit breaker protection .

0.82

STB
567

I

'l t39: i

100 K
+

T500~F

D40C4
(D28C)

lK

2N
o 5365
oo

oo o

~

470PF

3.9 K

f

0
0

!OK

0

I

D13V

0

I~
Fig. 13A-Parts layout for the component side of the PC board.

Reference
1. Jones, D. V. and Shea, R. F., " Transistor Audio
Amplifiers," John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1968.
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Fig. 138-Pattern for the printed circuit side of the board.
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Direetory
of Reeeivers
and Tuners

Bogen BR550
Altec Lansing 725A

•
BIC/LUX 71 /2R

AR Receiver

NOTES:

(1)

All models solld·state except when
modal numbor Is preceded by (T)

(2) ••K" Indi cates ki t pricej "W"
Indicates wlted price

AKAI AA-6300
TUNER SECTION

AMPLIFIER SECTION

Readers should bear in mind that
the specifications listed in the following
pages are those supplied by the manufacturers-they are not the result of our
tests or measurements. Note that only rms
power output is shown, as this is considered
to be the most accurate m~thod of measureJ,lent. Obviously, not all products of
each manufacturer are listed due to space
limitations.

Glossary of Terms
Used in the Charts
RMS Power-Also known as continuous power, this specification represents the most conservative rating of
power output. The figures refer to the
power from each channel driven simultaneously. Details of Music Power and
other ratings were discussed at some
length in the April issue.
THD at Rated Output-This is the Total
Harmonic Distortion measured at 1000
Hz at full rated output. A top receiver
should have less than 0.5% THD.
IM at Rated Output-IM means intermodulation and it refers to the generation
of spurious sum-and-difference tones
which cause very objectionable distortion. IM should be below 1% at all levels
up to full rated output.

The limits will depend on the design
philosophy.
Phono Sensitivity-The input required
to produce full rated output. Usually 2
to 4 millivolts.
input
Overload-Maximum
Phono
handling capacity before overloading
occurs. The safe figure will depend on
the phono cartridge used but 80 mV will
be adequate for the highest output
cartridge generally available.
IHF Sensitivity-This is the number of
microvolts of FM signal which must be
applied to the antenna terminals of an
FM tuner or receiver so that the program peaks will be 30 dB louder than
any background noise and distortion.
Anything less than 4 microvolts is good,
with the best tuners and receivers measuring less than 2 microvolts.
Capture Ratio-Can be defined as the
ability of an FM tuner to select the
stronger of two stations when both are
transmitting on the same frequency.
Capture ratio is expressed in dB and
anything lower than 3 -~B can be considered very good.
THD Mono, 100% Mod.-Total harmonic distortion at 1000Hz, fully modulated signal. Should be less than 1%.

Power Bandwidth-Can be defined as
the two extreme frequencies where the
power output drops by half (3 dB). A
good figure is 20 to 30,000 Hz.

THD Stereo, 100% Mod.-Usually
slightly higher than the above figure.

Frequency Response-This is measured
at a lower power level ( 1 watt) than the
above figure so the response will usually
be extended at both ends of the scale.

Stereo Separation- This figure refers to
channel separation at 100 Hz and is
expressed in dB. The higher, the better,
with 25 dB being the lowest acceptable

36

Tuning Indicator-Lists the type of
tuning indicator used. Usually a single
meter is employed but occasionally two
are met with, one for center tune and
the other for maximum signal strength.
Sometimes a separate meter is used for
AM.

MANUFACTURER

!

ll..c

R~~~ver

50

~
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IJ.a

~

;S;'

'*~

~'

~~

o25

$

....;~

ll.l

14·44K

20-20K
±!db

ADC
AKAI

AA8500
AA6600

AM Suppression-This refers to the
tuner's ability to discriminate against
amplitude modulated signals which
include electrical interference. It is
expressed in dB and should be at least
40.

0.3
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AA6300

0.4

15·35K
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57
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2·5

85
0.5
(4(1)

20·30K
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37.5
(8 11)
55

1.0

ALTEC
LANSING

725A

60

<0.3

724A

-

714A

44
(8(1)

<.05
<.05
·HOV nsv
<0.5
<0.5
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10·60K
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55
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Meter

~
~ltJ

f

'-'4:
,.,<f·

...:<.i

for 100, 120, 220, 240V., 50·60 Hz
Meter
0.5 0.5
32
2.5 3.0

"

~

No

Yes

2.0

3

2.0

0.8

0.8

35

Meter

>50

Yes

..,.

..~

~~

lc::

~

17 11 ~ 1!14

~6

33

17 ~ 5

BIC/ LUX

BSR McDONALD

20·50 K
±3
20-50K
+3

70
65

!5·!00K
±1.5
<0.3

2.0

3

1.5

0.3

3

2.0

2.0

0.8

3

1. 4

0.95

0.8

0.8

40

2
Meters

>55

Yes

0.8

35

Meter

>50

Yes

CONCORD

Wood case opt $20 spkr
cables opt $6 2 yr guarantee

199.50

Fits standa rd book shelf.

17'z X J3h
5%

22 /z

229.95

19 \~ X

1412

3511

389.95

13\;

24\2

269.95

!6 X 13 3~
511z

30

299.95

17lix1612
x5

48

699.00

17~4 XJ61 i

42

1

0.8

35

Meter

>50

Yes

!5·25K

20·20K
±0.5

60

2.0
5.0

30
60

1.8

!.3

<0. 3 0.5

>40

2
Meters

70

Yes

-

-

20-20K
+0.5

60

2.0
5.0

1.8

1.3

<0.3 <0.5

>40

2
Meters

70

Yes

<0.5

15·25K

!5-45K
±I

60

2.0
5.0

30
60
30
60

1.9

2.0

<0.5

>40

2
Meters

48

20·50K

60

20·25K

0.8

3.0

4.0

<0.5

35

0.8

17 12 ~

x5\i

<0.3

~

x5
Yes

!6%xm,
X

Yes

Meter

34

5~~

16Y,

X

!Pi

Xtal filters; modular plug·Jn
ccty;lin.sca le slide contr s;
indicator lights.
550.00 Tuner-pre-a mp on ly; otherwise
as above.
399.00 Xtal filters; ICs; let~ ; 4-gang
tuningcap;slidecontrs;
fail·safe ccty.
249.95 FET front end , muting; a fc.
switchable;main &rem.spkr.,
sws; incl. case

75

0.2

0.4

0.4

!5-30K

10·50K

60

2.0
8.0

100

1. 2'

2.5

0.2

0.5

40

Yes

18ll x13l4
x6

580.00

•3odB.S/ N; 3FM pre-sets;
lo &hi filters; var. turnovers;

71/3R

50

0.2

0.4

0.4

15-30K

!0-50K

60

2.0
8.0

!00

2.2*

4.0

0.2

0.5

40

Yes

!8Yzxm,
x6

497.00

Same as above.

Yes

15 ~6 X 11"/,,

15%

179.95

Auto AFC; headpllone jack;
stereo beacon; midnigh t dial.

22 3/, X

9\

25'/16
incl.
spkrs.

219.95

x4%

Incl. speakers; AFC swi tch;
A. C. conv. outlet.

McD40

17.5
7

0.7
1.5

1.0

1.3

1.4
1.5

60·20K

20-20K
+I

60·!0K 20·!5K

55
50

2.2

3
85

3.5

1.0

1.5
1.5

3.9

1.5

10

3.8

1.5

1.5

10

22

Meter

31

7

x41,
Yes

Stereo
Light

35

25

Stereo
Light

35

Yes

l6"1,,x9
x41,

16
incl.
spkrs.

129.95

As above.

25

Mi:D20

7

1.5

1.3

1. 5

60-IOK

20·15K

50

85

BR360

43

0.5

0.7

0.35

20·20K

2(}35K
±2

60

3

60

2.7

1.9

0.3

0.4

35

Meter

60

Yes

16'; ,x14
x4

20

299.95

Ceramic I.F .S.; ICs, FETS;
slide conlrs; "cresendo
control" ·expander compr.

BR350

30

0.5

0.7

0.35

20·20K

20-35K
+2

58

3

60

2.7

1.9

0.3

0.4

35

Meter

60

Yes

16':;x14
x4
16';,x14
x412
16';. x14

19

279.95

As above.

19

249.95

As above. less crescendo
control.

19

199.95

As allove.

17Y,x 14

26

299.79

Sl ide controls; scratch
filter; sep. on off sw itch:

17Y, xl2llz

24

239.79

Muting; 75·and 300·ohm
antenna inputs.

17!~ X12\4
X 5~~

21

199.79

Illum inated front lnd·FM,
Auto Stereo.

BR340

30

0.5

0.7

0.35

20·20K

20·35K
+2

59

3

60

2.7

1.9

0.3

0.4

35

Meter

60

Yes

BR320

15

0.5

0.7

0.35

20·20K

20·35K

55

2.5

50

2.7

1.9

0.3

0.4

35

Meter

60

Yes

Mark 20

!50

0.2

0.7

0.4

5·40K

(4!1)

Mark 12

90

0.5

0.6

0.5

25·22K

0.5

0.6

0.5

25·20K

(4fl)

Mark !0
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420 00

x7

X 4\lz

!2

More detailed information will be found
in "Stereo Receiver Lexicon," which
appeared in AuDio for September and
Octo~er, 1970.

~c..'IJ

Q..

71/ 2R

McD78

BOGEN

SPECIAL FEATURES

9

x4u /16

Decibel (dB)-A unit for measuring the
relative intensities of sound or the ratios
between two electrical powers. Six dB
represents twice the voltage ratio and
3 dB is twice the power. Thus a 54 dB
noise factor (a ratio of 1: 500) is twice the
noise voltage of 60 dB (1: 1000). A 20
watt amplifier gives 3 dB more power
than a 10 watt amplifier, 6 dB more
than a 5 watt unit.
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t:::J'

X

60

l

.,.l'

~·

~

>55

:

~
~~

~~·

X

395

ASR·IOO

0.2

20
0.15
(811)

ALLIED
(RADIO SHACK)

AMPEX

'IJ~
~4:)

Same as above

Univ.

Adjacent Channel Selectivity-Refers to
the ability of a tuner to discriminate between the desired station and stations
removed in frequency by two channel
widths. Why two? Because stations
with adjacent channels are not normally
in the same geographical area. Alternate channel selectivity is expressed in
dB and a good tuner would have a
selectivity of 35 dB increasing to 45 or
higher for a high performance unit.
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(40)

10·35K
±I
20·25K
±1
20·22K
t1

>65

3

-

1.7

I

0.6

0.7

>35 Meter

60

Yes

X 5 ~&

>65

3

-

1.9

<2.0

0.6

0.7

>35

Meter

55

Yes

>65

3

-

2.0

<2.0

0.6

0.7

>35

Meter

55

Yes

X 5~'1
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Reeeivet·s eont .
tiJ

· · Do you ever wonder
what happens to your records
when you play them?

JVC 5040-2
Heath AA-29

",/
I lllfi:I!/NIIIj/1/;l/I·

Fisher 701

You should.
Chances are, your record collection
is worth hundreds or even thousands of
dollars. And some unhappy things might be
happening to your records while you're
enjoying the music.
To apprec iate th is, let us follow the
stylus down into the grooves of your records.
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90

3.5

4

0. 75

0. 75

40

Me ter

45.

Yes

16 X 9
X 4Y,

14

2.7

90

3.5

4

. 1.75

1.75

33

Meter

20

Yes

16 X 9
X4

10

70

2.5

140

2.5

3.0

0.8

-

32

Meter

40

Yes

23

333.00

70

3.0

-

2.2

2.0

0.8

-

25

Meter

-

Yes

15

277.00

3.0

-

2.2

2.0

0.8

-

25

Meter

-

Yes

18x 17
x5 'l.
14\i X 101·2
X 3*
14\1 X !0 ~2

15

233.00

2.7

50

1.7

1.5

0. 35 0.35 36

Meter

65

35

699. 95

1.7

1. 5

0. 4

0.4

38

2.5
7. 5
2.5
7.5

4.5 2.0
135
45 2.0
135

2.5

0.5

0.5

75

2. 5
8.0
2

50 2.5
160
60 2.0

60

3

2.0

2.0

60
60

270

Yes

d%

11
/ 16

!6

X 14\4

X 5\~

189.95K
297.95W
109.95K
!69.95W

Meter

70

Yes

16't, x 14\i
x4 "1,,

30

499.95

38

Meter

45

Yes

399.95

45

Yes

15 !~ X 1411
x4 ';,
151\ X 12\4

25

Meter

20

349.95

!BY!

249 .95

-

349.95

0.5

0.5

38

3.0

0.6

0.6

35

Meter

42

Yes

3.0

0.5

0.5

35

Meter

45

Yes

0.5

0.5

40

Meter

50

Yes
tSW

24 X
X6

2.8

X 4 ',~

15"1,, X ! 4~
x4 '!,
16 X 13
X 5\1
12'1,

5 Presel ec. St ns.
Inc ludes 2 SW bands.

20

199.95

Fu nct ion ind Its; tape mon;

159.95

2.5

90

2.5

3.0

0. 5

0.6

30

Meter

Yes

~5 ~,

70

2.5

85

2. 7

4.0

0.8

0.8

30

Meter

Yes

14 "/10 X 7'/10
x 3'!,

14

60

2.2

!55

1.8

1.5

0.5

1.0

40

2
Me ters

Yes

16'!,
X 4JI

27

X 13

Preasse mbled flon t end,
i.f.'s , mpx; incls cab.
FET's; pre·asse mbled
fro nt end, i. f. 's, mpx, incls.
cab.
Dual contrs; mut ing; main·
rem, spkr. sw. incl. AM.
EV 1281. same less AM.
$255 .00.
EV· l l81. sa me less
AM$210.00.
4 chan, Rcvr·A uto·scan
elec. tun ing; free remote
con tr ol.
Auto·scan and Tune·o·
matic lu ning, XTAL &
cer . fill , dual gate mosfe ts.
Auto-scan erec. lun ing,
free remote control .
Tune·o·ma tic tuning mode)
~ JOT V
l/o Tune·o·mati c
$299.95.
2 aux. impu ts ; muting; mod el
201 with 25w/ ch Sl99.95.

520.00

80

4

Torture ill the groove.

Stylus in groove. Record
wear, if any, tokes place
wnere edges of stylus
touch groove walls.

15·50K 12·60 K
±I
25·35K 25-35K
±1
18·30K 20·55K
+0 ,- 2

60

4.5

5.0

10

1.0

30

No

45

5.0

5.0

10

1.0

30

No

70

1.5

1.8

1.2

<0.5 0. 2

40

0. 15

25·30K

20·40K
t{),-2

70

1.5

75

1.8

2.0

0.5

0.3

35

Meter

50

Yes

20 X 13
X 4\

30.8

AM and FMdial scales sepa·
rate ly li ghted; tape mon.
349 .95 FETs; IC i.f. , ld ness & spkr.
K sws; stereo-onl y sw; stereo
thresh. & mu te· level contrs;
285.00 FETS; IC i.f.; LC fi lters;
K spkr. 1 & 2 sws; AMtuner;
input level controls, fdness contl.
225.00 FETs; IC i.f.; spkr 1 & 2 sws;
K AM tuner; in put level contrs;
ldness & lone-f lat sws .
119.95 Afc ; phone jack; stereo indi ·
K calor; stereo phase ad j.
72.95 Compl-sym output; stereo
K phase ad j; stereo indicator.
449.95 Snd. effect ampli SEA \ divides
range into 5 sep . .t 12dB contr.
bands.
399.95 As above. Linear FM dial seal .

0.8

0. 2

30- 30K 25·40K
t{),-2

65

1.5

70

2.5

10

0.8

0.35 35

Meter

45

Yes

20 X 13
X 4~~

'28.6

299.95

As above.

1.0

0. 2

30·30K

65

2.0

70

2.5

4.0

0.8

'0. 5

Meter

45

Yes

; 6;/{'• x 13

· 17.2

229.95

As above.

· 6· 30K

70

AR·29

35

0.25

0.2

0.1

5·30K

7·60 K
±1

65

2.2

155 1.8

1.5

0. 5

0.5

40

2
Meters

70

Yes

AR·19

20

0.25

0.25

0.1

5·30K

6-35K
±1

65

2.4

155

2.5

1. 5

1.5

35

2

35

Yes

AR-14

10

1.0

1.0

AR-17

5

1.0

2.0

5040·2

<0.5
83
(40)

' 0.8

5030·3

50
0.5
140 )

0.8

5020
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To the stylus, the record groove
presents one long, torturous obstacle
course. And the stylus must go through that
groove without a trace that it's been there.

As the record rotates, the rapidly
changing contours of both groove walls
force the stylus to move up, down and
sideways at great speeds.
Thus, when you hear the boss drum
from the right-hand speaker, the right wall of
the groove is caus ing the stylus to vibrate
. about thirty times a second. And when you
hear the piccolo from the left speaker, the
sty lus is responding to the left wall about
15,000 times a second.
By some miracle, all these vibrations
bring a full symphony orchestra right into
your living room.That is, if al l goes well. For
there is an unequal match in the forces
confronting each other.

A ~I::"T"-p:::lo:::IIB

Peaks of high frequency
contours con be literally
lopped oH as shown in
ls:4H~~ lower half of A Less fragile
low frequency contours of
right channel ore indicated

by B.
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With all these considerations, it's good
to know that Dual automatic turntables have
for years impressed serious record lovers
with every aspect of their prec ision performance. In fact, many professionals won't play
their records on anything but a Dual.

Thetoneai'Jilto the rescue.
Actually, al l th is needn't happen. Your
precious records can be preserved
indefinitely. And sound as good as new
every time you play them. It all depends on
the tonearm, which is to the stylus as the
su rgeon's hand is to the scalpel.
There is a vast differen ce among
tonearms. Some are little more than "sticks
on a swivel." But the best ones are designed
and engineered to a high degree of
precision. For ve ry important reasons.
Consider the simp le movement of the
tonearm from record edge to center,
guided by the outer groove wall nudging
the sty lus along . The tonearm must be free
to follow without resistance .This requires
virtually friction-free pivots.
Another subtle but demand ing aspect
of tonearm performance is the need for
equal track ing force on each groove wall .
This setting ("anti-skating") ca lls for
exquisite precision.
Some other factors that affect
tonearm performa nce include its over-all
length (the longer the better), its dynamic
balance, and the position of the cartridge in
the tonearm head (affects trac king error).

Diamond vs. vinyl.

Still more to consider.

As you know, your records are made
of a soft vinyl that has to contend w ith a
diamond, the hardest substance known to man .
If the stylus can't respond to the
rap idly changing contou rs of the groove,
especially the hazardous peaks of the high
frequencies, there's trouble.
Instead of going around the pea ks,
the stylus will simply lop them off. And with
those little bits of vinyl go the high notes, the
record and your investment.

And while the tonearm is performing
al l these functions, other things are going on.
For example, the record must rotate
at precisely the right speed, or pitch will
be off.The motor must be quiet and
free of vibration, or rumble wi II be
added to the music. The platter
must weigh enough for its
flywheel action to smooth out speed 1215. $99 50
fluctuations. And, of course, the stylus must get
to and f rom the groove as gently as possible.

Check No. 39 on Reader Service Card
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AreassuriDg thought.

A precision tonearm like
the Dual 1219's provides:
A) Vernier-odiustoble
counterweight.
B) Four-point gimbal
suspension with nearfrictionless pivot bearings.
C) Setting to provide perfect
tonearm angle for single ploy
and changer modes.
D) Direct-reading tracking
force dial.
E) Setting to equalize
tracking force on each
groove wall.
F) 8-3/4" pivot to stylus.

If you would like to know more about
tonearms, tu rntables and us, we'll send you
some interesting Iiterature that we didn't
write. A booklet on what to look for in
record playing equipment. And a series of
independent test reports on Duals.
Better yet visit any authorized United
Audio dea ler and ask for a demonstration.
At $99.50 to $17 5.00, Dual automatic
turntab les may seem expensive at first. But
when you consider your present and futu re
investment in records, they may begin to
look inexpensive.
United Audio Prooucts Inc., 120 So.
Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, New York 10553.
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It's guaranteed not to make a
bulge in your wallet or a dent in your
pocketbook .
The Revox No-Charge Card is
completely d ifferent from any card
you've ever had . In fact, most of the
time you leave it at home in a safe
place, like next to your life insurance
.
policy.
But let's suppose that five, ten or
even 50 years from now, the unlikely
happens, something goes wrong
*Reco rd and playback head s, ca psta n an d
pressure roller are guaranteed for one year.
Revox Corporati on
21 2 Mineola Av enue, Roslyn He igh ts,N .Y.l 1577
1721 N. Highlan d Ave., Hollywood, Cal if. 90028
In Canada:
Tr i-Te I Associates, Ltd., To ro nto, Canada

with your faithful Revox A77. After
all, it's just possible that one of the
842 parts covered by our lifetime
warranty* could go bad . Not to
worry. We'll supply a replacement at
no·cha rge to you , upon presentation
of your No-Charge Card and the
defective part.
Come to think of it, there's only
one drawback to the No-Charge Card.
1' The way Revox is built, you
may never get to use it.

REVOX DELIVERS
WHAT ALL THE REST
ONLY PROMISE.

Check No. 41 on Reader Serv ice Card
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Now hear the speaker with the unheard of performance. The
first speaker system to break with traditional stagnation in
loudspeaker design and create the last word in audio repro duction. The FAIRFAX FTA is an electronic instrument so
perfectly engineered and precisely tuned that it reproduces
the original recorded music or human voice in unheard of
dimensions and living presence realism.
The FAIRFAX FTA simply cannot be heard. All you can
hear is the reproduction of the audio signals fed into it- no
discoloration ... no distortion ... pure, pure rich, full -bodied
sound.
Originally the FAIRFAX FTA system was built to custom
specifications of audio engineers and professionals in the
music industry because they demanded a speaker system
which would not introduce any audible sound of its own, no
undesirable harmonics and imperceptable distortion . -A
standard of performance that could not be achieved on most
well-known speaker systems.
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Ceramic FM IF fi lL avail . w.
AM ·' 339.95.
Walnu t case inc luded.
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The FAIRFAX FTA is the first speaker system to achieve
the unheard of state-of-the-art standard of zero overlap- an
achievement coveted throughout the audio industry-which

Other FAIRFAX Speaker Systems are available from $79 .50 to $399.50
at quality-[Tl inded audio dealers . Ask your dealer for
a demonstration or write to us for the name of your nearest FAIRFAX dealer.
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Check No. 45 on Reader Service Card

now permits the unconscious differentation between each of
the ind ividual musical instruments in a complete orchestra.
You don't have to be an orchestra conductor, recording
engineer or audio technician to appreciate the astonishing
results in the degree of realism that is so remarkably enchanced by the FAIRFAX FTA. All you have to do is love
music and know how it should sound.
The realistic well-rounded , linear-in depth sound that you
experience with the FAIRFAX FTA ~ill enchance your stereo
recordings and FM reception either mono, stereo or quadradial to a degree you've never believed possible .
The next time you're auditioning speakers insist on comparing the FAIRFAX FTA to other speakers of its class or even
selling for as much as $100.00 more. You II be amazed at
the superiority of the FAIRFAX FTA in all
areas including the price! Unheard of at
only $139.5-0 (suggested audio-ph ile net) .
SPECIFICATIONS of the
FAIRFAX FTA:
4 speakers, 3-way system; 1 low bass, 1 mid
bass 8" woofers ; 1 mid-high 8Y2 11 tweeter;
1 ultra-high tweeter; freq . response 28-20 ,000Hz;
·eo watt input; 25" H x 14" w x 12" D.

~·AIR~AX · INDUSTRIIfN,.I
~

.-~

900 PASSAIC AVENUE, EAST NEWARK, N.J. 07029 (201) 485·5400

Reeeivers ~ eont.
NOTES: ( 1) All models sol i d-state except when
model number is preceded by (T)

(2} " K" Indicates kit price; "W"
Indicates wired pr i ce
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Never before
has there been a
receiver like the 387.
Power and purpose are implicit
in its every distinctive line ...
from its bold new high-visibility dial face to
the sweep of its comprehensive control panel.
And just wait until you experience the 387's effortless
performance! A new kind of receiver power is yours to commandinstantaneous, undistorted, unmatched for flexibility and responsiveness.
Inside, the 387 justifies its advanced exterior. Here are tomorrow's electronics ...
Integrated Circuits, Field Effect Transistors, solderless connections, and electronic safeguard
systems to keep the 387's 270 Watts of power totally usable under all conditions.
Decades of manufacturing experience and engineering skill have gone into the 387. But to really
appreciate how its designers have totally rejected the ordinary, you must see it and hear it.

SCOTT 387 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
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SPECIAL FEATURES

l

322.00

*30 dB S/N; center-tune ind. light; 3 FM pre-sets; incls. AM

179.00

*30 dB S/ N; hi & lo Z phone jack; incls. AM.

11

149.95K
249.95W

Automatic tuning control.
uses 10 1C's.

6

69.95K
109.95W

FET; pre-assembled front end, mpx i.f.'s: incls. cab.
Movable station ma rkers; ale.

12\'z

Computer- actlvated"Perfectune"
Ushta Perfectune computer decidea when you're tuned for the
best reception and lowest distor·
tlon, then snaps on the Perfectune
light.

X

30

0.7

Meter
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0.25

Meter

65

16!-) X 9
x5
13Vz X 9
X 4~

30-tSK
±1

3.0
3.0
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1.5
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147.60

45

20-15K
+1
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2Q.l5K
-3, +0

40

30-15K
+1

50

35

25

13\'z

199.~

0.5

Meter

65

X

10

X 4~~

40

25

1.0

2
Meters

30

70

16'!, X 12Vz
47!

50

12 X 9%

189.95K

4.5

57.95K

Pre-built, pre-aligned fron t end; steroo/mono switch; steroo phase
contr.; stereo indicator light

4

129.95K

FET front end; 5 i.f.'s; zero-ctr tunif"€ mtr; planetary tuning contr.,
mx noise filter; incls. cab.

X 3~

35

20

0.8

Meter

55

9 X 5'1,
X 4\i

Xta l filters; IC i.f., FETS, phase adjust; stereo-only mode; auto
noise operated squelch; black piilel styling

11Vz

X

~

Ultra-reliable Integrated Cir·
cults: Seven IC's are Included In
the 387 • • • totalling 91 transls·
tors, 28 diodes, and 109 resistors.

New solderless connection tech·
nlques: Tension-wrapped terminal connections plus plug-in cir·
cult modules result in the kind of
reliability associated with aerospace applications. '

387 SPECIFICATIONS

3

20-15K
+1

E"·

New Modutron Circuit Board
change Pollcyr Takes over after your
warranty expires; insures quick, Inexpensive replacement of any plug-In
printed circuit board for as long as
you own your Scott unit.
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AMPLIFIER SECTION: Total power (±1 dB) 270 Watts@
4 Ohms; IHF music power, 220 Watts@ 4 Ohms; 140 Watts
@ 8 Ohms; Continuous output, with one channel driven,
100/100 Watts@ 4 Ohms; 63/63 Watts@ 8 Ohms; Continuous output, with both channels driven, 85/85 Watts@ 4
Ohmsi 55/55 Watts@ 8 Ohms; Harmonic distortion, 0.5% at
rated output; IHF power bandwidth, 10Hz-38kHz; Hum
and noise, phone, -70 dB. TUNER SECTION : (FM); Usable .
sensitivity (IHF), 1.9 uV; Stereo separation, 40 dB; Capture
ratio, 2.5 dB; Signal/Noise ratio, 65 dB; Cross modulation
rejection, 80 dB; Selectivity, 42 dB. TUNER SECTION:
(AM); Sensitivity (IHF), 4 uV@ 600kHz; Selectivity (IHF),
32 dB.

New low price: $399.95
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

CD SCOT~
For detailed specifications, write:
H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. 01005
111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. 01754
Export: Scott International_ Maynard, Mass. 01754
© 1970, H. H. Scott, Inc.
Check No. 100 on Reader Service Card
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Tuners~eont.

Marantz 20

Pioneer TX-700

BIC / LUX 71-ST
NOTES: (1) A l l models so l id- state except when
model number I s preceded by (T)

(2) "K" Indicates ki t price ;
Indi cates wired price

KT-5000

1.7

0.6

2.5
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20-15K

KT-7000

1.5

0.3

1.5

60

20-15K

2.0

0.5

4.0

45

20-15K

LI! AK

MARANT Z

1.7

LT-670

3.5

0.25

Slereofetic
20
23

1.8
2.4

0.15
0.3

13 x 9\2
x5

9.5

99 .95

FET front-end, IC i.f. stage, stereo noise filte r; incls. AM.

12 x 9'!,
x331.
IO';,x 8'1,
x3!-l

10

99.95

Au to stereo sw; int. FM ant; Flex. AM loops tick.

9

69.95

Auto FM station lock : front panel tape output; int. AM andFM ants.

11!-J X 7%

6'/•

225.00

"Quasi-stereo" sw reduces noi se on di st. stas; tuning ind. acts as
tuning meter and stereo indicator. FM on ly.

24

595.00

FM only.

16

259.00

lnc ls. AM.

60

167;,x1 1
x 514

60

35

25

0.6

2
Meters

70

16)2xl1
x5

50

30

20

0.7

Meter

60

0.25

Meter

75

Lt.

50

Meter

60

50

40

30

30

3.5

55

80

Xtal filters, IC's. FET's. S-mtr and zero-ctr tuning mtr, multi path output,
muting, noise fitter, output level con trol; incls. AM.

2
Meters

1.5

2.5

249.95

0.9

5

3.5 73

18

25

+0, - 2
LT-715

2 FET's, muting, AM.

35 ·

+0, - 2
KT-2001

179.95

55

-2, +0

LAFAYETT E

It's all there ... all · the care and skill that make Concert
Grand an d Symphony ho usehold words w herever the
ult imate in music re-creation is desired and app reciated.

SPECI AL FEATURES

MAN UFACTURER

KE NW OOD

' ~W"

40-15K 50
±1

30

20 -1 5K
±0.5

40

45

20-15K
±1.0

50

20

0. 25

x4\4
35

0.1 5

Scope

73

15';.xl4'!,

Now we proudly present the newest Bozak- the astonishing Tempo 1 Bookshel f Speaker System . This is a genuine 3-way system - wi th a special high compliance
drive r for true bass wi t hout co loration, a 41/2 " mi d-range
driver with exceptiona l t ransien t capabilities and the fam ous B-2 00 trebl e fo r sparkling crystal highs ~ plus much
more.

X 5~i

0.5

40

2
Meters

70

15',p12l2
X 5~

Tempo 1 is yet another example of Bozak,.s long-standing
tradition of quality. See it at your nearest dealer, ask for
it, listen to it. You'll find tha t there's suddenly a new
standard in bookshe lf speake rs.

FAM-14

1.8

1.5

60

50-15K
±1

60

40

30

1

Meter

60

13x9\2
X 3%

8.8

139.95

Dual-gate FET: cer. fi lters; muting eel; dial light contr also co ntrs vol fo r
head-phone amp I; plug-in modules; eel brkrs. Inc. AM .

FAM-12

1.8

3.0

55

50-15K
±1

50

40

30

1

Meter

60

12 x 10
x3!l

7.7

119.95

FET's in FM andAM front end; noise fitter; A. F. C.; muting ci rcuit.

NORELCO
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3.0

1.0

4

46

20-tSK
+2

30

28

1.5

Meter

58

14 x 10
xl 'l

7.5

179.95

2 shortwave bands 2.2-7.3 and 9.5 to 22 MHz, includes AM broadcast
band.

It's called Tempo 1.

PIONEER

TX-900

1.7

0.3

1.5

65

50-15K
±2

38

10

0.5

2
Meters

67

15";~

17

259.95

3-F ET tront end; 2 crys. fltrs. and 4 ICs in i.f. unit; mpx filtr; muting
sw; sep level contrs for AM and FM; mcls AM.

By Bozak, of course.

TX-700

2.2

0.5

2.0

35

50-15K
±2

42

10

0.8

Meter

52

13\4 x 10'%,
x 4~;

11

199.95

FET front end; 2 ICs in i.f. un it; push-button preset; mu ting and mpx
filter sw; inc ls AM.

TX-500

2.5

0.5

2.5

40

50-15K
±2

35

17 0.8

Meter

50

13 x 13'!,
x5

II

109.95

FET front end; incls. AM.

SAE

Mk. VI .

1.6

<0.1

1.9

75

>60

40

<0.1

950.00

Digital tuning, built-in scope, Digi tal readout 14 pole,
Butterworth filter. FMonly.

SANSU I

TU -999

1.8

<0.3

J.5

>70

>80

>38

<0.5

2
Meters

>65

17 X 13
x6

22

279.95

FETs, ICs, crys fltrs; sig. str mtr; zero ctr tng mtr; muting; noise
fl lr; 300 - and75-ohm ant. input; incls AM .

S1300

1.8

0.15

2.0

55

20-20K
±1

45

40

40

0. 15

Zero
Meter

70

14 x 10\i
x4

11

199.95

Available mounted on 19" commerc ial rack panel.
Includes AM.

S3300

1.8

0.15

2.0

55

20-20K
±1

45

40

40 0.15

Zero
Me ter

70

II

169.95

Availab le mounted on 19" comme rcial rac k panel.

S2500

1.8

0.1 5

2.0

55

20-20K
±1

45

Zero
Me ter

70

14 x 101:,
x4
t4 x 10':4

II

159.95

Same as above. Mono. FM. Includes AM.

Light

>65

NIKKO

SHERWOOD

SINC L AIR
(Audlonlcs )
SO NY

46

Projec t

2.0

0.15

1.5

0,15

10·15K
±1

60

x 14 x 5Y,

17x10x;
X 5%

x4

8'!, X 3~

74.95

Uses P.LL. circuit. No cabinet supplied, 30vd.c. supply PZ-5,

Te mpo 1 literatu re available o n request.

513.395. FM only.

x1!-l
0.35

2
Meters

70

15% x 12~
x 5J,\

21

449.50

FET front end; 8 element s/ s U. fltrs. FM on ly.

40

0.5

2
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70

16'/,X 12'1;
x 5"1,,

15.4

219.50

AM included.

38

0.7

Meter

65

16''}',. x 10\2
x 4'!,

9

11 9.50

AM included.

ST-5000F

1.8

0.2

1.5

90

20-15K
±0.5

65

40

ST-5100
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0.3
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80

20-15K
±1

65

ST-5600
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0. 3

2

50

30-15K
:':1

60
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P.O . Box 11 66 • Darien, Connecticut 06B20
Overseas Export : Elpa Market ing In dustries , Inc.
New Hyde Pa rk , New York 11040 U.S.A.
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Con s1ru etion of a
Mad sen -Sys1em Dela y Tub e
This wide-range, time-delay unit adds ambience to a stereo system

Part II

Duane H. Cooper

Equalization
When the equalization requirements posed by the dashed
curve of Fig. 6 are compared with a measured response curve,
shown solid, it is seen that the R-50 cartridge functions rather
well as a tube driver. For the measured curve of Fig. 6, no
cavities had been applied to either one, no equalization networks had been used, and the sharp dip at about 9 kHz was
0

03
::3
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~------~1 ;-...rl~-

~l

~~,\

I

Theory

. '-1'
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c:: -20

Measurement~',,\
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E -20 ~---+--+-- 1- · -·-
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Frequency
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2k

5k

10k

20k

(Hz)

Fig. 6-Equalization requirements. The dashed curve shows the
theoretical transmission response of the tube, and the solid
curve shows the transmission with the transducers used, but
without any of the equalization devices ultimately employed.

still present. In this ·e xperimental setup, straight tubing, in~
eluding a terminating tube of 5-foot length, was used, and the
ripples in the response indicate that the reverberation level is
some 25 dB weaker than the direct propagation for bass frequencies, and essentially unobservable at treble.
For this service, the R-50 departs from the ideal mostly in
presenting a peak between 1.5 kHz and 3 kHz and in showing
a treble roll-off of 12 dB per octave, from there up to 6kHz, in
excess of the 6-dB-per-octave slope of the loss curve in this
vicinity. It was planned at once to use two 6-dB-per-octave
boost networks, one at each cartridge, similar to those of Fig. 5,
but with break frequencies of 3 kHz and 6 kHz. Thus, the
theoretical loss curve would be reasonably well fulfilled. Then,
the plan would be to try to discover further means of equalization.
This plan was to exploit only passive equalization devices,
reserving tone-control equalization as a last step. Moreover,
no modification of the internal structures of the cartridges was
to be undertaken, so that only home-workshop methods need
be used. The result is a rather inelegant patchwork equalization design, including patches upon patches, as will be seen.
However, it is a design that works and one that can be easily
realized.

·- ·-- -+--+--- u l ---t----''-1

t/)

c

0

~
50

48

In the course of trying various possibilities, the cause of the
.sharp dip at about 9 kHz was discovered and eliminated by
adding the mass to the R-50 cover. Next, it was discovered that
a flatter response in the range from 100 Hz to 1 kHz could be
obtained by wrapping damping material around the back framing of the R-50, and that this provided some much-needed
treble boost. See Fig. 7. The difficulty was that the connection

- 301-----+----4- 4 ~L0--~5~0--lJ0_0__2~0-0---50~0---lLk--~2-k--~5-k--l~0Lk~20k

Frequency

(Hz)

Fig. 7-Effect of the damping collar. The actual amount of
high-frequency boost product by this means was adjusted to
match the peak-supressing effect of the cavity to be placed
In front of the R-50, for the peak of 2 kHz. More than 5 dB of
boost was obtained. Here, and In Fig. 6 also, the response above
6 kHz was not very accurately measured. This test setup used
straight tubing.

of the equalization circuits then resulted in a high, broad peak
centered on about 2 kHz, although the lifting of the response
above 3 kHz was gratifying. Arguing that every 5 dB helps, it
was resolved to keep the damping wrap.
The means found to suppress the peak at 2 kHz was the 11/.iinch cavity inserted in front oftheR-50 driver. This same cavity
elevated the response somewhat, near 4 kHz and 9 kHz, but depressed the response in the neighborhood of 6 kHz. The result, including the original electrical equalization, was the response curve shown in Fig. 8, taken with coiled tubing, and
using the 4.5-foot terminating section.
The critical element in matching the cavity against the peak
at 2 kHz proved to be the damping. An error of Ys inch in cavity
length had a slighter effect than a change in the damping
material. The latter directly affects the height of the peak, but,
on the other hand, the magnitude of the dip provided by the
cavity (its Q value) is not adjustable. The material specified for
AUDIO • MAY 1971

this damping is almost exactly right, but it was found that its
remova~ and reinsertion after a period of service resulted in a

change m performance. The orignal performance was restored
when a fresh specimen was inserted .
. Two .system~with the response of Fig. 8 were used for a long
time with considerable pleasure, but the dip at 6 kHz was a
source of annoyance-intel lectual, really, since the tube sounded
rather good. Finally, it was resolved to try inserting a cavity in
front o~ the. R-7~ micr.o phone. The result was the response
plotted m Fig. 9, m which the 0.22-inch cavity did largely fill
the hole at 6 kHz, besides making a dip at 11 kHz, and a peak at
12 ~Hz. the second tube, made to the same mechanical specification~, d~monstrates that the response was fairly reproducible,
as shown m the curve plotted 10 dB lower. In overall sensitivity
'
the two tubes agree within about 1 dB.
At. last, i~ was felt that the remaining equalization could be
o~tamed with tone controls, but this proved not to be the case
With the .i ntended pre~mpli.fier.(Dynaco PAT-4). Consequently,
the passive e9.ual~zat10n cucmts were changed to agree with
those shown m Fig. 5. Up to 3 kHz, the response was hardly
changed, bu~ some 5. dB of further boost was evident by 12 kHz.
In the final mstallatwn, the response was measured with tonecont~ol equalization with the results shown in Fig. 10.
It IS not clear that tone-control equalization is really needed.
Indeed, there well may be very little ambiance information
a_bove 5 kHz, a~d. the response of Fig. 9 may suffice. If so, a
simpler preamplifier could be used (such as the previously discuss~d Shure. M-6~ but with the ~anufacturers suggested connectiOn for ~Igh gam), toge.ther With a low-cost power amplifier
and cheap, if clear-soundmg, loudspeakers. The decrease in
bass response, which appeared when the impedance of the R-70
network was incr:eased, is probably also not serious, since bass
below 100 Hz is nonlocalizeable, anyway. This may be a second
reason for choosing inexpensive side speakers.
_To test these ideas, ambiance-genera tion trials were made
With the finished tubes for which the PAT -4 tone controls were
set to the "flat" position, but the low-cut and the 7-kHz-cut
filters :vere turned on. Listening to the tubes, the restriction in
bandWidth was evident. In ambiance generation, however, the
change was much more subtle, and the level of the delayed
sound could be increased somewhat. It was also found that
only one tube does rather well in supplying a delayed sumchannel signal to the pair of side speakers, except that there is
~orne loss in a~biance if that component had been badly phased
m the recordnig.
If inexpensive side speakers are used, it seems important for
them to have a ~mooth response. Irregular peaks in the response
can cause the side speakers to attract attention more often/than
desired. Some of the peaks in the delay tube may have this effect
also, l:mt not the regular rippl~s in the response (equally spaced
on a ln~ear fr.equency scale), smce these represent reverberatio'n
on an maudible level. If the spacing were irregular, or if the
peak-to-peak ripple amplitude were as much as 5 dB the ear
'
might not be so tolerant,
Before pla~ing the tube ~n. service, checks of its performance
were ~~d~ With the ma~y JOint~ ~emporarily sealed with plastic
elec~ncian s tape. In this condition, the tube is unwieldy and
fragtl~, and. the tape eventually creeps and comes undone,
~special.ly with mu~h handling. After the performance checks,
. 1t was time to consign many of the joints to nondemountable
status and seal them with epoxy. The only joints that were to be
retained as demountable were those that allow ·the R-50 and
R-70 elements to be re~oved (~hese are sealed with 0 rings)
and those that allow theu housmgs to be disassembled (these
need not be sealed). All of these demountable joints may be
secured with set screws, and two or three set screws equallyspaced around the circumference, are recommended for the
0-ring-sealed joints. The 4-40-size screw seems satisfactory.
AUDIO • MAY 1971
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Fig. 8-E.qualization obtained with the R-50 collar and cavity
and ~asstve networks. The setup used coiled tubing. The two
~~ssrve networks embodied in the overall response has the
JOint response shown in the dashed curve .
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Fig. 9-Effect of the R-70 cavity. The upper-curve response is
for the same conditions as in Fig . 8, except for the added 0.22inch cavity in front of the R-70 pickup. The lower curve is for a
duplicate tube made to the same mechanical specifications and ·
using other specimens of the same transducers. The 10 dB
displacement is a plotting artifice.
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Fig.10-Final equalized response. The conditions are the same
as for Fig . 9, except that the passive-network time constants
are those of Fig . 5, and the tone-control adjustments of the
Dynaco PAT-4 preamplifier were used-maximum treble boost
slight bass boost, 10kHz roll-off filter. The effects of a low cut
(L) and 15-kHz or 7-kHz cuts are shown near one of the curves in
~~shed li~~· ~hen the R-70 network is replaced by a preamplifter modrfrcatron (Table 1), the bass response is more like that
shown in Fig. 8.
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The loose coil was still not ready for installation. Standing in
a corner or lying flat on a 6arpet, it proved susceptible to many
modes of low-frequency flexural vibrations that were very
sensitive to airborne and structure-borne excitation. Even the
internal propagation excited them, once the tube was lifted
off the test bench, and many new frequency-response anomalies
were traceable to them. One anomaly, at about 200 Hz, was
traceable to propagation within the wall of the tube.
The damping of these spurious modes of vibration was done
by packing the tube in plasticene (or other mastic-like material
that will not age harden) and making an overall binding with
self-adhesive textile-based tape (such as supplied by JohnsManville in l-inch widths). First, the coil was strapped .a t 6inch intervals with masking tape to make a flat spiral with a
close fit between turns. Then, rolls of plasticene were packed.
in the little space remaining between turns, building the hollows
up to make a nearly level surface. Over that, a neat helical
wrap of the textile tape was made, covering all parts except the
demountable driver and pickup housings and their immediate
couplings.
. So prepared, the tube is very clean sounding and resistant
to acoustic pickup. In the author's installation, the tubes hang
on a hook on the back of the equipment cabinet, less than 4
feet from one of the speakers served by them. Some 20 dB of

Operation( a)
Remove
capacitors.

Shure
M-64
330 pf at
inputs, C6,
C7, (:10, Cll
R7, R8, R9,
RlOby
15 kohms

Dynaco

Dynaco

PAT-4(b)

SCA-80(b)

C5, C6

C21, C22

R29by
R7by
Replace named
3.3 kohms
3.9 kohms
resistors by
R30by
R8by
ones of value
3.9 kohms
3.3 kohms
shown ..
18 kohms
18 kohms
82 kohms
Install
across
across
resistor( c) of across R7',
R29', R30'
R9'; 82 kohms R7' , R8'
value shown
across R8',
bridging
R 10'
across series
combination of
resistors
named.( d)
20 nF from
5 nF from
20 nF from
Install
R29', R30' to
R7', R8' to
capacitor(c) of R7', R9' to
-end ofC23
+end ofC8' -end ofC3
value shown
from common 5 nF from
R8', RIO' to
point of
+end ofC9
resistors
named
to capacitor
terminal
named.
(a). Converts PHONO inputs. (b). Operations shown for only one
channel-repeat for other channel. Once effect is seen for the
PHONO input, use of alternative circuit-board locations to modify
the SPECIAL input, instead, will be understood. (c). Insulate leads.
(d). Previous step converts R 7 to R 7', etc. (Note : these operations
entail some risk of circuit-board damage and may void manufacturer's guarantees.)

Table 1. Modification of low-level preamplifiers to provide trebleboost TUBE input as replacement for R-70 network. Feedback
network becomes resistor-bridged, shunt-capacitor "T"section
that fits existing circuit-board layout.
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gain margin against feedback oscillation seems to remain relative to the gain setting normally used. In that location, there is
an abundant opportunity for hum pickup, but it is a simple
matter to loosen a set screw and twist the pickup housing to
find a minimum-hum orientation for the microphone transformer, one sufficient to bring the hum level below the alreadylow hiss level.
It is also a simple matter to complete the installation with
checks for left-right connections, balance, and phasing. With
the front speakers silent, the left-right phasing check may be
made in the usual manner, since it is easy to make the two tubes
agree in length to within an inch or less. Then, since the side
speakers had already been phased for another purpose, the
author found it convenient to adjust the tube phase by interchanging connections on one of the R-70 cartridges.
A front-side phasing check is also easily made. With the ear
close to the delayed loudspeaker, and for nearly equal apparent
loudness from each separately, switching on the undelayed
speaker shows it to augment the loudness, when the phasing is
correct. Otherwise, for incorrect phasing, level balances are
easily found for which the undelayed speaker causes a diminution in loudness. For this test, the distance between speakers
should match the delay, tones near 100Hz should be used, and
only one delayed-undelay ed pair should be tested at a time.
In ambiance presentation, improper phasing causes the side
speakers to attract undue attention and makes it difficult to
find a level setting for satisfactory ambiance that does not disturb the direct-sound image. With correct phasing, however, this
image is less easily disturbed, the level setting for the side
speakers is less critical, and the most natural-sounding effects
are obtained when that level equals the one for the front.
With experience, it is found that a certain degree of awareness
of the side speakers is normal and acceptable. With discrete
four-channel reproduction, this ·awareness is also observed,
even when the side speakers carry pure ambiance information.
Evidently, the nonlocalizeability of ambiance (Damaske effect)
is not absolute, but depends to some extent upon the recording
acoustics and the program content. In those brief instances in
which the awareness of the side speakers seems to be almost of
a direct-sound character, it is noted that the frontal directsound image is nevertheless as stable as it would be found to be
in the original acoustical environment. In tests comparing fourchannel ambiance reproduction against Madsen-system
ambiance extraction (from a two-channel mix down of the fourchannel material) the Madsen-system side speakers seemed
somewhat less noticeable, although the subjective impression
of ambiance was identical in the two cases.
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It's the only receiver with the Varitronik™
FM tuner-with 4 FET's and balanced
Varicap tuning for lower distortion and for
higher sensitivity. By using 4 FET's instead
of ordinary bi-polar transistors, cross
:nodulation problems are virtually elim- '
!nated. And by using 4 double Varicaps
1nstea~ of a conventional mechanical tuning
capacitor, a better balanced circuit performance is achieved with.pertect linear
tracking . The 725A's FM tuner also uses a
~ombination of Butterworth and crystal
fi lters for better selectivity and stereo sepa~atiC?n . ~nd, itfeaturesanadvanced muting
c1rcu1t w1th full muting at 2.5 IJ.V for quiet
tuni~g without loss of stations. Specifically,
heres how the new Altec 725A receiver
performs. Harmonic distortion is a low
0.3%, IHF sensitivity is 1.8 1N and capture
ratio is 1.3 dB.

Long Tubes
The treble-equalizati on reserve obtained by replacing the
R-70 network by a preamplifier modification (Table l) appears
to make the present design suitable for tube lengths up to 20
feet. Beyond that length, the transducer equalizations (R-50
network and treble-boost preamplifier of Table 1) would remain satisfactory, but the tone-control equalization of the tube
loss would eventually require (at 32 feet) twice as many decjbels
per octave than ordinarily provided, so that two such stages
of equalization would be needed. Also, the signal-to-noise
ratio would begin to become unacceptable, so that a less-conservative driver network should be considered, despite the risk
of greater tube distortion. For lengths beyond 32 feet, a largerdiameter tube, and possibly a more powerful driver would be
needed, so that a whole new design approach would be indicated.
The author is grateful to James H. Kogen and William R.
Bevan of Shure Brothers, Inc. for suggestions as to the devices
of Shure manufacture that might be tried.
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Altec's new 72 SA AM/FM stereo receiver
gives you 60/60 watts of RMS continuous
power. The 60 watts of power per channel
you hear with the new Altec 725A receiver
is not IHF music power at 4 ohms for just
an instant. It's not music power (plus or
minus 1 dB) either.And it's not peak power,
or EIA power or any other rating . Instead,
it's 60 watts of RMS continuous power per
channel with both channels driven simultaneously at 8 ohms from 30 to 20,000 Hzrated in the same manner used exclusively
by the professional audio field and by quality
testing labs. With this much power you
h~ar clean, accurate sounds at all frequenCies from even the lowest efficiency speakers. And you always have enough power in
reserve to hear that extra-low bass.

And it includes many extra features to
make it the most versatile receiver on the
!Tiarket. The new Altec 725A receiver
includes along list of standard features like
2 separate tuning meters, spring-loaded
speakerterminals, and 100 percent modular construction . In addition, it includes
these "extras" for more versatility and
convenience.
• Pushbutton controls for stereo reverse,
mono L & R, low and high filter.
• Indicator lights on atl functions -AM, FM,
phono 1 & phono 2, tape, auxiliary, tape
mon1tor and FM stereo.
• Tape recorder input &output on front panel.
• A heavy-duty fluted aluminum heat sink.
• Accessory jacks for the Altec Acousta·
Voicette Stereo Equalizer.

Built a little better.

Altec's new 725A AM/FM stereo receiver
sells for $699.00. It's built a little better than
anything else you can buy. Hear it at your
Altec dealers. Or, write for a new, complete
25-page catalog: Altec Lansing , 1515 S.
Manchester Ave., Anaheim , CA 92803.

I ~ .twill

A QUALITY COMPA NY O F LTV LIN G ALTEC , INC
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Equipment
Profiles
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Bogen BR-360 Receiver
Acoustic Research AR-2ax speaker
Sharpe Headphone Control Unit
Annis Model 20 Magnetome ter
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Circuitry
. As for circuitry, the FM front-end has a Field-Effect TranSistor r.f. amplifie ~. The i.f. section includes ceramic band-pass
filters . as ~ell ~s u~.tegrated ~ircuit limiting stages. Multiplex
. ~ecod1?-& ~1rcu1try IS conventiOnal and is of the switching or
hme- d~vtsion type. AM circuitry includes a mechanical i.f.
filte: (m place of co?-~entional inte!stage tranformers) as well,
for tmpr?ved sel~ctlvtty and less mterference from adjacent
~requencies. _
We d1~ fin~, by the way, that nighttime AM listenmg (usually Imposstble m our area) was noticeably better using
the Bogen BR-360, and since other sets were on hand to check
for the possibility of changing atmospheric differences from.
mo~th to month, part of the ~mprovement must certainly be
attnbuted to the extra emphasts Bogen engineers have placed
on the AM circuit design.

Crescendo Control

Bogen Model BR-360
AM / FM Ste reo Receiver
MANUFACTURER ' S SPECIFICATION S:
TU NER SECTION. JHF Sensitivity: 2.7 p,V. THO (Mono): 0.35%.
Ca pt ure Ratio : 1.9 dB. S/ N Ratio: 70 dB. Alter nate Channel
Selectivity: 60 dB. Frequen.cy Response: 30 to 15 kHz ± 2 dB.
Stereo Separation: 38 dB @ 1 kHz . AM Loop Sensitivity: 100
p,V/meter. AM Adjacent Ch annel Selectivity: 40 dB. Amplifier
Section. Power Output: 100 watts (IHF); 40 watts/channel rms
(both for 4-ohm load). Power Bandwidth: 20 to 20,000 Hz. THD
at rated output: 0.5%. Frequency Response (at 1 watt): 20 to
35,000 Hz ± 2 dB. IM at rated output: 0.7%. Input Sensithtity:
Phono, 3.0 mV; AUX. 250 mV. Hum and Noise (below rated
output): Phono, -58 dB ; AUX. -66 dB. Tone Control Range:
Treble, +12, -10 dB@ 12 kHz; Bass, +12, -15 dB@ 60Hz.
GENERAL SPECIFICATION S. Dimensions: 16Ys" w.
14%" d . Weight: 19 pounds. Price: $299 .95.

x 4o/s " h. x

From one of the oldest high fidelity component manufacturers comes a receiver which is as modern in front panel
layout and internal engineering and design as anything we've
seen from any of the newcomers to the field. Starting in 1932
as the David Bogen Co., Bogen manufactured professional
public address and intercommunication equipment and
·pioneered in the development of the first high fidelity amplifiers and receivers. Today, the firm continues in these fields
as a division of Lear Siegler, Inc. The new Bogen Model BR-360
falls into the "under $300.00" price category, which seems to
be increasingly important and popular these days, with new
entries coming in almost daily.
The first observation that we made regarding the external
appearance of the receiver was the almost complete absence of
rotary knobs and controls. Only the tuning knob and the
"crescendo control" are equipped with the familiar round knob.
All other controls are either of the push-button type (for selectable or switchable circuitry) or of the slide·lever type (for
continuously variable controls). Interlocking push-buttons are
used for source selection (AM, FM, PH ONO and AUX) , while pressto-connect/press-to-release matching !:mttons are used to introduce such features as low and high filters, FM mute, mono/
stereo mode, loudness, tape monitor, speaker selection (local or
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remote pairs), "and power on/off. All of these buttons occupy
the lower portion of the panel, along with a stereo headphone
jack, located at the extreme right. Just above these controls are
Jour horizontal-moving slide controls used for bass, treble,
balance, and loudness. The upper portion of the panel includes
a well illuminated dial scale, a tuning meter (which acts as a
zero-center indicator on FM and a peak reading meter for AM
tuning), a stereo indicator light, the tuning knob, and the
crescendo control, consisting of a rotating control as well as a
pull-out switch (the same shaft does both jobs) which introduces
the "crescendo" feature.
The rear panel of the Bogen BR-360 is equipped with speaker
terminal strips for local and remote pairs of speakers. Although
closely spaced screw terminals are used the "grounds" for
all four speakers are located on one strip, while the "hot"
terminals for left and right local and remote speakers are all
on the other strip. A pair of covered ft:ses are located below
these strips. These fuses are speaker line protection devices, and .
as such carry no dangerous voltages and are easily popped in
and out for replacement. The power line fuse is in a conventional closed fuseholder. Tape input and output jacks, as ·
well as inputs for PHONO and AUX , a convenience a.c. outlet,
a screw terminal strip for external AM and FM (either 75-ohm
or 300-ohm impedance) antennas, and a ground post terminal
complete the rear panel layout. This is one of the few com.;.
ponent high fidelity sets we have seen that features a "line"
antenna for FM. This single-wire antenna is loosely coupled to
the power line cord, thereby taking advantage of the power line
cord's length (and in some cases, the continuation of that
length in the house wiring).
The Bogen instruction manual notes that for the best
possible FM reception, any tuner or receiver should be
equipped with a good quality outdoor antenna, and we concur
with that statement. In our .experience, power-line antennas
cannot truly take the place of properly cut and correctly
oriented outdoor antennas, · though they can often provide
excellent local station reception.
A look at the inside of the Bogen BR-360 chassis discloses
a combination of vertically and horizontally mounted chassis
boards. Mechanically, however, the mounts are all solid and
seem impervious to damage from vibration of shipping.
AUDIO · MAY 1971

At firs~ gla~ce (and use), the Bogen crescendo control incorporated m ~h1s ~roup of rece_ivers appears to be a compressor~xpander cucmt. Actually, It's more sophisticated than that
m _that expansion or compression has a definite threshhold
pomt. The curves, plotted _in Fig. 2 during our audio measureFig. 1-lnternal view.
met;tts of the re~e1ver, w11l help to explain this action. The
settmg of the volume control is completely independent of
the crescendo c~ntrol, which is located ahead of it in the circuit.
~hus, compressiOn or exransion becomes strictly a function of
most 20 dB ?f dynamic ra~ge (from 0.1 to 1.0 volts) is subjected
s~gnal _source level. ActiOn of the circuit is insignificant at
to compressi_on or expansiOn. The curves illustrate the amount
signalmputs ~elow ~.1 v~lt to the AUX input. Referring to the of comp~esswn or expansion possible at various input signal
manufa_cturer s specifications above, you will note that full levels wtth the crescendo control set completely towards
output IS attainab~e at this i~put
application of a signal of compress (lo:ver curve) or expand (upper curve). All amounts
0.250 volts. Thus, tf such a stgnal ts avmlable at the AUX input
of compressiOn or expansion contained within the shaded
only th_e upper 8 dB of ~ts dynamic' range would be subject t~ areas are achievabl~, either by backing off on the crescendo
expanston and ~mpresswn and the_ effect might be very slight. control an appropnate amount or adjusting the input signal
In actual practice, however, most stgnal sources (including its level of the program source (possible with external sources such
own AM, FM and Stereo FM detected signals) have peaks of as a tape deck h~ving its own volume control, etc.). We have
the order of 1.0 volt or so. Under these conditions, the upper- heard .many verswns of "home" expanders and compressors
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FM Measurements
We measured an IHF FM sensitivity of 2.4 !JV, a bit better
·than claimed, as shown in Fig. 3. Ultimate S/N reached exactly
the 70 dB claimed but THD (mono) reached just under 1.0% at
full modulation.
Full (1 dB) limiting was reached at about 3 !JV. Muting is
fully effective at about the same inp_u~ signal ~hich yields IHF
sensitivity-around 2.5 p.V. Because It IS effective at such a very
low threshhold level, there is really no point in ever not using
the mute feature, since stations of lower signal strength than
2.5 p.. V would be impossible to listen to in any case, because of
inadequate quieting.
Fig. 4 shows the stereo FM separation capabilities of the
receiver. While we measured 36 dB at mid-band (a bit less than
claimed), we got 30 dB of separation all the way up to 10kHz .
and down to 50 Hz, which is remarkable and must be due, at
least in part, to the excellent i.f.' filters which permit greater
phase linearity in that portion of the circuit-a vital "ingredient" of good low and high frequency stereo FM separation.
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power bandwidth (based on these new references) is plotted
in Fig. 6. IM reaches a figure of 1.0% at an output of 22 watts
(no publishe~ claim is made by the manufacturer against which
this can be compared), while power bandwidth extends from
18 Hz to 22,000 Hz, a bit better than claimed.
Fig. 7 shows tone control range, loudness control action
(at -30 dB setting of volume control), and low frequency and
high frequency filter characteristics. The tone controls are of
the variable crossover (Baxandall) type and are quite effective.
Filter crossover points are set just about where we like to see
them (100Hz and about 7 kHz for the -3dB points), but their
slope is only 6 dB per octave and so they are not much more
effective than tone controls used in moderation. Low level
frequency response is down only 1.5 dB at 35kHz and is down
less than 1 dB at 20 Hz. Mechanical center of tone control
settings (much more easily set with the slide controls than with
ordinary rotary controls) corresponded very well with electrically
"flat" position for both bass and treble controls.

Listening Tests
In using the Bogen BR-360, it takes no more than about
two minutes to become familiar with the slide controls which
replace so m~ny conventional rotary controls. Actually, they
are much easter to use and, more importantly, it is much easier
to restore a predetermined setting with them. Their action is

extremely smooth, and one feels like a professional recording
engineer or mixer (most recording studio consoles feature slide
attenuators, rather than rotary controls these days) and somehow, the sense of control is greater. We like this innovation
and expect to see it emulated in years to come. The tuning
knob is unique in its own way too. We have seen it before on
other Bogen equipment, but in case you haven't twirled a Bogen
tuning knob lately, it differs in "feel" from other flywheel
controls. Instead of a shaft directly coupled to a heavy flywheel, Bogen has a geared arrangement from the actual tuning
shaft to the separately mounted flywheel. The arrangement
almost gives the tuning knob a motion of its own, once you
give it a good twist.
FM reception was excellent with the BR-360. In one or two
instances in our crowded signal area we did wish that the
selectivity had been just a bit better, but we are talking about
trying to receive signals 200 kHz removed from each other-a
condition not likely to occur in most listening areas. Audio response was good, and power seemed adequate for our low efficiency speaker systems. However, high efficiency speakers are
in order if your system includes extension speakers. We
wondered if in the "expand" mode of the crescendo control,
the several "db" of expansion might not drive the amplifier
into distortion at fairly loud listening levels. This did not occur,
and in order to find out why we returned to the test instruments.
Sure enough, the Bogen engineers realized that this problem
could occur, and so they limited the expand action of the crescendo control to frequencies above 100 Hz. In this way, the
higher-energy ultra-low bass tones are not expanded and
cannot cause premature overload of either the amplifier or the
speaker cones it is trying to move. This low end cut-off of the
crescendo action did not audibly diminish the effectiveness of
the circuit with the recordings we tried, since the sense of increased dynamic range comes primarily from the mid-frequency
region in any case.
In all, the Bogen BR-360 receiver is a thoughtfully designed
piece of equipment that utilizes well-accepted and tested circuitry concepts and limits innovations to the excellent front
panel layout and the interesting and useful "crescendo control."
The latter feature alone, if purchased separately, would account
for about 40% of the total price of the BR-360. Since the BR-360 ...
is well worth its price even without this new feature, the re.· ceiver's value is further enhanced by its inclusion.
L.F.
Check No. 54 on Reader Service Card

Acoustic Research Model AR-2ax Loudspeaker System
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS:
Impedance: 8 ohms. Dimensions.: 13W' x 24" x 11 %". Weight:
36% pounds. Price: $109 to $128, depending on finish.

Note that we measure amplifier power at 8-ohm load, so that
the figures obtained for. the Bogen BR-360's amplifi~r se~tion
cannot be directly related to their published spectficat10ns,
which refer to 4-ohm loads. In order to be fair and so that you
can compare results against other products in the same price
category, we must publish our findings in a consistent mannerthe one recommended by the IHF. In any case, with both chan. nels driven, the amplifier reaches an output of 28 watts per
channel at 1.0% THD. The rated distortion of 0.5%, referred
back to 8 ohms, occurs at an output of just over 25 watts per
channel which, for our purposes, becomes the 8-ohm rated output upon which we base our power bandwidth curves and IM
measurements. Both THD and IM are shown in Fig. 5, while
AUDIO • MAY 1971
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Fig. 7-Frequency response, tone control range, filter characteristics, and loudness control response (at -30 _dB).

Amplifier Measurements-

....=
~

over the years, and generally, our chief objection to these
devices was that you could hear them "breathe" (for want of a
better term). That is, you would be conscious of an "opening
and closing" of the gain of the amplifier as the circuits performed their compression or expansion role. The nice thing
about this latest version of such circuits is that this "breathing"
effect is not discernible at a variety of input levels and the
volume levels at which we listened. Of course, the device can
be "overused." There are some modem disc recordings (and
certainly reel-to-reel prerecorded tapes) that have plenty of
dynamic range, and the application of additional expansion,
even in moderate degree, throws things out of proportion quite
noticeably. On the other hand, some older recordings (and a
great deal of the FM material broadcast these days) is certa~nly
enhanced by the application of moderate amounts of expansiOn.
The compression feature will probably find great favor with
amateur recordists who, either because of inadequate or
inaccurate metering facilities, end up with tapes which are
distorted because of "over-recording." Making recordings via
the Bogen BR-360's record output jack and with the compression
mode in effect on the "crescendo control" will certainly help
here, and of course, upon playback, the control can be moved
to the "expand" position so as to restore original dynamic
range. Of course, tapes recorded in this fashion will sound
compressed and. lacking in dynamic range when .rlayed -~a.ck
through any other amplifier which lacks the expansiOn facthtles
needed to restore this dynamic range. If all this causes the
"purist" to cast a doubting look, remember that a simple "push"
on the crescendo control knob takes it out of the circuit completely.

The new AR-2ax is a major improvement over its predecessor
(prior to serial number 125000), even though its dimensions,
price tag, and model designation are the same. To begin at the
bottom, the new woofer,.which is the same as the AR-S's, employs a new cone molding technique resulting in better internal
damping combined with greater structural rigidity. The benefits
are an audible improvement in the 500 Hz to 1500 Hz range.
The new voice coil and magnet design achieve better control
of low frequency Q and hence give flatter response at resonance
and the octave above.
Crossover to the 3'h'' cone-type midrange has been changed
from 2000Hz down to 1400Hz. This, incidentally, is the only
AUDIO· MAY 1971
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Fig. 1-lmpedance of the AR-2ax with tweeter level controls at
normal and maximum positions.

driver remaining from the older speaker. At 5000 Hz, changed
from the previous 7000 Hz crossover, the %" dome tweeter
takes over to beyond audibility. Input terminals and individual
midrange and tweeter potentiometer controls are still recessed
in the rear panel.
The loudspeaker is available in a variety of wood veneers
and is finished on all four sides. It is also available unfinished.
Since the radiation pattern of all three drivers is symmetrical
about their axes, the enclosure may be positioned horizontally
as well as vertically without degrading or changing dispersion
characteristics.
Rated impedance is 8 ohms and except for the 100Hz region
is remarkably level, making it safe for any amplifier. See Fig. 1.
A 25 watt amplifier is quite adequate; a 50 to 60 watt amplifier
is better and is safe .to use. AR's own amplifier comes to mind
as a fitting companion.

Sharpe "Stereo Central"
Headphone Control Units

room effects and vary with room dimensions as well as speaker
placement in a given room. If large bookshelves are available,
we recommend placing this or any other bookshelf loudspeaker
on them, surrounded by books. We can vouch for the efficacy
of this procedure from presonal experience. It will get rid of a
minor flaw and at the same time reduce speaker visibility, thus
adding to the realism of the reproduction.
Smoothness, as evidenced by the curves, is very good and
dispersion is outstanding. In our experience, few loudspeakers
have equalled, let alone surpassed, the performance of this
tweeter. The terrific performance of the tweeter has been accomplished simply by applying the laws of physics, or so it
seems, (the smaller the radiator, the better the dispersion),
without resorting to reflecting or deflecting devices which can
introduce coloration.
While we expected good bass response coupled with low
distortion, 3.5% at 40 Hz at an SPL of 100 dB is not exactly
commonplace. At 400 Hz, THD is 1.1% and at 2500 Hz, distortion rises briefly to 1.5%, all with 11-volt input giving 100
dB SPL. At the more normal level of 90 dB, 40 Hz THD drops
to 1.6% and becomes completely inconsequential at higher
frequencies. Tone burst response is equally good. See Figure 3.

Model SC-1
With Model 7

20

100

1000
FREQUENCY -Hz

10K

Fig. 2-Frequency response, (A) on-axis, (B) 45 degrees offaxis, and (C) average of six curves at different points about
the speaker's axis.
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. on or off, while the other adds a phaseblending control similar to the Bauer
circuit to give more realism to stereo
listening with phones. Both units are
similar in appearance, but the SC-3
offers much greater flexibility both in
control and in the distance it can be
located from the amplifier.
For those who do considerable headphone listening, either of these Stereo
Central units can add an enjoyable
measure of control and flexibility to
C. G. McP.
listening pleasure.
Check No. 56 on Reader Service Card

B

A

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS:
Impedance: 4 ohms. Maximum input
voltage: 10 volts rms. Prices: SC-3,
$39 .95; SC-1, $19.95.

This is an interesting device which
serves as a remote control for stereo
listening as well as for a place to put
your phones when they're not on your
head. Available in two types, they perform different functions, but both offer
remote volume control for the phones,
as well as the ability to hold the phones
in readiness for use whenever you want
them.
The simpler of the two types-SC-Iconsists of the housing, a 10-foot, threewire cord, and separate volume controls
for left and right channels, along with
a single 3-circuit jack for your stereo
headphones. It has a molded plastic
base, topped by a 23/.i" spacer between
the base and the control head, the latter
2%" wide, 3%" deep, and 41!2'' high. In
the front of this section is a goldfinished panel with the left and right
level controls, while on the side of the
spacer is a 3-circuit stereo phone jack.
The gold-finished rear panel mounts
two fuses, one in each phone circuit.
The device incorporates 100-ohm
series resistors in each circuit, and volume is controlled by a variable resistor
across the phone outputs. A wc:~.lnut
finished plastic case 7lh'' wide, 4W'
deep, and lOW' high covers the entire
unit when not in use, including the
phones which are placed on the sides of
the control housing in the same way
you would put them on your head.

Performance
Our measuring technique, as before, puts the speaker flat
against the wall at ear level, with microphone at one meter (40
inches) away. We sample the loudspeaker's response with onethird octave pink noise on axis and from several points off-axis.
With the addition of a half-inch calibrated H.P. condenser
microphone to our armory, we've extended our frequency
response measurement capability to 30Hz and 16,000 Hz at the
low and high ends respectively.
The three curves of Figure 2 show the AR-2ax's response to
one-third octave pink noise. Curve C is the most indicative of
the loudspeaker's spectral balance and subjective impression in
a normal room. The response irregularities below 200 Hz are

The more-complete model, SC-3, has
the same dimensions and functions, plus
greate~ control f~cility. The connecting
cable IS 25 feet long and has five wires
to provide the additional ability to
switch speakers on and off at the control
center. Three of the wires are connected
to the amplifier output terminals and
the other two are connected to the
speakers. In the control head are two
rocker switches in addition to the level
controls for two sets of phones and the
necessary two output jacks for them. One
of the rocker switches turns the speakers

Fig. 3-Toneburst response at (A) SOD Hz, (B) 1000 Hz, (C) 5000
Hz, and (D) 10,000 Hz.

Listening Evaluation
With measurements out of the way, we came to the more
enjoyable part of our work and started playing some favorite
recordings. After some fiddling with the midrange and the
treble balance controls (improper balance can ruin the sound
of the best speaker), we settled down to some extended listening
sessions. It quickly became apparent that this is indeed a superior loudspeaker, with as little or less coloration as anything in
its price range.
Bass, low midrange, and highs were about as good as anything we remembered hearing in the recent past; only the upper
midrange betrays some departure from the overall excellence,
and this of course is what makes the $45 savings vis-a-vis AR-5
possible. In sum, we were highly impressed by the natural,
spacious reproduction the AR-2ax's afforded.
Better speakers are available but at a price, and the law of
diminishing returns sets in rather rapidly. Lastly, we wish to
commend Acoustic Research on their advertisements, calling
the design an evolutionary one, which it patently is.
If we may have one wish in 1971, it is for Madison Avenue to
declare a one-year moratorium on the term "revolutionary
breakthrough." To paraphrase Professor Einstein, good design
as well as genius is 10% inspiration and 90% perspiration. Let's
leave revolution to the politicians, and instead, apply scientific
A.R.
thinking to the betterment of audio.
Check No. 66 on Reader Service Card

foz,;R ·
Sounds 6reat! .
All Frazier speakers sound FULL and RICH even at low volume all offer dynamic listening like the MARK VI with 12" woofer;
8" mid-range speaker and two 3" tweeters or compression horn
tweeter. A three way network provides complete sound everywhere!
Model is 25%" wide x 29" high x 16Ys" deep finished in oil walnut,
has new metallized brown grille.
Ask Your nearby FRAZIER dealer
for FREE copy of colorful
new full {ine brochure.

INCORPORATE D
1930 Valley View Lane • Dallas, Texas 75234
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Phone 214-241-3441

Check No. 57 on Reader Service Card

We Pl!t a little more feature
mto

Annis Pocket Magnetometer
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS:
Scales: Standard No. 20: 5-0-5, 20-0-20;
Special No. 25: 0.5-0-0.5, 1-0-1, 2-0-2_, 5-0-5,
10-0-10, 20-0-20,50-0-50. Scale Units: Standard
Models, 0.5 Gauss; Special Models, 1.0 gauss.
Dimensions: Standard Model, Dia. 2"; Special
Model, Dia. 21!2'' Prices: Standard, 5-0-5,
$6.80; 20-0-20; $5.45; Special Models, $29.75
to $34.75, depending on sensitivity. R. B. Annis
Company, 1101 N. Delaware St., Indianapolis,
Indiana, 46202.

• A Papst hysteresis synchronous
motor with outer rotor for unvarying speed
accuracy. • Precise stylus overhang adjustment with built-in gauge- no
shifting, no guesswork, no templates. • Silicone-damped cueing in both
automatic and manual play. • And, those exclusive light touch push buttons
to make it easy to enjoy all those other~wonderful 50H features $175.00
at your hi-fi dealer. Benjam in Electronic Sound Corp., Farmingdale. N.Y.
Available in Canada.
11735. a division of Instrument Systems Corp.

MIRACORD SOH
Check No. 58 on Reader Service Card_

IN ii·IIE INiiEI~IESi 01: I; lETTlE I~ SCUNI)

The new prem ium cassette tapes make any cassette recorder sound better.
And the new Concord F-106E stereo cassette deck makes new tapes sound better.
It's the first cassette deck to make true high fidelity recordings.
A Concord exclusive, Endmatic, provides complete automatic shutoff at the
end of a cassette. The transport stops. The drive mechanism disengages- no
chance of damage to the pinch roller.
The secret is a little switch ana a unique circuit that adjusts the record
bias from the normal value used for standard tapes to the higher levels
that let premium cassettes just open up and si~g.
At your Concord dealer, $119.79 (includes quality dynamic microphone,
remote control, super dynamic cassette). Concord Electronics Corporation,
1935 Armacost Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025/a subsidiary of
Ehrenreich Photo-Optical! ndustries, Inc. []!Jdo

CONCORD F-106E WITH ENDMATIC™check No. 50 on Reader Service Card

We first received two of the standard
models, and after wondering what to do
with them, even after reading the instructions, we read Bert Whyte's BEHIND THE
ScENES column in the January issue and
realized what a handy device each of
these items could be to the home recordist.
All of us have seen a watch repairman use a small compass-usually about
W' in diameter and soldered to a wire
for handy placement near the balance
wheel of a watch to determine if it is
magnetized. Maybe some more enterprising recordists have thought to do
the same thing with heads and other
steel parts on their tape recorders.
However, such a method provides no
quantitative information. It only gives
an idea of the possibility of some magnetization of the parts, and furthermore the compass is not likely to be as
sensitive as the magnetometer, which is
shown disassembled in the illustrations
accompanying this profile.
The moving part of the magnetometer
consists of a small round disc magnet
slightly smaller than a dime, and affixed
to it is a vane and a pointer. In the
standard model, the pin through the
magnet and vane is pivoted ·in an adjustable brass fitting to which is attached
the scale ·plate, together with a small
magnetized strip which is used to approximate the zero setting while the
unit is out of its case. Inside the cover
is a horseshoe-shaped magnet which is
adjustable by a screw accessible through
the front of the case for accurate zero
adjustment after assembly, just as in a
conventional d' Arson val meter movement. A red plastic circle is affixed to
the outside of the case to indicate what
part of the case should be exposed to
the surface suspected of being magnetized.
The special models are larger,
measuring 2W' in diameter, and the
pivot pin rests in jeweled bearings.

sa-
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Fig. 1-Moving element of the magnetometer consists of a small disc magnet
(seen under the horizontal vane) and
the pointer, all mounted in the brass
fixture with adjustable bearings.
Fig. 2..;_The inside view of the cover of
the magnetometer case shows the zeroadjusting magnet which is rotated by
a screw head accessible from the front.
The complete 'movement is shown at
the right.
T~e scale
~ith th~

carries two sets of graduations,
black upper scale indicating
directly m Gauss the strength of a unif~rm magnetic field oriented parallel
With the centerline of the instrument
while the lower red scale is used in de~
termining the magnitude and direction
of. an ~nknow~ magnetic field by merely
onentmg the mstrument for maximum
indication, at which time the direction
of the measured field is parallel with
the po~nter, and the magnitude, in
Gauss, iS shown on the red scale.
We tried the magnetometers out on
our workbench first and were surprised
at _the magnetism exhibited by the
ordmary run of screwdrivers, pliers,
and so on. Then we explored several
tape recorders and found that some did
have magnetized heads and some didn't.
We also observed that those which were
magnetized had more tape hiss in thei~
output than did those which were free
of magnetism. So we demagnetized
the heads, and the hiss level was more
consistent between the machines.
.I n this day and age of having every~hing necessary to keep our equipment
m good operating condition, it appears
that the Annis magnetometers are almost indispensable if we expect to keep
head~and capstan and tape-guides and
anythmg else that comes into close
proximity to the tape :path-in the correct non-magnetic condition for optimum operation. And $6.80 for the moresensitive 5-0-5 unit of the Standard
Model 2_0 is a reasonable figure. Not a
bad post-Christmas-or birthday or
C.G.McP.
Easter-gift, either.
Check No. 53 on Reader Service Card
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.We've got an ear for music.
A speaker that's designed on the same
principle as:the acoustical sounding board
of a grand piano . So the shape is slightly
irregular. lit looks like your ear. but that's
just a coincidence.)
When sound comes out of a piano, guitar
or violin, it comes out in a bending motion.
Natural sound. When you try to reproduce

natural sound through a ·round speaker, it
pulsates . And you lose the natural quality.
With our speaker the sound never pulsates . It just keeps on bending. From our
ear to yours. If you've got an ear for music,
you'll (lppreciate the difference. Write for
the name of your nearest dealer. The
Yamaha natural sound speaker.

YAMAHAO
YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION. AUDIO PROD UCTS DIVIS ION . 6600 ORANGETHORPE AVENUE, BUENA PARK. CALIF. 90620

Check No . 52 on Reader Service Card
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ffitfnfosh

CATALOG
/and FM DIRECTORY

Get all the n~west and latest information on the new Mel ntosh SolId S_tate equ1pment in t~e Mel ntosh catalog. In addition you wil!
rece1ve an FM statton directory that covers all of North America.

MX112
FM STEREO/ AM TUNER PREAMPLIFIER
-ALL SOLID STATE
,---- -- -- ------ -----

SEND
TODAY!

Mcintosh Laboratory In c.

i 2 Chambers St., Dept. AE 11
1

:

-·

I
I

Binghamton, N.Y. 13903
NAME ______________________________

I ADDRESS
I
ZIP__ I
STATE
I CITY
I _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _I
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HowTandberg's engin eers desig ned
a $300 tape deck practically as perfe ct
as our $500 tape deck.

Tatnall

:n by at Bo st on
Ca
.

silver moon a reviewer
like myself, who normally operates at the far end of the recording chain, judging the end product, gets
a "behind the scenes" chance to witness
the· front end-a genuine, live symphony
orchestra, pianist, or chamber group in
the act of recording in real time. Once
in an electric-blue moon it is a great
symphony orchestra. Such opportunities
·
don't come often.
It takes an ultraviolet lunar cataclysm
to involve that saine reviewer in a correspondingly top rank pop music production ("live" is not a very useful word
here). In most pop sessions, much of the
music is already recorded, or will be
recorded in the future. All you ever see
are engineers and producers. And headphones. The other performers are in the
headphones.
A while back, I managed to hit both
of these extremes, classical and pop,
within a week. Lovely contrast! Instructive comparison too. A conjunction of
astrological moons at least. First, it was
the Boston Symphony Orchestra recording Tchaikovsky in Symphony Hall for
its new label, Polydor, better known by
the parent name of Deutsche Grammephon or DGG. Can you go higher than
that? I do not think so. Then it was
best-selling folk singer Tim Hardin.
Believe it or not, I helped lay down
several tracks of the 16 that eventually
went into a pair of songs for his latest
LP, "Bird on a Wire." My Canby Singers, who normally specialize in highbrow a cappella stuff like motets and
madrigals, did the choral background
for the title song and one other. (It was
my fault; I wanied to do it.) Some recording! We all sang with earphones on
our heads, one ear in and the other out.

0

NCE IN A

The Boston Symphony, of course, was
present in entirety, for its recording.
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All of the music was put down at once,
simultaneously, on a mere four tracks.
Everybody played together. (Strange
that we must explain this today.) The
music was "real-timed" in the horizontal or layer sense, though real time
vertically will not be preserved in the
final editing, if you see what I mean.
(Sometimes the introduction is played
after the end. That's the way classical
tape is edited.) ·
Not so in pop music. With sixteen
tracks, mostly made at different times
(and in different climes, L.A., Georgia,
who knows where), there is no editing
of the main tape. On it.s two-inch span,
however, you may add or subtract ad
infinitum, one element at a time. But
you must always start over again at the
beginning and go right through. We laid
down three tracks, but we must have
done it a couple of dozen times. No
good- erase it! Nobody ever erases
classical music. They just go on and on,
adding new tape, keeping everything
for .the final editing. A startling difference in technique. But let me go on to
the Boston. ·
·The world of classical recording really
rocked a bit, if I may use that term,
when the elegant German firm of
-Deutsche Grammophon e stole the
Boston Symphony away from its longtime American recording company. I
myself found it startling to hear German
fluently in use in the new . Symphony
Hall control room, built by DGG in the
bottom of that Boston landmark. But
the "show" that the Symphony people
and the Germans and the Americans in
Polydor put on for us, built around
the recording session which went on as
though we were not there, very quickly
reassured us. These people, it was clear,
were in deadly ~arnest; they were aware
that classical music of the Boston's
sort is in increasing economic difficulty

today but they are determined that the
very best of it shall be preserved and
can be preserved by such a company as
theirs without sinking the mother ship
at home. I was really impressed by the
short speech to this effect by Thomas
Mowrer, the young classical director of
DGG's American operations. This, one
felt, was an enlightened operation,
dedicated and intelligent. In a way, it is
sad to see so much of our own music
taken over by enterprising outsiders.
But it is heartening to know that if in
classical music we cannot save ourselves,
then DGG, and Angel and Philips and
all the rest, will save us in spite of
Ol!-rse!ves.
The Boston DGG party kept up for
more useful hours than I ever remember
remaining at a press "show." It fell
into three complementa ry parts, not
counting the excellent luncheon in the
basement (with monitor TV and the
stereo sound of the rehearsal going on
upstairs in the hall). First, we found
ourselves on the great stage, looking
out into one of the world's finest acoustic structures . Memories! In my college
days, I had sat at precisely the same spot
as a member of the Harvard Glee Club,
singing the Beethoven Ninth Symphony
under Koussevitzky . It is a lovely hall,
the first ever to be designed specifically
with acoustics in mind, and it was a
pleasure to hear a man from Bolt,
Beranek describe its features. The
ceiling is plaster on a metal screen With
15 percent open grill work into the loft
above; the walls are 30 percent plaster
on metal lathe, with wood panels. Very
little carpeting, and the original seats,
bound in leather, still improve the
sound. There are no deep balcony
"pockets," as in too many more-utilitarian halls. Instead, the balconies
extend around the sides, as in an opera
house. Splendid view.
AUDIO • MAY 1971
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~h:n Vebjorn Tandberg called
m hrs Oslo engineer~, they ex-

pected congratulatio ns. Justifiably
Their $500 tape deck- the 6000X~
had just taken American audioph iles
by storm.
But Vebjorn Tandberg is a man
who expects perfection. So instead of
a commendat ion, they got a new
challenge: to make a $300 tape deck
as perfect as their $500
tape deck.
Imposs ible!
Except to these
stubborn, dedicated
Norwegians.
They knew that
any $300 tape deck
that tried to do all the
things their 6000X does
would have to do them Jess
than perfectly. Making it, quite possi-

bly, the world's second-fines t tape
deck-but hardly solving the problem.
lns~ead, they chose the logical alternatrve: a $300 tape deck that does
fewer things than their 6000X-but
does them magnificently .
That's our model 3000X.
It has the same four-head design-includin g our unique
Crossfield bias application
-that gives the 6000X its
heretofore unmatched fidel ity, frequency response and
s/n ratio.
It doesn't have about a
dozen professional extras
that our 6000X provides.
Like dual input level
controls for stereo mixing~ and an

0X
300
RG
DBE
TAN
(Wo uld you put your name on anything less than th e best?)
3
h~~~~-t~~~~j7 '~:~ 3 / 4 , 17fa ips) stereophonic tape deck. Quarter- or half-track Four
Hz @ 7'h i s, ~0 yb~ck, eraselan? Crossti.eld bias). Frequency response ( ±2 db) 4o-20k
-16 Hz@ 3 /4 1ps. Vertical or horizontal mounting. Walnut cabinet.
P '

TANDBERG OF AME RICA, IN C., 8 THIRD AVENUE, PELHAM, NEW YO RK 10803
Check No . 6 1 on Reader Service Card
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electrically -opera ted start/stop
mechanism for remote control and
simultaneous A-8 test capacity for
add-a-track, and VU-meters that register playback level as well as record··
·
ing level.
In brief, our model 3000X is
exactly what Vebjorn Tandberg or·
dered.
The world's finest tape deck. Simplified.
For recordists who demand audio
perfecti_on but don't require complex
professronal capacities.
As perfect as our 6000X?
Practically.

GREAT
STEREO
STARTS HERE!

If you're becoming serious about listening
to stereo equipment, here's a cartridge
to get you started on the right trackthe ADC 220XE. Like its more expensive
brothers, it is carefully crafted by hand
with our exclusive induced magnet
design. It tracks·accurately and yields
faithful sound reproduction with
virtually any changer or tonearm. As you
can see, the 220XE is really a great first
cartridge. And even its low price of $22
will be music to your ears.
Of course, when you're ready to move up
to more sophisticated stereo equipment,
you can choose from ADC's complete
line of superior cartridges. Isn't it nice to
know we won't desert you on the way up?

ADC 220XE SPECIFICATIONS
Output: 6 mV at 5.5 ems/sec.
recorded velocity.
Tracking Force: 1 to 21f2 grams.
Frequency Response: 10Hz to 18 kHz
± 3dB . .
Channel Separation: 20 dB from 50 Hz
to 10kHz.
compliance: 20 x 10-6 ems/dyne.
Vertical Tracking Angle: 15°.
Rec. Load Impedance: 47,000 ohms
nominal.
Price: $22 Suggested Resale.
Write for detailed specifications on
other "X" series cartridges.
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What really matters, though, is the
"break up" of surfaces, everywhere, in
a fashion that was mercifully easy in
1900 and stylistically almost impossible
today. Style runs the world! There are
niches, statues, wreaths and curliques,
a crisscross of deeply recessed squares
over the entire ceiling, a million irreg-·
ular curved surfaces and scarcely a flat
plane anywhere.
Yet Symphony Hall is dignity itself,
absolutely without date, a harmonious
whole that is as pleasing to the eye as to
the ear. Amazing. True, the design takes
after earlier European models; the
architects had the famed Leipzig
Gewandhaus in mind, though Symphony
Hall is bigger. But in the 1900s one
always modeled American buildings on
European styles, sometimes rather
dreadfully. Not so in this case. Even a
mishmash can be beautiful, given the
·right intelligence! Out of all the borrowings, the plaster and the grillwork,
comes a harmony of sight and sound still
unmatched in any other hall. Would
that we could do as well today.
Next we went in one of three groups,
with the other two . frequenting the
handy bar, into the new DGG control
room, which is totally isolated, exactly
matching the acoustics of similar rooms
.in Germany so that DGG engineers
will always hear their tapes in the same
way. Double walls, fiberglass in between, a suspended ceiling, specially
soundproofed double doors-no sound
gets in or out. All via Bolt, Beranek.
The inside acoustics are neutral in color,
approximatel y as live as an average
living room. The former recording
tenants apparently just used a handy
room upstairs somewhere for their
tape playback. Not DGG.
The specially-made DGG console
has everything you've ever seen on one
of those monsters and even more, including the now-common slider controls,
gangable (to coin a word) in fours for
the four channels, with an incredible
wealth of equalizations, pan pots,
transfer switches for 33 inputs and four
outputs and so on, all in a new miniaturized form, jammed close together.
Most interesting item: The four light. beam meters, with four lighted vertical
columns, the lower part white, the
danger zone red, all four together so
that four channels can be "read" without moving the eyes. _
.
A splendid discussiOn ensued at th1s
point between one of the German officials and Victor Campos of KLH
concerning the old bugbear question
of matching. I knew enough to play
dumb, but I did gather that the German
line level is plus 6 in reference to 200

ohms (1.5 volts), that all outputs are
low impedance and inputs high- only .
an ohm or two out and some thousands
in- that being the Continental philosophy, even in the basement of Symphony Hall. Strange! All this exotic foreign
equipment, piloted by two ardent
German technicians (one at the board
and the other conducting the music
madly from the score and marking
mistakes as they occurred), was fed out
(and matched) first to Dolby, then
prosaically to American equipment, a
pair of Ampex half-inch, four-channel
recorders (a German model stood by for
emergencies) and two large American
monitor speaker boxes, the sound of
which was only too familiar to me after
these many years. (Frankly, I think the
Germans could have done better there,
but one does get used to familiar equipment, and maybe a little politics might
be involved, who knows?)
Straight
through
Tchaikovsky's
"Romeo and Juliet" without a break.
Take One. TV monitor of the conductor,
who had long hair and a phone next to
his stand. Then, on the same reel of
tape, back to the beginning; the whole
slow introduction, a difficult segment
to get down with precision. Five takes,
still on the same reel of tape, and
finally-oops! The tape runs out while
the music continues. It stops, but mamly
because somebody played a sour note. I
was slightly mystified, but mainly they
seemed to know what they were doing.
Quick change of reels, then more of the
slow beginning, take after take. As the
session continued, the retakes became
shorter and shorter, clearly to be used as
inserts here and there, if and when
needed in the editing.
I was fascinated by those light-beam
meters. Over at the Ampexes, on one
side, I noted that regular VU levels
ran quite low, the loudest peaks (and
Tchaikovsky can be loud) hitting no
higher then -4 dB. But on the lightbeam meters all four channels ran
continuously into the dangerouslooking red areas at the top. The man in
charge scarcely moved a muscle; he
obviously knew his equipment. I surmised that these non-VU meters are
essentially unweighted and therefore
show instantaneous peaks in the red
which with VU monitoring would
average out much lower. As with the
slow-blow fuse, this is the intention of
the VU-type indicator.
One of the German engineers gave a
1ucid accounting of the DGG philosophy of recording in which he used my
favorite term for that art-translate.
Good! One does in fact translate the
communicati on we call live music into
the different communication, the different language, which .is recorded

music. It is, as he put it, "a delightful
and difficult job."
Break. Upstairs we go for Part Three
of our party, this time the same music
continued, but now heard from the live
vantage, up in the overhanging first
balcony directly above the orchestra,
which was playing on the front segment
of the floor. (The stage is acoustically
too "narrow" for good recording.) What .
a marvelous sound! Hearing the music
first in the control room, stereo, then
in the flesh only a few moments later,
was a revelation with such a superb
orchestra.
Is live music better? Of cours.e! Not
only in the smooth, velvety sound, the
superb spread in space, the enormous
power of the kettle drums, brass,
cymbals, the total background silence
(except for · one distant fire engine
siren, faintly in a ppp passage) but even
more important, in the sight of the
playing orchestra, live and in color,
spread out over a visual 3-D "screen"
hundreds of feet across. How could any
TV picture or any other mere reproduction compare with such a sound-sight?
But even beyond all this was the ineffable quality of life- these were real
peo~le,
actually living, breathing,
playmg down there below our balcony.
Could anything ever substitute for that?
Suddenly a halt. The harpist, placed
abnormally, far up front and facing the
orchestra (with his own special miking),
has been playing unnaturally If in a
solo_ passage. Deliberately. He explodes.
He 1s Bernard Zighera, who joined the
orchestra in 1926 and is allowed to
explode.
How can he play up there in front,
where nothing sounds right? He can't
hear a thing, everything is crazy, outrageous, etc. There is a long silence; he
has talked himself out. The young
conductor smiles and shrugs. Letter G,
please. ·
Then comes a musician's sorest trial.
Not aword had been said. They simply
go straight back and approach the same
long solo harp passage once again, no
change. Mr. Zighera, still very red in
the face, plays again. Absolutely flawlessly, while the tapes roll on. The
musician's discipline, let me tell you
is the highest in any of the world'~
professions. Next to such a man, an
astronaut is a child.
For that matter, the discipline of the
orchestra as a whole is unbelievable
even without special strains. What a~
admirable art is symphonic playing and
how terribly jeopardized today! No
finer sense of skilled cooperation has
ever been developed by our civilization.
I noted with astonishment that the
Boston Symphony is full of youngsters.
·

(Continued on page 69 )

Anyone should
be ·able to name
45,000 records
and tapes
No feat of memory. Just reach for SCHWANN-th~ com·
pfet_e catalog of information on thousands of currently
ava1fabfe phonograph records and tapes. Covers classical
popular, jazz, rock and every other category. Tells wh~
recorded them, manufacturer s record numbers, and gives
other facts you need to get the most pleasure from the
records you buy.
MONTHLY SCHWANN RECORD & TAPE GUIDE-cont ains
35,000 listings of Stereo L.P. records, 8-track cartridge and
cassette_ tapes_. Classical, popular, rock, jazz, folk, shows,
electronic mus1c. Approx. 600 new listings each month. 75¢
SCHWANN SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD GUIDE-cont ains
o!der popular music, imported, mono, spoken, and refi·
g1ous records. Issued twice a year. 60¢.
SCHWANN COUNTRY & WESTERN TAPE & RECORD
GUIDE-Ne~ 1970-71 edition fists available Country &
Western mus1c on more than 60 labels. Includes titles of
selec~ions on the recordings. Cassette tape and 8-track
cartndge numbers as well as record numbers given. 75¢
SCHWANN ARTIST ISSUE--Curre ntly available classical
:ecords listed by .Performing artist: orchestras, quartets,
mstrumental sofo1sts, etc. Needed by music lovers and
record collectors. 1970 edition. $1.75
Schwann, though helpful to record dealers and their safes
persons, is for anyone who is serious about recorded
music. Get a copy and browse through it at your leisure.
Keep a Schwa_n_n at home for reference and to help you
dec1de on adc;llttons to your record and tape library.

Schwann Record & Tape Guides are av·ailable
from your Record Shop
If your dealer does not have SCHWANN GUIDES, we will
help you to get acquainted with this valuable "bible" of
the record world. Send the coupon for the SCHWANN
SAMPLER, and/or individual Schwann publications.
D Latest Monthly SCHWANN RECORD & TAPE GUIDE
·
Postpaid $1.00
D Latest semi-annual SCHWANN SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD GUIDE
Postpaid 75¢
0 SCHWANN ARTIST ISSUE-1970 Edition
Postpaid $2.25
0 SCHWANN COUNTRY & WESTERN TAPE & RECORD
GUIDE-1970 -71 Edition
Postpaid $1.00
~SPECIAL

OFFER- ----------

0 SCHWANN SAMPLER . . .

ONLY

$1.25

POSTPAID

Latest monthly SCHWANN RECORD & TAPE GUIDE
plus most recent Semi-annual SUPPLEMENT
Regular value ...... $1.75 Postpaid

Amount enclosed $ _ _ _for items checked above.
Name
Address ---------------------------------~City----- ---------- - State _ _ _ _ Zip ____
Dealers Name __________ __________ _____:_______~

Schwam Record &lape Guide
137 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass. 02116
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Edwar d Tatnal l Canby
The Jacques Loussler Trio Plays Bach's
Brandenb urg Concerto No. 5 with the
Royal Philharmo nic Orchestra. (Also:
Air on the G String, Prelude No. 2 in
c Minor) . London Phase 4 SPC
' 21044 stereo ($5.98).

A French jazz trio plays inside a Bach
concerto adding jazzy extras, and I find
it mostly very annoying, though there
are some interesting moments.
Jazz people, expecially modern
jazzists, can be terribly pretentious, as
well as terribly out of date! When
Freddy Martin "jazzed the classics"
back in the 1940s it was a novelty, and
it was the same when Gershwin wrote
his symphonic jazz in the twentie.s. But
there's just no shock value left m the
idea nowadays . Even the rock b?ys
understan d that. Their classic borrowmg
is mostly matter of fact and often quite
beautiful. Not so in jazz.
The Trio actually amounts to a jazz
solo by the leader, Loussier. His bassist
mostly plays an impeccable Bach bass
line, right with the music, and .the
percussion is moderately self-effacmg.

64

Everything els~, everything, is note-fornote original Bach. So what does the
piano do as a replaceme nt for the solo
harpsichord? Bang, bang; he. pound.s
syncopations against the oper:mg t~tt1.
So what! Just an unstyled disruptiOn.
He puts in jazzy twiddles, then plays
Bach straight (he's fluent), then takes off
in jazzy flights. He can't settle down to
one thing or the other and . seems
incapable of really amalgama tmg the
two elements. Since that is presumably
what he is there to do, the performance
is mostly a floundering failure, for my
ear at.least. It could be good, it could
be fascinating, but it ~sn't.
The slow movemen t goes better (a
better rapport between _Bach ~nd jazz),
and the final furious httle high-speed
Prelude goes very well ind~ed. I~ is
done in three versions, more m the Jazz
variation style that would s~ern right
for such music, and the bassist does a
wonderfully musical job with his p~rt,
the piano plays the original notes with
fluent passion-v ery good. Y.ou rna_y
like the "G String" too, even If that IS
not its proper name and. r:ever was.
(Shades of Music AppreciatiOn. I can
still hear my snickering students when
that title carne up in class.)
A bit more of a modern outlook, a lot
less of self-conscious pretention, and
this combo might be really good.
Sound: BPerformance: ?
Entremon t Conducts Satle. GymnopMies Nos. 1 and 3, Parade, Relache .
Royal
Philharmo nic
Orchestra .
Columbia M 30294 Stereo ($5.98).

Unexpect ed disappointt?e~t. Phi.lippe
Entremon t is a lively, wmnmg p1amst
and as French as they come, but for
reasons not easy to guess this performance of the wily old satirist's orchestr_al
music (and the Debussy arrangements
of the two little Gymnope dies for
piano) just plods. The tempi are all
wrong, the orchestra seems li~tless a.n~
inaccurate, the whole cracklmg spmt
of naughtiness in the big scores of 1918
and 1924 respectively is unaccoun tably
missing. Don't ask me why. I'm only
listening.
Even odder, then, to read Entrernont's
engaging annotations for the album;
they are delightful and make you want
to hear the music. But it .remains a
disappointment. If you are in a cornparing mood, you'll find no less than
five other versions of "Parade" and
three of "Relache" in the LP catalog.
Haven't heard them all, but between
them they do the music a lot better
justice.
Performarnce: C +

Sound: B

Beethove n: Egmont (comp lete Incident al m usic). Pilar Lorengar; Vienna
Philharmo nic,
Szell.
Klausjurg en
Wussow, narrator. London CS 6675
stereo ($5.98).

When in a couple of hundred years
our scholars begin to untangle the ~~nse .
of our present lightshows, televisiOn,
audiotape s, and staged extrav~ganzas,
their problem will be .much like ours
currently is with the cunous polydramas
of the early 19th century, to which t~e
celebrated composers often lent their
musical talents.
"Incidental rnusic"-th e term sounds
so simple! Frankly, I can make n.e ither
head nor tail of this one's factual history,
except that it began as a play by Goethe
and ended up many years later as a halfspoken "oratorio" -more or le~s as ~n
this recording -with narratiOn m
German. The hero of the title is represented in spoken words only though a
sop,rano sings the her~ine's p~rt. The
work is rounded out with considerable
orchestral music, including the familiar
overture and its partial return at the
end.
In recorded form, it all fits together
nicely. The narration is persuasive
enough to carry you in mood (and se!lse,
if you can figure out the translatwn )
from one Beethoven item to the next,
thereby knitting back into shape a c?llection of musical items that otherwise
would be fragmentary. Definitely, the
recorded medium is useful!
Musical productions of this Il_li.xed
sort abounded in the German traditiOn,
leaving a trail of fragments from Mozart
through Beethoven and Schubert and
on through Schuman n. Even the
German-l anguage operas of the day
incorpora ted the spoken word exte~
sively, making problems for ou.r Il_lulhnational singers today. But the mcidental category goes further and. is ha:d~r
to put back together; sometimes It 1s
impossible to figure out what actu.ally
took place, in concert hall, opera hous.e,
or on the stage. It's not even certam
just when Beethoven's music first got a
hearing in the midst of the Goethe play,
but it was around 1810.
Even at that time the audiences for
spoken drama and for music were drifting apart and one element ~r the o!her
usually suffered. Beethoven s .co.ntn~u
tion at first carne off badly, 1t IS sa1d.
Nobody much cared. The play was the
thing. But the present "oratorio" carne
along almost a dozen years later, merely
grafting inspiring passages from Goethe
on a spoken plot framework put together by the well-know:Q. Grillp~rzer, and
at last the music became the Important
element, the drama the backup force.
(Continue d from page 67)
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finally 1 A viroally perfect .line.wave I

'fhe sine wave above was generated by Shure's design computer-it looks
like the sine wave that was generated by the Shure V-15 Type II Improve d
Super Track Cartridge in the Hirsch-H ouck testi ng laborato ries •• . " the
first cartridg e we have tested to have done so," accordin g to their publishe d
report. This perfect sine wave was generated during the playing of the
heavy bass bands on the Cook Series 60 test record at 3.4 gram, and the
30 em/sec 1,000 Hz band of the Fairchild 101 test record at 1 gram. They
were impressed, and we were pleased. And we' ll be pleased to send
you the full Hirsch-H ouck Report on the
" trackabi lity champio n." Shure Brothers
Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204.
~
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TITLE
George Szell on Angel
Beethoven: The Five Piano Concerti;
solo plano variations. Gilels; Cleveland Orch ., Szell. Angel S 36027-31
stereo ($5.98 each).
Brahms: Violin Concerto; Double Con~
certo, Violin and Cello. Oistrakh,
Rostropovitch; same. Angel SFO 36032-3
stereo ($5.98 each).
Dvorak: Symphony No. 8 in G; Two
Slavonic Dances. Angel S 36043 stereo
($5.98).
Schubert: Symphony No. 9 (The Great
C Major). Angel S36044 stereo ($5.98).

Harpsichords, Clavichord
The "Now" Music of the Old t-tarpsichord
(Bach, Handel, Rameau). William Read .
RCA LSC 3157 stereo ($5.98) .
The Sound of the Early Harpsichord.
(J .J. Froberger). Gustav Leonhardt.
RCA Victrola VICS 1494 stereo ($2 .98) .
Austrian Mu$iC for Harp$ichord and
Clavichord (Froberger, Poglietti, Fux,
Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven) . Igor Kipnis .
Odyssey Y 30289 stereo ($2.98).

Golden Broom and The Green Apple,
Harlem, New World a'Comlng. Duke
Ellington, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Erich Kunze!. Decca DL 710176
stereo ($5.98).
Th~:: Four Elements (Hill, Earth ; Rose,

Fire; White, Air; Lake, Water.) London
Gabrieli Brass Ensemble. Deutsche
Grammophon 2530 032 stereo ($5.98).
Five Bridges. The Nice . Keith Emerson ,
keyboard . Mercury SR 61295 stereo
($5.98).
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That was in 1821, but the play has since
been readapted to Beethoven's music at
various times. A risky venture in the live
media, what with out current e~phatic
split between the theater world and
that of concert music.
The late George Szell's direction. of
the _Yiennese musicians is superb. Once
agam, we hear .that uncanny precision,
!he taut, meanmgful shaping of every
Idea, that came so much to the fore in
his grand last recordings (though it was
t~ere all the time in the earlier years).
Pilar Lorengar, name or no, offers a
dramatic German-style soprano voice
for the solo songs, in spite of a rather
heavy vibrato. Herr Wissow, our
narrator, speaks beautifully and not too
loud (in terms of recorded level) so that
the music is always properly in the
forefr~nt, full-bodied. For Egmont's
wor~s m the melodrama (speech against
musical background), the voice moves
into a reverb surround, the hero becoming disembodied yet potent.
.No matter that the fiercely joyous
chmax, full of military flourishes and
rallying calls to freedom, brotherhood
~ictory i~ death, sounds uncomfortably
hke a Hitlerian rally of around 1934.
That is merely an anachronism and
should not be blamed on Beethoven
Goethe or on the present producers. Just
goes to show that great forces can be
used for nefarious ends.

SOUND

Technically interesting-the Beethovens
Szell ranked with two utterly different
were recorded for Angel by Columbia,
conductors, Reiner and Toscanini, as a
whereas the later Brahms, Schubert,
supreme orchestral builder and discipliDvorak are by Angel itself (EMI).
narian; his taut control, always stylized
Astonishing difference in the sound.
with Central-Europea n knowhow, melThe Columbia Beethoven is close,
lowed in the last years-it often happens.
sharply defined and separated in the
The big 3 Russians' breadth and granU.S. style; the Angel-made jobs (with
deur go perfectly with Szell's economy
the orchestra massed inside a reflecting
and discipline. Good for all concerned.
shell) are more distant, with little closeSzell's Schubert, Dvorak are massive,
up edge, a big golden liveness-very
never rushed, yet full of high tensionmuch a European (and EMI-type) job,
Bruno Walter at double voltage . (The
perceptively conservative. Excellent
tension is also typically U.S., out of
illustration of the two wings of current
our own players and our own tensions.)
recording technique in stereo-same
orchestra, same conductor, same hall,
same label.
(Dr. Szell died in July, 1970, after Angel had taken over his Cleveland Orchestra
from Columbia-Epic to launch a "big classics" series featuring the big three Russians,
Gilels, Oistrakh, and Rostropovitch. E.T.C.)
Two-to-one price difference- crazy! (Read is domestic RCA; Leonhardt an imported
tape.) Read's ''now" music is the old sound of a new harpsichord (Rutkowski). Standard fare with elaborations: Italian Concerto (Bach), improvised paraphrase of "Har~
monious Blacksmith" (Handel}, a Rameau Suite. He is brilliant but nervous, highstrung in the faster movements, best in the slow, and in the quiet Rameau, its ornaments well done. Leonhardt's harpsichord is very early (1640 Ruckert) and mellow,
his Froberger (a pre-Bach Austrian) full of dignity and poetry; I enjoyed it. In comparison, Read's music needs a tranquilizer. Okay if you want jumpy harpsichord
brilliance. Lots do.
Kipnis, literary-inclined (a critic, he wrote notes for the Leonhardt album above), is
becoming the most literate and persuasive harpsichordist on discs, always with
interesting ideas. His modern harpsichord (also a Rutkowski) is beautifully recorded,
his playing smooth, well phrased, communicative. Nice idea to include Mozart,
Haydn, Beethoven! (Beethoven's earlier piano still had much harpsichord in it.)
The clavichord on side 2, Froberger, Mozart, Haydn, is the best job to date of recording that tiny instrument, almost inaudible across a room. Good for Mozart
and Haydn too .

'

Same old Duke, still a lively pianist, in his ineffable super-mood pieces for symphony
orchestra, styled to the nth, all spit and polish-"New World a'Coming" 1943,
"Harlem" 1950 (the NBC Symphony), "The Golden Broom and the Green Apple"
1965. Slick and beautifully orchestrated, with bits of everything from Gershwin to
Hindemith and blues to hollars, it goes down easy, but harder listeners will be bored
if they listen too hard. Just let it roll.
Big, fat British brass music from four brassy composers, all spread-eagled in style
from serial dissonance to sort of Brahmsy with elephantine pop in between. Very
competent (the composers play brass too) but an awful lot of sound about not very
much, I thought. What you might call musical professionalese.
Some bridges! (Pop/classical.) This "so-called-critic" isn't going to spit on them (see
notes) but Keith Emerson (pop) and Joseph Eger (classical) did put down an awful
dose of heavy symphony stuff here. I like the pop; you can have the symphony
orchestra. But I liked side 2 (it's a live concert) where "Karelia" (Sibelius), the
"Pathetique" scherzo and the Bach Brandenburg No. 6 get incredibly entangled with
the rock group's frenetic funky stuff. You guessed it-the Bach is best, if rockiest.
Combined with "Country Pie" (including vocal), it is a whiz-bang-reall y one piece,
unified. That's good.
AUDIO • MAY 1971

Performance: A-

Sound: A-

Dellus: Appalachia, Brigg Fair. Halle
Orchestra, Ambrosian Singers, Barbirolli. Angel S 36756 stereo ($5.98).

It's good to have "Appalachia"
brought up ~o date in stereo. I first got
to know this early Delius, about the
o~ly Delius I can musically swallow
Without gagging, via an early recording
a good many years back. It's American
a reminiscence of Deli us' two years i~ .
the U.S., beginning in Florida where he
was sent to manage his father's orange
grove and didn't. The piece is based on
~ couple of turn-of-the-century plantation-type tunes (like the Dvorak "New
World" .symphony in spirit), and it
sounds hke a combination of all the
Suth'un movie music you ever heard
with Virgil Thomson's "Louisian~
Story" out in front. Delius however
wrote his film music long before there
was any such thing. Baritone solo ("Oh
Honey, I'm goin' down the river in th~
morning. . . .") and lush chorus round
out the longish work.
AUDIO· MAY 1971
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"Brigg Fair," the more orthodox
sort of later British Delius, is another
st~ry. Most Americans simply will find
t~s ~nct_uous idiom too sickly-sweet,
With Its piled-up melodramatic harmonies, though the British seem still to
love it. Perfectly good British folk tune
but the icky treatment is relentlessly
plastered on top, like marzipan and
whipped cream and maybe almonds as a

topping fo~ roast beef! (Well, almost.)
My apologies to our British editor but
I can't help it. Just too thick.
'
If anyone after Sir Thomas Beecham
could keep Delius afloat it was the
late Sir John Barbirolli. 'He and his
orchestra and chorus have exactly the
right ideas.
Performance: B +

TANGENTIAL TRACKING
. .. WHO NEEDS IT?

•
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When the arm deviates the slightest fraction of a degree from tangency
to the groove, the
rubber wheel responds and
"pushes" the rear
of the tone arm
along after the

·G
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N
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.
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Why? Because a record is engraved
by a cutter that moves across the
record, always tangent to the record
groove. So it's only common sense
to play a record the way it's made.
Now, there are many complicated
and expensive ways to do that, but
RASCO has come up with the remarkably simple ST-4. The tone arm
is supported by a rubberwheel resting
on a constantly rotating shaft. As the
record is played,
the record groove
"pulls" the stylus
towards the center
of the disc.

Sound: B

~~~~~~;, b~~~~~~~

tangency .
This "push-pull" action continues
across the entire record, but on such
a minute scale
that . the movement is perfectly
smooth and uniform. And it
sounds that way,
too! Clean and ~
distortion-free.
• )
Now, a sophisticated instrument
like this sounds pretty expensive.
Well, guess again. The remarkable
engineering simplicity of the ST-4
means a price tag that's simply remarkable. Only $159.00 for tone arm
and synchronous motor-driven turntable. For the complete ST-4 story,
write RASCO, 11937 TECH ROAD
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20904.
'
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JELLY ROLL MORTON : The Complet e
Piano Works of Jelly Roll Morton.
Played by John W. "Knocky " Parker.
Audioph ile 102-105, 4 Vols. $19 .95.
John W. "Knocky " Parker, Piano;
Ruth and Dick Brightwe ll, drums and
bass; Marvin Montgom ery, banjo;
George Pryor, bass, and Harvey Kindervater, drums.

Jazz purists, devotees of the "real"
jazz, the serious student of the idiom,
and the more casual listener alike are in
store for an invaluable treat in this
four volume set of unadulte rated Jelly
Roll Morton. Spannin g some 34 years
of musical growth, this chronological
compilat ion of the complete works of
Jelly Roll contains no less than 48
Morton originals, embracin g some 21/2
hours of rags, blues, barrelho use, and
stomps which bear his immorta l touch.
John W. "Knocky " Parker deserves
considerable praise for his supreme
competence at the keyboar d in his
masterful interpolations and close adherence to the Morton mystique. The
undertak ing by Parker as well as Audiophile, that San Antonio -based recording company which made it all happen,
is nothing short of phenome nal. Plaudits
must also be extended the rhythm section
and Marvin Montgom ery on banjo.
Dr. Parker seemingly sidesteps nothing in this pure rendition, extrapolating clear, incisive chords and frills from
thekeys. No notes are slurred; the lacey
trim is easily discernible, markedl y
defined. The one drawbac k is that
Parker's approach is so highly polished
that it at times resembles a mechanicq.l
player piano. He does not effervesce
that same Morton vitality in his interpretations and does not achieve that
carefree yet controlled quality so
inherent in Morton's work.
Jelly Roll Morton wore many musical
hats in his day-1885-1941. He was at one
time or another a pianist, composer,
bandlead er, lecturer, arranger, and
vocalist, spreadin g his musical talent
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among cities from coast to coast-to the
south in New Orleans and Memphi s;
to the midwest in Kansas City and St.
Louis; to the west in Los Angeles; and
to the east in Washington, D.C.
Morton's approach is one of unequivocal joy which one cannot avoid absorb. ing while listening to these records.
He is simultaneously tender, melodic,
joyful, lyrical, humorou s, and complex.
A bittersweet quality pervades his blues.
He even manages to make blues bright!
When one considers the vast impetus
of the Victorian era, it is understa ndable that its filigree and assorted configurations would infiltrate Morton's
music, softening otherwise sharp edges.
Commen dations again to Parker's transcription since many of these solos
were never, in fact, put on paper.
Morton' s music, as heard here,
achieves a fusion of the classicism and
melodies of New Orleans as coupled
with the earthiness of the French
Quarter, the rhythms of St. Louis, and
the polyrhythms of Chicago. His chord
progressions gave rise to bop, his riffs
led to the Kansas City school of swing.
Each of the four volumes here represent a period of Morton's accomplishment, dividing the tunes date-wise. They
run to rags and blues, 1915-1924; Spanish
rhythms, 1924-1926; barrelhouse and
stomps, 1926-1938, and memoirs and
recollections, 1938-1949.
The majority of the rags, which incidentally are composed, are in three
or four parts, the last part impartin g a
singing, melodic quality in and stark
contrq.st to the lead statement, a back
and forth bass chording which underlie s
the hanky-to nk notes of the treble. At
times, as in "Frog-i- more Rag," 1918,
one's thoughts range from the 2/4
cadence of a Sousa march to music
accompanying a silent movie.
A strict, even syncopated time is the
tradema rk of much of this early ragtime,
executed by an ornamen tal right hand
and a left which races to and fro, fortifying the entire creation with an oompah-pah -much like a tuba in a Dixieland jam session. Thus, here is a bold
caricature of treble and bass roles.

A harpisch ord as well as a piano
meets Morton's demands in fine, rinkytink fashion. A crisp snare and punctual
bass contribu te further to the effort as
well as the previously mention ed banjo.
However, "Fingerb reaker," 1938, is so
spectacular in its pyrotechnics and
breathta king pace that one wishes for
piano alone.
The "Superio r Rag," 1915, reflects
the rather academic approach of Parker
who is obviously a perfectionist. A
carousel-like celeste provides a light
and lyrical ending.
"Crazy Chord Rag," 1932, is intriguing
for its dissonance, containing an adagio
refrain which sounds like tinkling bells.
In "Dead Man Blues," 1926, "jelly rolls"
come alive after a funereal introduction.
Morton's imaginat ion and wit speak
through his music.
·
The interesting fact remains that all
of these compositions possess similar
traits but never bore or tire. Each has a
different cast and is brimmin g with riffs,
cross rhythms, and generally happy
motifs.
It is apparen t that "Sweet Peter,"
1933, and "Sweet Substitute," 1938,
were forerunners of popular songs of
the 40's. Strains of "Peg '0 My Heart"
come quickly to mind. "The Crave,"
1939, a tango, breathes a Spanish air
while "The Naked Dance," 1938·, reveals Morton's propensity to infectious
rhythmic ideas, betraying an . insight
into harmonics and dynamics that defies comparison.
In Morton's later work, one is not so
aware of strict time; the pieces become
more modern. "Metamo rphosis," 1949,
suggests a theme and variations and
appears less busy · than ·his earlier
material. And what more fitting end
. than "Tiger Rag," 1949, with rolls!
This magnus opus released by Audiophile embodies refreshingly sweet,
happy, and, above all, intricate music.
As an addition al dividend, the engineers
have balanced it well. Mighty Morton
. has withstood the test of time!
Performance: Very Good
Sound: Very Good
AUDIO • MAY 1971

The youngest cellist looked to be about
16; a number seemed no older than 19
or 20.
As ~ou may guess, I hardly noticed
the microphones. This was live music
for me. B':lt ther~ were pairs of Schoeps;
s?m.e ancient m1cs, over the violins (all
vwlms on the left, an old Boston Symphony tradition), over the celli and
basses, plus that special setup for the
harp solo. Neuman n K-84, SM-69
stereo pairs, . I noted down.
But what intereste d me more was the
. young conductor, Claudio Abbado.
One expects pyrotechnics from a con~uc~or, in particula r a youthful one who
Is still on the make. This man was the
epitome of calm cont7o~ and economy .
He had a ~core, a mimatur e, down in
front of him. He never looked at it
except to indicate measure number~
for retakes and the like. He could start
(and the orchestra with him) on a dime
at ex~ctly the right tempo, anywhere i~
the piece ..He hardly opened his mouth,
yet the thmgs he wanted were entirely
clear even to us. At one stopping point
he turned casually towards the violas
and pointed, offhand, to one player.
"The G," he said. That was all. The man
nodded. Indeed he had played one tiny
wrong note. I didn't hear it nor would
you have heard it.
They say he is a great favorite of
the ?Iusicians and ~ can see why, though
he IS not the mam conductor, Steinb~rg, nor the main assistant, Michael
Tilson Thomas, who is even younger.
It was almost six o'clock on that wet
evening when I finally left Symphony
Hall, after a stirrup cup and a chat with
some of the musicians themselves while
they listene~ to the TV -stereo playback
of the music they had just recorded.
Could any forthcoming record, I
thought, match that afternoo n's total
experience or its near equivalent, the
concert that would be presente d in the
Hall? Never. ~ut then, how many of us
have the ch01ce? Recorde d music still
h~s its own values in the altogethe r
different plane of living room listening.
Perh~ps the strangest thing that happened m our subseque nt pop session
was the unexpec ted appearan ce of Tim
Hardin himself, in the flesh. Unheard
of! He had long ago put down his part
of the music on the. tape and the producer was now workmg out the musical
surround be.ing ~dded to the prere~orded Hardm v01ce. He just happene d
m, unannou nced. After a quick listen
he took over my singers to make som~
chang~~· a word-~,cho ~ffect, somethin g
about everyone, which he wanted to
come after he sang the same word (on
the tapes, of course, not live).
AUDIO· MAY 1971
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The producer was silent. Like the
harp player in Boston, the perform er
had the floor. It was his record after
all. Hardin worked away for a good 15
minutes with my singers, while I retired
to .the control room to eavesdrop. Tough
gomg, because he wanted them just to
"harmon ize" and they didn't know how.
(How many classical musicians do?) But
he got the effect he wanted, more or less.
Guess who won thai argument? The
pop s~nger may be the main performer,
but his producti on people have a very

large ha~d in the shaping of the final
product, JUSt as do t~e recording pepple
and the conducto r m the classical recording situation. Bernard Zighera
played precisely as had been planned
by the Boston experts. He had to and he
knew it. So too, we went ah~ad acc.ording to t.he prior plan. If you will
hsten, you Will hear our choir along with
Tim Hardin, triple-tracked and huge
(all three of our recordings simultan eously). But there is no "everyon e" echo
from us, not even a trace.
Ji.

Ask acynic ...
if you want the facts
atioutspeaker
·
quality I
Scratch
below the surface of an audio dealer and you'll find
. .
· · 1,
a cyn1ca
dopm10na
d ted, always
·
. . skeptica
· t
. l expert. He's got to be · · · h 1"s cont1"nu e d ex1s
epen son h1s ab1hty to p1ck and choose . When he coord"1nat es a rece1ver ence
·
a reco~d player and a couple of speaker systems, he is practicin g the
art '
and sctenc.e .of his. craf.t in an attempt to produce great sound
at compet1t 1ve pnces m a trouble-f ree music system.
The C~eative Dealer conjures up systems with a mix of brands often
ma~r~mg a top r~ceiver and record player with a
speaker bearing his own name.
Thts 1s partly pnde, but also a striving for the best sound value and
so
.
he w~rks with top designer s and manufac turers in creating his signatur
e system .
~ax1mus is the ac,~n~wledged master in this field and
has come up
wtth all the great Pnvate Label"; signature systems. The signatur
e designs
c~rry the. dealers name, but all the great ones show
the Maximu s Hallma rk_
etther prmted label or evident by the sound alone .

MJrXrMLJS'

MAXIM US SOUND CORP. 809 Stewart Avenue Garden City N
y 11530

135th st,eet, a."iena , calif. 90:14;

·

. All Maximus™ and Maximus made systems are
warranted l?Y Max~mus and may be recognized by
their super!or sound qualities and (if pride
permits on stgnature models) our Haiimark.

Xou probably think it's impossible to get the
btg sou:'d of a 12-fnch woofer and a mid-range tweeter from an enclosure
measunng only 7 f.ix10 1/zx51f2 inches ... that is, until you
hear the mini-MAX IMUS!
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That's what I feel for
having overlooked a superb
album from a newcomer, Don
McLean. And the fact that almost everyone else also has missed TAPESTRY.
(Mediarts, 41-4) doesn't salve my professional conscience at all.
McLea n, a tunesmith-singer in his
early 20s, is on one hand a throwback
to the folk era of the late '50s and on
the other a latter-day Bob Dylan,
filling the other-directed void left by
Dylan's turning first to introspection
and then to country.
Of the 11 cuts, it is likely that you
have heard only "Castles in the Air,"
a slow-starting item that belatedly made
a mini-splash in the recording biz
puddle. Sings McLean:
"I'm city born but I love the country
life
"For I will not be part of the cocktail
generation
"Partne rs waltz devoid of all romance
"The music plays and everyone must
dance
"I'm bowing out, I need a second
chance."
But the young man, who plays lead
guitar and banjo in addition to singing,
has much more to say. "Gene ral Store,"
as an example, is a tone poem dealing
with insensitivity, bigotry, and fear. And
"Magd alene Lane" knocks California in
general, Hollywood and its carboncopies in particular, for its focus on
bright lights and other tinsel-type
glitter instead of on people. The attack
is soft yet bitter.
A disciple of living-legend Pete
Seeger, McLean, who writes his own
material, also is into the ecology thing,
witness the title tune, which contains
both musical and lyrical beauty.
"All the flowers that grow on this
colorful tapestry
"Somehow they know that if man is
allowed to destroy all we need
"He will soon have to pay with his
life for his greed."
In contrast, !'Respectable" is a ballad
about injustice, a tune portraying adroitly the idea that the rich <md power-

G

Before you buy, be sure to
check our price list. You'll be
glad you did.
Write us for our price list, DEPT.A,
or check our number on the reader
service card.

Boston ;~g~~ANY

1 D1scoun t Drive, Randolp h , Mass . 02368
( E<~st Randolp h lndustna l Pa rk.)
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WRITE FOR OUR QUOTE

All Merch andise Shipp ed
Promptly Fully Insured From
Our Warehouse.

DOWNTOWN
AU DI D, I NC.
17 WARR EN ST.
NEW YORK, N.Y.10007
267-3670-1-2
DEPT. A
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ful can buy freedom in our system of
jurisprudence while the poor often are
incarcerated even though innocent
because of their financial plight.
"Orpha ns ofWea lth," however, tends
to sum his feelings about money and
its application in the United States:
" ... they're African Mexican Caucasian Indian
"Hung ry and hopeless Americans
"The orphans of wealth and of adequate health
·
"~isowned by this country they live
1ll

"And with weather-worn hands on
bread lines they stand
"Yet but . one more degradation
"And they're treated like tramps
_while we sell them food stamps
"This thriving and prosperous
nation ..."
The ballade er-trou badour also offers,
on the flip side, "Three Flights Up," a
tale of loneliness; "And I Love You
So," a song of love and happiness
chasing the shadows of past aloneness;
"Circus Song," a sardonic tune about
phoniness ("Everyone's juggling and
everyone's acting With smiles of greasepaint three feet wide ... "), and "No
Reason for Your Dreams," anothe r love
song, this time touching on the notion
of being free.
"Bad Girl," however, is a contrast,
musically-speaking, to the rest of the
Folkish LP. Featur ing a rinky-tink, oldtime jazz sound (sandwiching melancholy strains), it is a tune with a punch
at its tail. Essentially, it is the story of
a girl who thinks she's alone but really
isn't because there's at least one person
who loves her (and, symbolically, all
the downt rodden )-the singer.
What is McLean? According to the ·
liner notes by Lee Hays ofThe Weavers,
"The poetry of earth is never dead. It's
a theme in Don's music and in his life."
And Seeger is quoted thusly: "Don
is ... a normal, talented, unpretentious,
nervous, relaxed musician trying to use
his songs to help people survive in
these perilous times."
·
Besides all that, he's damne d good.
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STEREO
HI-FI
Direct
service
from the
factory
to you.
Systems that feature handsome
walnut finished enclosures sur rounding perfect Iy coordinated
high compliance speakers, that
surr~und you with the full dy namiC spectrum of sound.
A very special feature is their
pri ce.
·

MODEL CMS 83, $40,
comparable to $69 value .
MODEL CMS 124, $90,
comparable to $160 value.
Money back guarant ee if not
satisfied.

CLARK MUSIC INDUSTRIES, INC. Send for
P. 0 BOX 888 Dept 3
F
61 WALNUT AVENUE.
your
ree
Catalog
CLARK, NEW JERSEY 07066
today.
Check No. 64 on Reader Service Card
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Acoustic Research, Ir,tc. . . . . . . . . . 23
Altec Lansing Corp. . . .. . . . ... 51
Audio Dynamics Corp. . . . . . . 6 62
Audio Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . ....' 71
BSR/M cDona ld .
. . . . . . 14
Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp. 8,58 .
Bose Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
Boston Audio Co. . . . . . . . . . . . 70
Bozak Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
British Industries Corp. . . . . . . . . 3
Clark Music . ... ..... ..... . 71
Concord Electronics Corp . ... .. . 58
Crown of America . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Designers Audio
74
Dixie Hi-fi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 71
Dolby Labs ..... .. . ..... . . . 29
Downtown Audio . . ..... ..... 70
Dual turntables .
39
Dynaco, Inc. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . 11
electro-harmonix . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Elpa Marketing Industries . . . . . . 7
Empire Scientific Corp . . . . . . . . . 14
Fairfax Industries, Inc. . .... .... 43
Frazier, Inc. . . . .
57
Garrar d Sales . . .
3
JVC America, Inc. . .. : : : : : : . . 9
KLH Research & Development
Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13
Lenco turntables
. ... .. 8
3M Compa ny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Maran tz Co . . . . . . ..... Cover IV
Maximus Sound Corp. . .... . .. 69
Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc. . . . . . . 59
Pioneer Electronic (USA) Corp. . . 21
Rabco . .. ..... .. . . . .... . . 67
ReVox Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd.
27
Schober Organ Corp. . . . . . . . . . 71
Schwann, Inc. . . . . . .. . .. . ... 63
Scott, H.H., Inc. . . . . . . . . . . .
45
Sharpe Audio Div., Sintrex, Inc.
2
Shure Bros., Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
Sony Corp. of America . . . . . . . . 15
Sony /Superscope . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Stanton Magnetics, Inc. . . . . . . . . 17
TD K Electronics, Inc. . . . . Cover III
Tandb erg of America, Inc.
61
~
. TEAC Cqrp . of America . . . . . . .. 1
1
•I
Thorens turntables
. .. ... . 7
1
United Audio · . . .
. ..... ... 39
11
V-M Corp .. . . . . . . . . . . . Cover II
;
Yamah a International Corp. .
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changers
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stereo tapes ·
c.b. & p.a. equipment
radios and tv sets
8-track tapes & equipment

FACTORY· SEALED COMPONENTS
SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY
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Build this magnificent
Schober Theatre Organ .
for only
* $1730!
*Includes
finished walnut
console. Amp lifer,
speaker system,
optional accessories
extra. Only
$1256 If you
buHd your own
console.
You couldn't touch an organ like this In a store for
less than $3500- and there hasn't been a musical
Instrument with this vast variety of genuine Theatre
Organ voices since the days of the silent movies' If
you've dreamed of the grandeur of authentic blg:organ sound In your own home, you won't find a more
satisfying Instrument anywhere - kit or no kit
You can learn to play lt. And you can build It from
Schober Kits, world famous for ease of assembly
without the spghtest knowledge of electronics or
music, for des1gn and parts quality from the ground

~u'sl~radn;:~~~Y~~!~;.for the highest praise from

Send right now for your copy of the full-color
Schober catalog, containing specifications of the five
Schober Onran models, beginning at $499.50.
No
~~a;~~·, ~~~~Uf::lon - but lots of food fot a healthy

1
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The9J
~orr.an Corp., Dept, AE-31
43 West 611t
Street, New York, N.Y. 10023

i
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0 Please .send me Schober Organ Catalog and
free 7-mch "sample" record.
0 Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12-lnch L p
record of Schober

I

ADDRESS

:
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Organ music.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
TWO PAI RS KLH-8 electrostatic speakers,
$'750.00 per pair. Tom Daraki·s, 10 Royal
Crest Drive, Apt 7, Nashua, N.H. 03060.
(603) 888-3725.

Cla ssif ied

Rates: 25¢ per
word per insertion for noncomm ercial advertisements; 50¢ per word for commerci al advertisements. Frequenc y discounts as follows:
2 times, less 15%; 6 times, less 20%; 12 times,
less 30%. Closing date is the FIRST of the
second month preceding the date of issue.
Payment must accompan y all orders under
$10.00.

SERVICES
RENT STEREO TAPES $1.25 week. Catalog
25¢. Tape Library, Box 8126, Washington,
D.C. 20024.
CUSTOM STYLUS and cartridge re-tlpping,
Edison,
Ortofon,
(Weathers,
repairing.
Shure, etc.) Box 322A. Tuckahoe, N.Y.
S_P_:9_-1_2_9_7_·~-=-=--:-::-::-::--=-----::-:-:;
10707 I 914-_::_
CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE. Tape and
disc. Stereo and mono. Live and copies,
Editing. Masters and pressings. High qualIty at reasonable rates. Joseph Giovanelli,
Audio-Tech Laboratories, 2819 Newkirk
Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. IN 9-7~~4··----
LEARN Elec-troniC .Organ Servicing at home.
All makes Including transistors. Experimental
NHSC.
Accredited
kit-trouble-sho oting.
Free Booklet. Niles Bryant School, 3631
Stockton, Dept. 1D, Sacramento, Calif.
95820.
MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through International correspondence . Illustrated brochure free. Hermes, Berlin 11, Germany.
PROTECT YOUR LP's. Poly sleeves for
Jackets 5¢. Inner sleeves 4¢. Poly lined
paper 10¢. White Jackets 25¢. Minimum
order $5.00. House of Records, Hillburn,
N.Y. 10931.
ACOUSTECH AMPLIFIER REPAIR. Original
performance or Improved specifications.
BKM Associates, Box 22, Wilmington, Mass.
01887.
NEED SOMETHING "SPECIAL"? Four chan n&l power amplifiers, electronic crossover
network, spec ial mixers or filters ? State of
the art technology now in any system or
oomponent. Act as your ow n p ro ject en-gineer : Our staff and lab are avail abl e.
Development Engineering . Services Co.,
P.O. Box 693, Pacoima, Calit. 9133"L
JAPAN & HONG KONG DIRECTORY. E16C·
Ironies, all mercnandise. Wo rid trade Information . $1 .00 today, ippano Ka lsha . Ltd .,
Box 6266, Spokaoe, Wash . 99207.
MAKE FRIENDS :-Wrl te Worldw ide T apespondence, 907 Locus-t St., Phi ia., Pa. 19107.

W;sh:

WILL REPAIR STEREOS i~ E'astern
for minimal cost. Have refe rences. Tony
Boyle, 601 Pe-arce Hall , Cheney, Wn . 99004.
.Jo-iN RADIO Operators- clu'b-- i n!~.~~atio;al :
Non-commercia l, world wide . Inq ui ries wei·
come 73. Assist non-licensed FCC. Obtain
llcens·e, e1c. ·R·ode·rick Warren Johnson RC,
VAH Station WNDEHS MAT, St. Cloud,
Minn. 56301.
PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING MANUAL! Make
strobes, kale-idos-copes, color organs, etc.
send $2.95. Llghtrays, 1315-B Weaver, Phil ·
adelp-hia, Pa. 19150.
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RECORDS MADE FROM . YOUR TAPES.
Also, editing -and maste~ing. Send for . free
brocrhure. Nashville Record Productions,
ln·c., Dept AM, 204 19t·h Ave., So., NashviHe, Tennessee 37203.· -- - - -- -:-:-::-:0RGAN BUILDERS-Se nd 25¢ for 1971
Catalog of Parts, Kits, Consoles & Accessories for Pipe & E-lectroni-c Organs. Dept.
A, Newport Organs, 1593 Monrov ia Ave.,
Newport Beach, Calif. 92660_._ _ _ _ __
WANT A HEATHKIT KIT BUlLT? I will do
it for you. Send ·l etter for Info and details.
Only Hi-Fi or Stereo equipment. Write to:
Jorge s. Pe11i·ch, 660 39th Stree1, Union
City, N.J. 07087.

FOR SALE
CM CCSOS -amp.,pre,amp new price $495.
A-1 condition, only $300. Box AMA-1-1.
GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT: AR 3
speakers $135 ea. • Marantz 15 Amp $180
• Molnto,sh C-24 p-reamp $180 • AR1w
speakers $65 ea. • Harmon Kardon Citation
A preamp $95 • Bozak 302A Moorish
speakers $225 ea. • Marantz 7 preamp
$180 • C/M Labs 601 elec orossover $90
e JBL SE400 Amp $190 • Marantz SLT 12
turntable $80 • ~l.JH 16 amp $80 • Harmon
Kard-on Citation IV preamp $75 • Harmon
Kardon CHatlon II amp $100 • LWE I
speakers $150 ea. • Crown SX8724 tape- .
deck $695 • Mcintosh C-22 preamp $190
• Revox A77 tapede<Ck $395 • AR ampli·
fier $170 • Dual1219 w ba/cartd $135 •
Tandbe rg 6000X tap edec k $350 • Dynaco
ST120 Amp $i iO. Audio Consultant~ , 517
Davis St., Evanston, IlL 60201. (312) 8649565.
STUDIO ·;Transmls~~i~o-n --.u-~6 connoi~~
setH quatiity speak6rs: we -~~a·~; e _ J-a~s "·Z"e~
electrostatic spe-ake-rs, i(l,;::;; lome and
Oaoca~Ke J.ly tweeters .. Decc-a ·iarbuloos car·
tridges-we imp·o·rt dire , ly 1rom t:ngia~d,
Reserve you rs now. For -.aM your auaio
needs you will be . most satn:.rieo with the
best. Audioctaft, South Rou"wood , Miohi·
gran 48179. Telephone e enings (3 13} 379-

iMF
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9945.
··Sti:He•o eiet:."r;nics $~b0.00;
Ampex 601 ·2 $475.00, S.tRLANT BR-i fu_ll
track 1O" -reel reoo·rder with spare ampl ifi er $350. Ron;ald rB eery, 178 W. 15th,
Holland, Ml·c1h. 49423 .

iMPEi 35o:

AMPEX 350 decks. Full-track monaural
heads $1000 eaoh. EiLECllRO-VOICE 635A
mios $50 ea~, 645 mlcs $50 eac·h. AMPEX
750 4-track decks $130 eaCih. Fisher KX-10
reverb uni1s $30 eac-h. Reply to Clifford
Blac~man, 65 Fir Drive, Roslyn, New York
11576. (516) 621-5214.

ELECTROSTATIC PERFECTION
Super Quad! Featuring Quad ESL, yo~rs
or ours, with added h·igh power handlmg
electrost.ati-c tweeters and awe·s ome transmission l-Ine bass. AJ.i components flawlessly Integrate-d throug·h state-of-the-art
electronic orossovers and enclos·e·d In beautiful oust•om walnut or rosewoo-d cabinets.
Also available are fu-ll range transmissionline systems featuri-ng e·leotrostati'c or mylar dome tweeters. Super Quads-$150 to
$1200. Transmission Line Systems-$795 to
$1150. ELECTROSTATIC SOUND SYSTEMS,
INC., 1823 20th St., Sacramento, Calif.
95814.

AMPEX 351·2 plus extra FT heads $1500.
Infinity system $1350. Magneco-rd 728 $500.
Altec M-29 condenser $150 ea . Revox A-77
$450. Macintosh MA 5100 $350. Rek-o-kut
B12G-H · -and arm $125 C-20 pre-amp $150.
Jan.s"Z"en D130W Elec1rostatic $100. Vi·klng 8-tr recorder $125. No·rel,co cassette
recorder $100. Vlkln·g RP61 pre-amp $50.
Wollensak T-1515 $75. Al1ec 821-A enc,Josure $50. Altec 602G speaker $90. Maas
chi-mes $200. Hammond B-3 organ $2000.
Mr. Brown, 405-787~09Q6.

Mci NTOSH C-22 .p re-amp mint condition
$190.00. 2507 Flintridge Dr., Colo. Springs,
Colo. 80907. (303) 598-3734.

FIRST ELECTRONIC MUSIC computer and
synthesizer. Tlhe Muse, by Triadex, compos~s and pJ,ays music instantly. It's like
nothing else in the world. $300. Free brochures. Professional Musicians Service, 295
Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115.

INFINITY Servo-Statlk I as tested in High
Fide·llty magazine. Rosewood fini-sh. Private party needs cash. J. D. Grig.gs, 3515
Manrh,attan Ave., Man-h1attan Beach, Calif.
90266. Phone: (213) 545-2577.

2 STELLAVOX SP7, both as new-one unused. S-head assemblies, 10" reel adapter,
2 Un•iversal AC power supplies, $3200.
Miohael Hitter, 1015 Gayiey Ave., Los Angeles, OaHf., 90024. (213) 548-1144.

OPERA TAPES-'Recor d•s "Hve" perf·orman.ces, broadcasts. Free Catalog. Hathaway, 49 Menbrook Lane, Merion, Pa. 19066.
BRAINWAVE FEEDBACK. Electrotmcepha laphone teacrhes alp,h awave ~·ontroL lnf·or8102-A,
Ente~pnses,
matlon 10¢. J&J
B·a inbridge, Wash. 98110.

HARMON KARDON CITATION t Stereo
pre ~mp $90, Citation 2 stereo amp $90,
Citation 3 F.M. tuner $60. All top · c·o ndi·
tion . Call {516) 889-4011.

RADIO programs catalog 25¢. 6 hours
$8.50; 4 h·O·U·rS $6.50._ IBOX 724, Redmond,
Wash. 98052.
OLD Radio Programs. Large selection.
Lowest prices. Catalog 25¢. Roger Massel,
1533 50llh S.W., Wyoming, Michigan 49509.
TANDBURG 64X Tape Re-corder, $295.00 .
Tandlburg 65 prlay back deC'k, with ba-se,
$95.00. Heath,kit 10-18 5" osoillosc·ope,
$95.00. All excel-lent oondHion, sli·ghtly
used. Bob Mohr, 4325 On·eida Ave., Bronx,
N.Y. 10470. (212) FA 4-0238.
FREE ILL USTRATED CATALOG! Covering
wide range of low-cost stock business
forms from te,levislon service t·o 2-way
radio. Write today. Free catalog; samples,
too. Oel·rloh Pu•bHcati-ons, 4040-A, N. N-ashvil-le West, Chl·cago, Ill. 60634.
- - - - -- : - -

HEATHKIT 8·TRACK Sh::reo T'ap e playe-r.
Good addiNon to you r ster"'o system. Asking $45.00. Sen d money ord e ~ to : ,J or ge S.
Peri·oh, 660 391h 5tree·t.. Umon City, N.J.
07087, Wili ship imnlediate iy.
NEW · 4·TRACK .. A~~50 Amp~x8-traok 300 Aa1pex. Protass,lorwa-1 magn~
cords ror radio sta."!ons with auton:atiC
rava i- ~ing systsms. All at dis..;o_ur.t ~1ce s .
Johnr.y Price, i ies S Lippit, Dallas, r ex as

BRAND

75218.

HARPS-iCHORQ ~Compieieiy new design six

feet long with eith<u one, two, or thi'ee sets
of strings. Kits fro 1 ~ 11 5, also com pleted
Cl avichord kit f rom $100.
Instruments.
Write for free b rochure. Zuckermann Harpsioho-rds, Inc., Depal"l!ment A, 160 6th Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10013.

ELECTRONIC Jgn•ltlon various types. lnfor- ·
ma-Uon 10¢. Anderson Engineerin-g, Epson,
N.H. 03239.

HI Fl FURNITURE? See Toujay designs at
S.E.E. 70's Hig·h Fidelity exhibit, 443 Park
Ave. S., N.Y.C. 10016, Tues. to Fri. 10-6,
Sat. 10-4. Full line broc-hure 25¢.

HIGH FIDELITY Mag.azlne, complete, No.
1 through Aug. 1970. $150. c ,ralg , 946
Hayes, Oak Park, llrl>l-n•o+s 60302.

FREE ELECTRONICS Catalog, Tremendous
ba-rgains. Edu- Kits, Depa-rtment C-501 FK,
Hewlett, New York 11557.
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DELETED L.P.'s. All l•atbels, all artists. Send
wants. Vincent Sc-aparro, 904 Allerton Ave.,
Bronx, N.Y. 10469.
FOR SALE: Stereo Components. Sansui
amplifier "PR 707A; Sansul stereo headphones SS-2; AKAI X-100 0 solid state
custom deck; Pioneer PL-41 stereophonic
record player; Pioneer SR-101 reverba~ion
ampNfier; Pioneer CS-A31 3-way stere-o
speakers. rMarvin K. Smither, 1285 S. Florissant Rd., Florissant, Mo. 63031. (314)
837-7572.
HELLO DOLLY's N.Y.C. closing performance on tape with Ethel Merman. Write:
Robert Tape, Box 138, Murray Hill Station,
N.Y.C. 10016.
STEREO TAPES from rental libraries. Reels
only. Sold at huge dis·counts. Lates1 release-s included. Comp•ietely guaranteed.
United Stereo Wholesalers, 1507 Lawre-nce
Ave., Cihica-go, Ill. 60640.
LOW, LOW, PRICES, on Audio Equipment,
L.P . Records, and Tapes. All factory fresh,
1st quality items. Trained personnel at your
disposal for audio consultation. We accept
Mastercrharge. Write for FREE CATALOGS
to Mr. A., Dept. AMO, at SMG DISTRIBUTORS, INC., 46-35 54t'h Hoad, Maspeth,
N.Y. 11378, or craJI (212) 78f\-3337.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SCOTCH MAGNETIC TAPE, discount, Box
167A, Orwigsburg, Pa.

FM BACKGROUND MUSIC without commercials available on many FM stations! MUSICON Adapter plugs Into your FM Tuner,
delivers continuous music through your
amplifier and speakers. Line-cord operated. No adjustments or tuning, ever. New
design breakthrough guarantees optimum
performance (15-day refund for any reason).
Lowest price ever-$39 postpaid to K•LAB,
Box 572A, S. Norwalk, Conn. 06856.

NATIONALLY advertised Audio Equipment,
Cost Plus 10%. Stereo World, 3250 Duke
Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314.
PROFESSIONAL STEREO TONEAR·M-sim llar to Shure M232 or Rek-0-Kut S520. Plugin shell, finger lift, adjustable c-ounterweight, no springs, heavy connecting cables
with pin plugs, beauNfully balanced. Oneyear warranty. Made by famous turntablearm manutac•t urer In · Switzerland. Send
check or M.O. for $9.50 plus $1.50 for shipping and insurance. Stereo Center, 218
Columbia Street, Utica, N.Y. 13502.
BRAUN, fabulous German stereo components, full catalog 50¢. ADS , P.O. Box ~93,
Huntsville, Ala., 35801.
IMPROVE YOUR AR or KLH.
Mlcrostatlc; the first Total-Coverage highfrequency speaker system, Is designed to
improve the performance of AR and KLH
speakers. Write for c!etalled brochure. Mi~
cro-Acoustlcs Corp., Box 302, White Plains,
N.Y. 10602.
OLD Radio Programs on tape, 6 hours for
$8.00 Oatalog 50¢. Remember Rad-io Inc.,
1926 Oherokee, Norman, Okla. 73069.
INFINITY SYSTEMS, Quad, Stax, Crown
International, Citation, Decca, K. E. F., Thorens, Transmission-L ine speakers, anything
else exotic. Plus custom electronic crossovers and amps-Electrost atic Sound Systems Co., 1823 20th St., Sacramento Calif.
95814.
STEREO HEADPHONES -$20-DISCOUN TS
AVAILABLE. WRITE H & M DEPT. A BOX
474, PT. HUENEME, CALIF. 93041.
DYNAMIC RANGE EXPANSION can restore
Inert undulating sensitivities into spectacular stereophonic realism . . . The HARMONIC WAVE FORM PROCESSOR Is $119.
Postpaid, connects easily, and Is c;:ompletely guaranteed. Information free. AUDIO
ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, INC., King
.
Ferry,· N.Y. 13081 .
BUY DIRECT FROM ENGLAND'S HI·FI
MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS! Save money
on SME, Leak, Quad, Goldring, Decca,
Bowers & WJI~Ins, Thorens, Ferrograph.
Tandberg, Revox, Gold Speakers, Transmission Line, Garrard BSR, Dual, Lowther,
Wharfedale, KEF, Celestlon, Transcrlptors,
Radford etc. Insured shipping: quotes free,
or send $1.00 In Include specified leaflets.
Goodwin Ltd., 7 Broadway, Wood Green,
London N. 22. 6 DU. VIsitors welcome to
showrooms.
COLOR CONVERTER for black and white
television. New patented color television
system. An electronic do-lt-yourself kit for
hobbyists and experimenters. Plans, Instructions and brochure only $2.50. Bela
Electronics Corp., 111 Northeast Second
Avenue, Miami, Florida 33132.

STEREO TAPE TRANSPORT. Made for leading manutacturer, two-speed, pause oontrol,
7" reel, 50-15000 Hz, 0.25% wow and
flu tier, with record/ play and erase heads.
Without case. Send money order or check
for $19.50 to Stereo Center, 218 Columbia
Street, Utica, New York 13502. Add $2.50
for prepaid shippin-g & Insuran-ce.

CUSTOM SPEAKER CABINETS to your
specs., and duplic·ation of any discontinued
enclosure. Price list avail-able. Custom
sound systems installed in Wash. D.C. area.
Custom Audio Components, 3921 Lantern
Drive, Wheaton, Md. 20902. (301) 942-8540.

AMPEX 755 stereo tape deck with base
and dust c·over. Never used, $220. Ampex
861 portable stereo tape recorder. New,
$200. Swartzendruber , A. 4, Box 143-A1,
Goshen, Indiana 46526.

FREE 64 PAGE CATALOG offers hundreds
of recordings or rare renaissance, baroque
and classical music. Some records priced
as low as $1 .00 each! All late re-cordings.
In stereo only. Musical Heritage Society,
Box 932-AU, New York, N.Y. 10023.
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INFINITY AND S. A. E. equipment-unq uestionably the finest available. Send for brochures, other components. Paul Heath, 81
Big Tree St., Livonia, N.Y.
BUY-SELL-TRA DE: AR, Altec, Advent, Marantz, Sony, Dynaco. SHURE VJ 5-11 Improved, $47 and old cartridge, shipped pr~
paid. STEREO Shop, 1201 Ellis, Cedar Rap~
Ids, Iowa 52405.
n.--0-rt-o-fo_n_,
REVOX, QUAD-,--T-ho_r_e_n-s,- -S-ta_n_t_o_
P. E., Sony, Dual, Marantz, Bozak, S.A.E.,
Rabco, KLH, Dynaco, Barzilay Cabinets. Interiors Plus Sound, 1322 E. Commercial
Boulevard, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, 33308.
(305) 771-4715.
FREE CATALOG offers high fidelity speaker
systems at manufacturer's prices. CTAL,
Box 543, Newark, Calif. 94560.
CONSUMERS CASSETTES and Accessories,
Blank Cassettes as low as C-30-50¢, C-60
-54¢, C-90-99¢, C-120-$1.22. All Cassettes licensed quality control by North
American Philips. Lifetime guarantee. WRITE
FOR FREE CATALOG! CONSUMERS ELECTRONICS CO., 103 Park Avenue, Dept.
AM, New York, N.Y. 10017.

- - - - -- -

MARANTZ 108 Tuner, 7T pre-amp, model
9 amps (2). Beautiful condition. $1,475.00.
Warren Paul, 66 Hunters Lane, Roc·hester,
.
N.Y. 14618 (716) 442-2839.
UNBELIEVABLE STEREO discounts. Gustafson Enterprises, Box 122, Grandvievy, Mo.
WOODEN GRILLEWORK. Custom-made precision product for SPe•aker cabinets, etc.
Send 50¢ for sample to the Winchester Co.,
Box 937, Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272.
WANTED-REA L HI•FI ADDICTS, tho·se who
really appre·c-iate music and sound. For
your habit, we can supp·ly I-nfinity, Crown,
Revox, Decca, Audio Rese•arc•h Corp., Qu,ad,
I.M.F. ln~ernat i onal, R•abc•o, Srax eiec1rostatic he,adp·hones. Personal attention, mail
consultations invited. Music ,and Sound
Limi-ted, 413 Jo,hnson St., Jen-kintown, Pa.
19046. (215) 885-4214.
SCULLY Professional Tape Rec-orders, from
1 to 24 tracks, oom:ple•te recording studio
pac·kages designed to order featuring
W.A.L. c•o-nsole systems and 9·ther le-ading
professional audio products. Phone (201)
681-6443. Wie-g and Audio Laboratories,
3402 Windsor Ho·ad, Wall, N.J. '07719.
KLIPSCH, TANNOY, BOZAK, MARANTZ,
THORENS, RABCO-No Discounting-S uperior Sound, 1801 Brewerton Rd. (Rt. 11)
Syracuse,. N.Y. 13211.
INFINITY SYSTEMS-Th e finest reproduction possible today. CROWN-so pureDC-300 IC-150 tape. P.hiia. & Mid Penna.
area, (609) 854-3448. Reply to Box #AM-1-1.
NATURE RECORDS. Enjoy the songs of
birds, frogs, and insects. Free Catalog.
Record Catalog. Cornell Ornithology Lab.,
159 Sapsucker Woods Rd., Ithaca, N.Y.
14850.
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SITUATION WANTED

(Continued from page 73 )

HONEST MAN · looking for an hone,st job.
Must be 100% on the up and up. No
phonies please. · Very retentive memory.
Albert Francis Safran, Jr., 819 Pierson Run
Road, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15239.

DISC RECORDING EQUIPME'NT: Complete
mono. and stereo cuUing systems featuring
rebuilt Scully, Neumann, Van Eps, and Fairchi·ld lathes and new W.A.L. ampl·itiers.
Priced from $2500.00. Wiegand Audio Laboratories, 3402 Windsor Road, Wall, N.J.
07719.
RADIO RERUNS. Complete broadcasts of
old favorities. Catalog free. Box 724, Redmond, Wash. 98052.
SPECIALIZING in Audio Equipment th.at Is
not available at your corner Hi-Fi Store.
Phase Linear, R-adford, Quad, Decca,
Bowers & Wilkins, Jordan Watts, G. H.
Hadc·o·ck, ERA, Ric·hard Allan, and Ge·Go.
Contemporary Argo, and Te·lefunken Records, also other hard t-o ge.f labe·ls.
ADVANCED EL£CTRO ACOUSTICS, 1610
South Park Avenue, Buffalo, N.Y. 14220.
(716) 826-5832 or 87 4-0830.
AMPEX SERIES 300 Tapes-Reel, 8-Tr., .
C.asse,tte. Disoou nted 50%. Write for other
gre,at tape savings. Exh·ibo West, Box 5174D, Mission Hills, Cal. 91340;
Oi..D RADIO . PROGRAMS. Large selection.
Lowest price,s. Oatalo·g 50¢. RADIO VAULT,
1533 50th St. S.W., Wyoming, Mic,hlgan
49509.
ORGANS: New, ~amous makes, all types,
save 30 to 50 percent. Greenwich Music
Center, Greenwic•h, N.J.
I-NFINITY svs1.-EMS,-·-crown: New Rabco
St-4 turntable, Bose, Qu,ad, Sony, KLH,
trades accepted, Stereo Center, 218 Columbia St., U·tica, N.Y. 13502.
INFINITY S'YSTEMS Servo-Static 1-Audio
research corp's SOD amplifier-the finest
combin,ation. Hearing is believing. Other
state of the art oompon·en·ts available. DS
Audio, 310 S. 3rd Ave., Lebanon, Pa. 17042.
Oall (717) 273-6314.

RECORDS
OLDIES-45 RPM. Original hits. Catalog 50¢ .
C & S Record Sales, Box 197, Wampsville, N.Y. 13163.
"HARD TO GET" records-all speeds. Record Exchange, 842 Seventh Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10019.
CATALOGS Broadcasts, soundtracks, Personalities of Thirties, Forties, Box 225, New
York, N.Y. 10028.

HELP WANTED
Serious recordists to make records for five
companies. We train, equip and provide
protected franchised territories. Modest Investment required. Send resume to Mr.
Bloc:h, 418 N. Main St., Englewood, Ohio
45322.
EXPERIENCED COMMERCIAL SOUND and/
or acoustic e.n gineers, technicians, for expanding company in TEL-AVIV, ISRAEL.
For interview in N.Y. area send resume to
Mr. L. Feldman, 97 Oxford Blvd.,· Great
Neck, N.Y. 11023.
HI-FI SALESMAN: Good Salary, C.ommissions, Profit Sharing Plan. Experience, References Requ;ired. Henry's C.amera Corp.,
516 West 8th Street, Downtown Los Angeles, OatH. 90014.
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Use this FREE Post Paid Card for more facts
on the products described and advertised in
this issue.

THIS CARD EXPIRES JULY 31, 1971

Name ______________ ______________ ____

Address ________________________ o

Office
Residence

0

l

Are you a subscriber to AUDIO Magazine?

0

0

Yes

7

YOU GET .••
• AR AM 1FM Stereo Receiver
• 2 Rectilinear Ill Speakers
• Dual 1219 Aut. Turntable
W ;Base & Dust Cover
• Shure V/15 Type II
Stereo Cartridge
TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE

1

High Fidelity Enthusiast
Home Recordist
Professional Recordist

4

No

0 Broadcast Engineer/Manager

50
60

Audio Service Technician
Audio Manufacturer or Dealer

0 Other.:..·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

would like to see more:

0

Technical articles

0

Articles for beginners

0 Construction projects 0 Articles on music
0 Music reviews: 0 Classical 0 Jazz 0 Rock
0 Other
1

buy an average of _ _ _ records a year.

Age - - -

MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES in earthworm raising and farming. Spacer En•terprises. For ·info write 13800 Thornton, Detroit, Michig•an 48227.

I have purchased the following equipment after seeing it advertised
in AUDIO M a g a z i n e . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

COLLECT COINS FOR PROFIT! How to
start, where to se,lt Us,t of Valu·able Coins.
Check your change! Send $1 .00 to Novelty
Mart, Mo.-53C, Rt. 15, Box 1627, Birmingham, Ala. 35224.

I am planning to purchase the following equipment in the next year.

~

1
2
3
4
5

OPTIONAL INFORMATION:
I am a :
1 0
2 0
3 0

to help me make an immediate decision to purchase.

B

#A 8

City ___________ _ State ___ Zip _ __

YOUNG EXPERIENCED SALESMAN seeking sales position in Audio field. Wil,l travel.
Full knowledge of merchandise. Charles
Gul,ley, 2712 Bartlett B-2, Pascagoula, Mls•s.
39567.

MAKE BIG MONEY raising chinchillas, rabbits, guinea pigs for us. Catalog 25¢. Keeney Brothers Farms, Inc., New Freedom,
Pa. 17349.

A

Firm _______________ _______________ ____

PROFESSIONAL TAPE EDITOR. Studio or
home. Experience iri radio, TV film, theater.
Write F. L. Portnoy, GEN. DEL., Stockbridge, Mass. 01262.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

CHECK BOX A orB beside each coupon number

6

to explore a new metho. d or to keep my flies
on the subject up to date.
#A B

#A 8

#A B

#

16
17
18
19
20
21

31
32
33

46
47
48

34

49

35
36
37

44

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

61
62
63
64
65
66
67

45

60

7
8
9
10
11
12

23
24
25
26
27

13

28

14
15

29
30

22

38

39
40
41
42
43

EQUIPMENT . WANTED
CASH FOR YOUR unwanted LP's and prerecorded tapes. Record House, Hillburn,
New York 10931.
TEAC CORPORATION of America Erath
models LWE-1 and LWE-VI speaker sy~
tems. Heathkit AJ-15 Deluxe stereo tuner
John Barrett, P.O. Box 207, Immokalee,
Fla. 33934.
WANTED: Back issues: Audio, Stereophile,
Stereo Review, Hig,h Fidelity, American
He·cord Gu•ide, etc. Bob Hempel, 6700
Duque•sne, Austin, Texas 78723. ·
NEWCOMB CLASSIC 1500R Monophonic
tube amploifier; Alte,c~~ansing Model 515,
20 ohm 15" spe•aker. Prefer mint. J. Hedde,
So. Rockwood, MiCihigan 48179.
- -- - - - WANT A.C. ADAPT-ERS for Craig TR403/
Dokorder PT36B Tape Reoorder. Give
price. H. Ear.le, 520 Grant Place, Chicago,
Ill. 60614.

STEPHENS SPEAKERS, 103LX woofers;
p30-824H,-214 tweeters, p30, 106a, 120c-,
BO•FR. R. Galhag'her, 8 Rockwood Place,
Edgewater, N.J. 07020. 201-943-8135.
RO-BERTS--6-000S tape recorder. V. McCarty, RFD #2, Rockville, Oonn. 06066.

68
69

70
71

72
73
74
75

#

76
77

78
79
80
81
82
83
84

85
86
87
88

89
90

A B

#A 8

91
92
93
94
95

#

1108

96

109
110
111

97
98

113

99

100
101
102
103
104
105

A 8

106
1107

112

114
115
116
117
118
119
120

#A8

121
122
123
124
125
26
127
128
129

130
131
132
133
134
135

My Comments On This Issue ______~------

·---------------------------~---------------~---------------------------------~-----FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 22,489
Philadelphia, Pa.

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
JEEPS typically from $53.90 . . . Trucks
from $78.40 . . . Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Multimeters, Oscilloscopes, Transceivers, Electronics Equipment. Wide variety, condition. 100,000 Bid bargains direct
from Government nationwide. Complete
Sales Directory and Surplus Categories
Catalog $1.00. Surplus Service, Box 820AUD, Holland, Michigan 49423.

A 8

-----r.- -, ... /-I
1
Check No. 74 on Reader Service Card

1HELP I .
Anytime you have a
question about your
Audio subscription,
please include a
mailing label to in·
sure prompt service
on your inquiry.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

:

No Postage Necessary if Mailed in the United States

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

AFFIX

LABEL
HERE

CHANGE
OF ADDRESS
If you're about to
move, please let us
know approximately
four weeks before ., _ ;
'
...
the move comes
about. Or, if there is anything wrong with
your current mailing label, please let us
know on this form also. Simply affix your
present label here, and carefully print the
updated information below.
·

PLEASE HELP US TO SERVE YOU BETIER
AUDIO MAGAZINE
134 N. 13th Street • Phila., Pa. 19107

AUDIO

134 North Thirteenth St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

CLASSIFIED ORDER CARD Fill in other side to order a classified ad

---~-~---------------~--------------~-------------~---~---~--------------------------

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER CARD
GENTLEMEN: PLEASE ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION TO

D
D

City

(Please Print)

AUDIO

Name
Address

Nama

Don't wait until your subscription runs out.
Renew now and insure uninterrupted service. The remaining issues on your current
subscription will be added.

Office
Residenc.e

D New Subscription
D Renewal

Zip

State

.Company

___ ______ _
Address
City

._.

· State

Zip

1 YEAR-$5

2YEARS-$9

3YEARS-$12

D

D

D

(Foreign - $8)
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(Foreign - $13)

(Foreign - $17)
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PAYMENT
ENCLOSED

D
D
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Fill in other side to get more information on advertised products
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CLASSIFIED ORDER CARD
Want to buy, trade or sell components? Looking for a rare piece of equipment? Want to offer or buy a service? Want a job in the audio field? If your
answer is "yes" to any of these questions, your ad belongs in Audio Classified. Rates are comfortably low-readership is astoundingly high. Use this
handy order form to include your message in the next issue.
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0 Help Wanted
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Insert in next issue
Insert in next 2 issues
Insert in next 6 issues
Insert in next 12 issues
Assign box number
(additional cost $1)

RATES: Commercial, 50¢ per word; situation wanted or non-commercial, 25¢
per word. We reserve the right to determine classification as commercial or
non-commercial. Payment must accompany all orders under $10.00.
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FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 22,489
Philadelphia, Pa.
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134 North Thirteenth St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

::arid's leader ;n tape technology s;nce 1932.

TDI< ELEC:TRON IC:S CORP.

LONG ISLAND CITY1 NEW YORK ~~~03

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER CARD Fill in other side to order a new subscription
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The basic difference be1ween them and us is
distortion. We hove none.
Your French horn, for example, comes through a
Marantz system in great shape. Not battered bent or
1wisted by the d istortion of ordinory(them) circuitry.
Sound any sound from any source,. tope, disc
or off the air, is virtually unchanged by Marantz. So that
when you listen it's as if there is nothing be1ween you

and the source of sound. The result is on exciting immediacy. A startling sense of reality. Pure stereo.
Marantz makes the most expensive stereo
equipment on earth. Our Model 19 FM receiver costs
$1000 . But we also hove a $219 Marantz, and others in
be1ween.
Visit your Marantz dealer. Marantz stereo at any
price is damn well worth it. . . . ...__._._.._••~

Check No. 43 on Reader Service Card

We sound better.

I

o 1'l71Marantz SA . PO Box QQ. Sun Volley. Coh t Q\352 40. Rue de Chotelo<n. '1)50 Brussels Betgrum tn Canada E lec~ohome. Ltd . Krtchener. Ontorro Send lor free catalog
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